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Abstract

In the last two decades a growing number of robotic applications such as au-
tonomous drones, wheeled robots and industrial manipulators started to be em-
ployed in several human environments. However, these machines often possess
limited locomotion and/or manipulation capabilities, thus reducing the number
of achievable tasks and increasing the complexity of robot-environment interac-
tion. Augmenting robots locomotion and manipulation abilities is a fundamental
research topic, with a view to enhance robots participation in complex tasks in-
volving safe interaction and cooperation with humans. To this purpose, humanoid
robots, aerial manipulators and the novel design of flying humanoid robots are
among the most promising platforms researchers are studying in the attempt to re-
move the existing technological barriers. These robots are often modeled as float-
ing base systems, and have lost the assumption – typical of fixed base robots – of
having one link always attached to the ground.

From the robot control side, contact forces regulation revealed to be funda-
mental for the execution of interaction tasks. Contact forces can be influenced by
directly controlling the robot’s momentum rate of change, and this fact gives rise to
several momentum-based control strategies. Nevertheless, effective design of force
and torque controllers still remains a complex challenge. The variability of sensor
load during interaction, the inaccuracy of the force/torque sensing technology and
the inherent nonlinearities of robot models are only a few complexities impairing
efficient robot force control.

This research project focuses on the design of balancing and flight controllers
for floating base robots interacting with the surrounding environment. More specif-
ically, the research is built upon the state-of-the-art of momentum-based controllers
and applied to three robotic platforms: the humanoid robot iCub, the aerial ma-
nipulator OTHex and the jet-powered humanoid robot iRonCub. The project en-
forces the existing literature with both theoretical and experimental results, aimed
at achieving high robot performances and improved stability and robustness, in
presence of different physical robot-environment interactions.
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Preliminaries

The following lists represent reference tables for the entire manuscript.

Nomenclature

p Vectors and scalars (small letter)
ei Canonical vector
P Matrices (capital letter)
L Momentum vector
1n,m Identity matrix of dimension n×m
0n,m Zero matrix of dimension n×m
( · )> Transpose operator
( · )−1 Matrix inverse operator
( · )† Moore-Penrose matrix pseudoinverse operator
S( · ) Skew-symmetric operator
( · )∨ Inverse of skew operator
diag( · ) Diagonal matrix
tr( · ) Trace operator
rank( · ) Matrix rank
vec( · ) Matrix vectorization
det( · ) Matrix determinant
| · | Frobenius norm and L2 norm
ṗ First time derivative
p̈ Second time derivative
∂p Partial derivative with respect to p∫

( · ) Integral operator
A Reference frame (calligraphic letter)
A[B] Frame with the origin of A and the orientation of B
Ap Vector expressed in frame A
ARB Rotation from frame B to frame A
SO(3) Special Orthogonal group

i



so(3) Algebra of SO(3)∑
Summation operator

Re Real part of complex numbers
sign(p) Sign of p ∈ R
exp( · ) Exponential and matrix exponential

Abbreviations and Acronyms

CoM Center of Mass
DoF Degrees of Freedom
arg min Argument of the minimum
FT Force/Torque
IMU Inertial Measurement Unit
QP Quadratic Programming
YARP Yet Another Robot Platform
e.g. exempli gratia
i.e. id est
w.r.t. with respect to
s.t. subject to
CAD Computer-Aided Design
URDF Unified Robot Description Format
UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
MPC Model Predictive Control
IP Inverted Pendulum
SLP Spring Loaded Pendulum
SLIP Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum
ZMP Zero Moment Point
CoP Center of Pressure
LPIM Linear Inverted Pendulum Model
TSID Task Space Inverse Dynamics
LQR Linear Quadratic Regulators
VTOL Vertical Take Off and Landing
SEA Series Elastic Actuators
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Prologue

Since the dawn of robotics, the dream of creating machines capable of reproduc-
ing human motion has been a staple of robotics scientists. The way humans can
easily interact with the surrounding environment to perform complex motions is
fascinating but yet extremely difficult to replicate with a machine. Nevertheless,
to endow robots with high locomotion and manipulations skills would be of great
use to a wide variety of tasks, e.g., search and rescue operations, intervention in
disaster-like scenarios, and to substitute humans in all-consuming jobs.

Researchers have accepted the challenge and envisioned new robotic platforms,
that aim to achieve human-like –and maybe even more – locomotion and manipula-
tion capabilities. The growing interest of the robotics community on this topic led
to impressive results, as the performance recently achieved by Boston Dynamics
on the ATLAS robot: http://y2u.be/_sBBaNYex3E.

Humanoid robotics is doubtless a research field where terrestrial locomotion
and manipulation play a key role. One of the reasons accounting for this interest
is the need of conceiving systems that can operate in places where humans are for-
bidden to access. The recent DARPA robotic challenge showed promising results
as regards the use of humanoid robots in disaster-response, but also pointed out
several limitations of these platforms when employed in real applications. Stabil-
ity issues of both low and high level controllers for balancing and walking were
among the main contributors to robot failures. A common high-level control strat-
egy adopted during the competition was that of regulating the robot’s momentum,
which is usually referred to as momentum-based control.

Commercial drones are widespread and can perform aerial locomotion, but
their interaction with the environment is often limited. Aerial manipulators seek to
overcome this limitation by endowing aerial robots with a degree of manipulation.
The operational space of such platforms considerably increases, but the control
of the robot during interaction is often challenging. Multiple factors such as un-
modeled phenomena, the inherent elasticity of the arm and the limited actuation
may impair system’s stability and efficiency. Recently, the task-based formalism
emerged as an efficient control framework for aerial manipulators. It guarantees
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high flexibility in the choice of the control tasks, as well as the possibility to assign
different priorities to the tasks and to include hardware and software limitations in
the control design.

Attempts at combining aerial and bipedal terrestrial locomotion have also at-
tracted the attention of the robotics community. The robot Leonardo at the Caltech
combines two robotic legs with propellers to improve balancing and agility [Cal-
tech, 2019]. Analogously, at Guangdong University of Technology, researchers are
developing a legged robot with ducted fans installed at its feet. The goal is to allow
the robot to take larger steps [Huang et al., 2017]. Yet, none of these robots is en-
dowed with a degree of manipulation. An attempt at unifying manipulation, aerial,
and bipedal terrestrial locomotion on a single robotic platform is carried out by
the iRonCub project. The robot iRonCub is the first jet-powered humanoid robot:
it is based on the humanoid robot iCub to which have been added four model-jet
engines [Pucci et al., 2018]. The control of a flying humanoid robot opens new
challenges for researches, and some of these challenges, such as how to handle
take off and landing maneuvers, have been tackled for the first time in this thesis.

This research project contributes to the field of floating base robots control,
with the design of momentum-based and optimization-based controllers to enhance
robot interaction and locomotion capabilities. The control design is based on a
dynamic model of the floating base system, and on a model of the robot interaction
with the environment. Results are demonstrated on three different platforms: the
humanoid robot iCub [Metta et al., 2010], the aerial manipulator OTHex [Staub
et al., 2018], and a simulated iRonCub.

Most of the control algorithms developed in this thesis are public. They can be
found in the GitHub organization dedicated to iCub software. The latest controllers
as well as the link to other repositories concerning iCub torque control are available
at the following url:

https://github.com/robotology/whole-body-controllers

A playlist describing the experiments presented in this thesis can be found at:

https://bit.ly/370TMqX

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows.

Part I: Background and Thesis Context

– Chapter 1 briefly introduces the concept and the historical background of
floating base robots, and recalls the main challenges in modeling and control
of floating base systems.

2
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– Chapter 2 presents the robotic platforms and the simulation environments
used in the remainder of the thesis.

– Chapter 3 recalls the derivation of floating base systems equations of mo-
tion, and the model of kinematic and contact stability constraints that occur
during robot interaction with the environment.

– Chapter 4 reviews the state-of-the-art of control strategies for floating base
robots, with a focus on optimization-based, instantaneous control techniques
for humanoid robots and aerial manipulators.

– Chapter 5 describes the thesis context and contribution.

Part II: Momentum-Based Control Strategies for Balancing

– Chapter 6 implements a state-of-the-art momentum-based controller for
balancing on rigid contacts. The control algorithm is implemented as a
quadratic optimization problem with equality and inequality constraints.

– Chapter 7 focuses on the design of momentum-based controllers with proven
stability of the system zero dynamics. The controller is tested on the robot
iCub while balancing on both one and two feet.

– Chapter 8 proposes a framework for automatic gain tuning of momentum-
based controllers.The framework is tested on the simulated robot iCub while
balancing on both one and two feet.

– Chapter 9 extends the momentum control framework described in Chapter 6
for balancing in highly dynamic environments. Simulation results are carried
out on the robot iCub balancing on a seesaw board.

– Chapter 10 implements a momentum-based controller for controlling robots
with series elastic actuators.

– Chapter 11 shows how to exploit the joints viscous and Coulomb friction in
the momentum-based control design to improve the robot balancing perfor-
mances. The control algorithm is tested on iCub performing highly dynamic
movements while balancing.

– Chapter 12 presents a momentum jerk control framework that aims at ad-
dressing common limitations of optimization-based momentum controllers,
and also utilizes direct feedback from force/torque sensors.

3



Part III: Optimization-Based Control Strategies for Flying

– Chapter 13 implements an optimization-based force control strategy for the
aerial manipulator OTHex interacting with a rigid environment. Direct force
feedback from a force/torque sensor mounted on the robot end effector is
included in the control algorithm.

– Chapter 14 describes a momentum based control architecture for the jet-
powered humanoid robot iRonCub. Simulation results demonstrated that the
robot can fly, balance and perform take off and landing maneuvers.
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Part I

Background and Thesis Context





Chapter 1

Introduction

“Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic”.

Arthur C. Clarke

Since ancient times humanity has always been fascinated by the dream of con-
cieving machines that can move autonomously as living creatures do. The greek
mathematician Heron of Alexandria, in his volumes Pneumatica and Automata,
described more than 100 machines working with air, steam and water pressure.

During the Renaissance, Leonardo da Vinci designed one of the first examples
of humanoid robot, a “mechanical knight” which could stand, sit, raise its visor
and independently maneuver its arms. The entire system was operated by a series
of pulleys and cables. Leonardo was also the first at attempting to understand flight
bird dynamics in his Codex on the Flight of Birds, in 1505.

In 18th century Jacques de Vaucanson developed his famous “digestive duck”,
an automaton in the form of a duck appeared to have the ability of eating kernel of
grain and “metabolize” them. In 19th century, Hisashige Tanaka’s robots were the
most complex mechanized robots at the time. His creations were able to write, fire
arrows, and serve tea. In the same period, artificial life started to be treated also in
literature: the most famous example of this is Mary Shelley’s novel Frankestein.

The word “robot” was introduced for the first time by the writer Karel Capek in
his play R.U.R. (Rossum’s Universal Robots), published in 1920. Capek’s robots
were artificial people, very similar to the modern idea of androids.

In the second half of the 20th century, the technology improvements granted
a remarkable development of robotics and lead to the definition of “robots” as the
modern concept of mechanisms endowed with sensors, actuators and controllers.
Nevertheless, these robots were initially concieved to be attached to the ground.
Unimate, the very first industrial manipulator (Fig. 1.1a), had its base tightly bolted
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(a) Unimate robot. Image source: Uni-
versity of Coloardo, Correll Lab.

(b) The industrial manipulator Kuka
KRC2. Image source: Kuka website.

Fig. 1.1 The first manipulator Unimate (left) and a modern industrial manipulator (right).

to the soil, so that it was assumed it will never move. The robot was concieved
starting from the design of a mechanical arm patented in 1954 by the american
inventor George Devol, and later developed by Joseph Engelberger. It consisted of
two boxes connected to an arm, and it had the possibility to memorize and execute
systematic tasks.

Unimate is one of the progenitors of a large number of fixed base robots de-
veloped in the second half of the 20th century for industrial, medical and research
applications, as the modern Kuka manipulator in Fig. 1.1b. The main characteris-
tic of these platforms is that one of the robot link, usually referred to as the base
link, is bolted to the ground. The fixed-base assumption renders the environment
to which the robot is attached to behave as an infinite force generator: when the
robot moves, reaction forces of any (reasonable) magnitude act on the robot base
to ensure that it stays fixed in place.

As the technology advanced, the scientific community started dipping into
robotic applications for which the fixed base assumption clearly fails. Among the
others, the first humanoid robot, WABOT-1, developed in 1970 by Waseda Univer-
sity. It consisted of a mechanical system endowed with four limbs, a vision and
conversation system (Fig 1.2a). The robot was able to walk and manipulate objects
with its limbs. Later in 2000, the robot ASIMO (Fig 1.2b), developed by Honda,
could walk and run like a human. After an upgrade in 2005, it became able to run
at 6 km

h , interact with humans, and perform basic tasks like holding a platter and
serving food. In 2018, the humanoid robot ATLAS developed at Boston Dynamics
demonstrated impressive motion capabilities by executing a backflip (Fig. 1.3).

Robotic applications also found fertile ground in the field of aerial systems.
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) were originally conceived as practice targets
for military applications. The development of UAVs continued during the world
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(a) WABOT-1. (b) ASIMO.

Fig. 1.2 Sources: (a) http://www.humanoid.waseda.ac.jp; (b) https://favpng.com/.

Fig. 1.3 ATLAS robot while performing a backflip. Source: http://www.pmstudio.com/.

wars, but only in the 1959 the US Air Force started planning for the use of un-
crewed aircrafts. Nowadays, autonomuos and semi-autonomuos drones and quad-
copters are widespread and employed for a large variety of tasks, such as sourveil-
lance, remote monitoring and photography. In the last decade, aerial vehicles have
also been equipped with rigid grippers, and, in some cases, with robotic arms with
one or more degrees of freedom as in Fig. 1.4. Such aerial manipulators greatly
enlarged the number of feasible tasks achieved by aerial robots, spanning from
manipulation and grasping of objects to contact-based inspection.
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Fig. 1.4 Two aerial manipulators based on an helicopter and a quadrotor. Images sources:
https://www.dlr.de/ (left) and http://naira.mechse.illinois.edu/ (right).

Contrary to fixed base systems, humanoid robots and aerial manipulators are
not bolted to the ground. The base link instead floats above the ground and moves
from place to place with the robot. Any contact the robot exerts on the ground
will now produce equal and opposite reaction forces that are not canceled by the
environment. If not regulated appropriately, uncontrolled contact forces may break
the contact, and the robot control in this case becomes critical [Ott et al., 2011,
Wensing and Orin, 2013, Kuindersma et al., 2014].

From the modeling point of view, the floating base formalism extends the con-
cepts already developed for fixed base robots by adding the pose of a virtual link,
connected passively to an inertial reference frame, to the robot model [Feather-
stone, 2007]. However, this additional link will introduce underactuation in the
model, which in practice forbids the feedback linearization of system’s dynamics
[Acosta and Lopez-Martinez, 2005, Featherstone, 2007]. The underactuation is
usually resolved by adding constraints to the system’s dynamics: these constraints
arise naturally from the contacts the robot makes with environment, and are often
modelled as rigid constraints [Nori et al., 2015].

Next Chapters present an overview of the floating base robots which are sub-
ject of study in this research project, and deepen the state-of-the-art modeling and
control strategies for floating base systems.
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Chapter 2

The Robotic Platforms and Their
Simulation

Three floating base robots are subject of study in this thesis: the iCub humanoid
robot [Metta et al., 2010], the aerial manipulator OTHex [Staub et al., 2018], and
the jet-powered humanoid robot iRonCub. This Chapter describes the hardware
and software infrastructure and the control architecture of the three robots. A sim-
ulated version of the robots is also available for preliminary tests and debugging of
new control strategies. In this Chapter, two simulation environments are presented:
a custom Matlab-based simulator and the Gazebo-Simulink simulator.

2.1 The Humanoid Robot iCub

iCub (Fig. 2.1) is an open-source platform for research in humanoid robotics,
designed by the RoboCup Consortium and built in 2004 by the Italian Institute
of Technology [Metta et al., 2010]. It has the size of a human child, four limbs
consisting of two legs and two arms including hands with five fingers, and it is
equipped with various sensors such as force-torque sensors, a tactile skin, gyro-
scopes, accelerometers and cameras distributed all over its body, to be able to sense
the surrounding environment. The motivations behind the strongly humanoid de-
sign is the embodied cognition hypothesis, that is, human-like manipulation plays
a vital role in the development of human cognition. A baby learns many cognitive
skills by interacting with its environment and other humans using its limbs and
senses, and consequently its internal model of the world is largely determined by
the form of the human body. The robot was designed to test this hypothesis, by
allowing cognitive learning scenarios to be acted out by an accurate reproduction
of the perceptual system and articulation of a small child, so that it could interact
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Fig. 2.1 The robot iCub.

with the world in the same way that such a child does.

2.1.1 Mechanics

iCub is a 104 cm height robot, and weights 23-25 kg. The total mass may vary
because each robot is often subject to customization by researchers. It has 53
actuated degrees of freedom, distributed as: 6 for the head, 3 for the torso, 16 for
each arm (9 of which are for each hand) and 6 for each leg. Except for the hands and
the head where brushed DC motors are used, all of the remaining joints are actuated
by brushless DC motors with harmonic drive gears. For the purpose of this thesis,
23-25 degrees of freedom are torque controlled, while the remaining DoFs are kept
at an initial configuration with position control. The material used for the body is
mostly Ergal (an aluminum alloy), with some parts made of steel and plastic. Table
2.1 gives a short summary of the iCub specifications. More information about iCub
robot can be found on the iCub website http://www.icub.org/.

2.1.2 Sensors

iCub has sensors and mechanical features that allow testing for various tasks. It is
equipped with: two digital cameras in the head, microphones, force/torque sensors,
tactile skin, gyroscopes and accelerometers. In addition, there are absolute posi-
tion encoders in every actuated joint. The robot is also equipped with two inertial
measurement units (IMU) located in the head and in the pelvis, which include a
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(a) iCub mechanics. (b) FT sensor model.

Fig. 2.2 Left: iCub mechanics; Right: FT sensors structure and sensor frame of reference.

combination of accelerometers, gyroscopes, magnetometer to measure and report
robot’s specific force, angular rate, and Earth magnetic field for an accurate 3D
motion tracking.

Force/torque sensors

The force-torque (FT) sensors are based on a classical Wheatstone bridge design,
employing 12 semiconductor strain gauges arranged in a 6 half-bridges configu-
ration. The sensor is calibrated to measure the force/torque applied by the upper
(blue) part of the sensor on the lower (red) part of sensor, and expresses it on the
FT sensor reference frame.

Whole-body distributed force/torque sensors play an important role in the esti-
mation and control of the robot joints torques. There are six force/torque sensors:
one between the shoulder and the elbow on each arm, one between the hip and the
knee and one between the ankle and the foot on each leg. By using these sensors,
internal forces can be estimated at the joints which in turn can be used to estimate
internal dynamics and external forces.

2.1.3 iCub torque control architecture

iCub is one of the few humanoid robots which is fully torque controlled. The
torque control architecture is composed of two nested loops, namely the inner and
outer loops. The inner loop is controlled at a frequency of 1000 Hz by an on-
board PC located on the robot’s head, which communicates with actuators and
sensors using Ethernet protocol. The outer loop runs off-board at a frequency of
100 Hz in a cluster machine, that communicates with the on-board PC through the
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Fig. 2.3 Schematics of the iCub inner and outer loops.

Height 104 cm

Weight 23-25 kg

Sensors
Stereo Cameras, microphones, encoders, force/torque sensors,
tactile sensors, gyroscopes, accelerometers

Actuators brushless motors (150 W), DC motors. 54 motors in total
Power 220/110 V AC, tethered via 48-12 V power supply

Computing (On-board)
20 micro-controller boards for movement, 16 boards for sensors
and a Pentium duo for data acquisition and synchronization

Software (On-board) Linux
Degrees of Freedom 53 motors controlling 76 joints
Structure and Materials Ergal, steel, plastic
Year Started 2004, first release 2008

Table 2.1 iCub specifications.

YARP middleware [Fitzpatrick et al., 2008]. A schematic of the inner-outer control
architecture is depicted in Fig. 2.3.

The outer loop

It is in charge of providing reference joint torques τ∗ to the inner loop. It imple-
ments the momentum-based controllers designed in the remainder of the thesis.
The control algorithm is entirely developed in Simulink. Dynamics and kinematics
quantities, as well as I/O communication with the robot sensors and with the inner
loop is dealt with the WBToolbox library [Romano et al., 2017]. The library wraps
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Fig. 2.4 Simulink control for iCub balancing.

the functionalities of YARP and of iDynTree, a multi-body dynamics library de-
signed for free floating robots [Nori et al., 2015]. Fig. 2.4 shows a typical Simulink
scheme used for controlling iCub.

The inner loop

The inner control loop is responsible for stabilizing the actual joint torques τ to-
wards the reference τ∗. More specifically, the joints actuation is provided by n
electric brushless motors. We assume that any reasonable motor torques τm can be
(almost) instantly achieved by means of the fast current control loop at the motor
level. This current control also compensates for the motor’s back electromotive
effect. Furthermore, we assume that motors and joints are rigidly connected to
each other by means of the transmission element. The single joint rotation may be
obtained by a linear combination of the actuators movements.

Motors dynamics

The relationship between joint and motor positions is given by:

s = Γθ (2.1)

where s ∈ Rn are the joint angles, θ ∈ Rn are the motor positions and Γ ∈ Rn×n
is a matrix that accounts for the gear box ratios and for the coupling between
the input and the output rotations of the coupling mechanism. Furthermore, we
also make the following assumptions [Albu-Schaffer et al., 2004, de Luca and Lu-
cibello, 1998]:
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• the friction of the mechanism is modelled as a combination of Coulomb and
viscous friction only;

• the angular motor kinetic energy is due to its own spinning only, and the
center of mass of each motor is along the motor axis of rotation.

Under the above assumptions the motors dynamics is then given by:

Imθ̈ +Kv θ̇ +Kcsign(θ̇) = τm − Γ>τ, (2.2)

with Im = diag(bi) ∈ Rn×n, bi > 0, i = 1...n the motors inertia matrix, while
Kv = diag(kvi) ∈ Rn×n and Kc = diag(kci) ∈ Rn×n are diagonal matrices
collecting all the joints viscous and Coulomb friction coefficients, respectively.
τm ∈ Rn are the motor torques.

Low-level joint torque control

The iCub control boards allow to specify a desired Pulse Width Modulation (PWM)
value to the motors. The relation between PWM and motor torques is assumed to
be linear and given by: τm = KτPWM. Then, we choose τm := τ∗m as follows:

τ∗m = Kv θ̇ +Kcsign(θ̇) + Γ>(τ∗ − PID( ˙̃τ, τ̃ , ∫ τ̃)). (2.3)

where we defined the joint torques error as τ̃ = τ − τ∗ and PID stands for a
classical PID controller. We substitute Eq. (2.3) into the motors dynamics Eq.
(2.2) to obtain the following closed loop dynamics for the joint torques:

τ = τ∗ − Γ−>Imθ̈ − PID( ˙̃τ, τ̃ , ∫ τ̃), (2.4)

where we do not compensate for the term Imθ̈ through Eq. (2.3) because its mag-
nitude is usually negligible compared to that of the other terms of Eq. (2.4), and its
estimation is usually noisy.

2.2 iRonCub: the Flying Humanoid Robot

The iRonCub is a jet-powered version of iCub with a jet-pack mounted on the
shoulders (Fig. 2.5) and two additional jet turbines mounted on the arms. The
selected commercial turbines are JetCat P220 (for the jet-pack) and P100 (for the
arms) and can provide a maximum thrust of 220 N and 100 N, respectively. Each
turbine comes with a dedicated Electronic Control Unit (ECU) and a Ground Sup-
port Unit (GSU). The ECU can work through two different communication inter-
faces: throttle and serial. The throttle interface is the most basic one, and accepts
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Fig. 2.5 Left: the prototype of the jet powered robot; Right: CAD model of iRonCub.

a Pulse With Modulation (PWM) input signal to regulate the turbine thrust. The
serial interface receives the desired throttle as a message, but can also send a feed-
back message that details the running status of the engine. The default engine fuel
is kerosene Jet-A1, but the performances are similar also if diesel is used. The
main characteristics of the engines are in Table 2.2.

At the time of writing, flying experiments on the real platform are still in defini-
tion, and the mechanical design of the robot may change according to the require-
ments that come out in the experimental campaigns. A simulated version of the
robot is already available in Gazebo and it is used for validating the flying control
algorithms before testing on the real iRonCub.

Jet engine model P100-RX P220-RXi
Nominal Max. Thrust 100 N 220 N

Throttle range 25% − 100% 25% − 100%

Weight 1080 g 1850 g
Length 241 mm 307 mm

Diameter 97 mm 116.8 mm
Table 2.2 Basic specifications of the jet engines.

2.3 The Aerial Manipulator OTHex

The Open Tilted Hexarotor (OTHex) is a custom-made aerial vehicle developed in
the LAAS laboratory in Toulouse, France. It is composed of a 3D printed base that
connects 6 aluminum tubes, at the end of which are mounted coplanar-center pro-
pellers [Staub et al., 2018]. The propellers are tilted with different and optimized
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Fig. 2.6 The aerial manipulator OTHex.

angles to allow the multi-directional thrust property and therefore guarantee the
local full actuation of robot dynamics. Furthermore, the frontal aperture angle be-
tween propellers has been enlarged to increase the robot’s manipulation workspace.
The tilting angles and other specifications are summarized in table 2.3.

2.3.1 Hardware specifications

The electronics is composed of six electronic speed controllers (ESC) BL-Ctrl-2.0
from MikroKopter, running an in-house developed firmware that performs closed-
loop spinning frequency control and accepts desired spinning frequency at 1 kHz.
This allows a good control of the propeller spinning velocity. Coupled with a static
map of the force and moment produced at a given spinning velocity, it results in a
precise force control of the platform. The robot is endowed with an on-board IMU
to retrieve robot orientation and angular velocity while flying. When performing
indoor experiments, IMU measurements are integrated with an external motion
capture system (Optitrack MoCap) based on optical markers. Its pose measurement
(120 Hz) are fused with the IMU measurements (1 kHz) using an UKF based state
estimator, thus obtaining a full state estimate at 1 kHz.
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2.3.2 The 3 DoF manipulator

The OTHex has been equipped with a 3D printed three degrees of freedom serial
manipulator as depicted in Fig. 2.6. The manipulator has also been designed at
LAAS. The motion of the first two joints is generated by means of a differential
mechanism, while the last joint is belt-driven. Its end-effector can be fully cus-
tomized according to the task. For the purpose of this thesis, it is composed of a
pointed tool rigidly attached to a 6-axis force/torque sensor. The force sensor is the
one developed at the Italian Institute of Technology for the iCub robot. The arm is
controlled with a velocity control loop that commands desired motors velocities to
three Dynamixel motors, whose internal encoders are also used to provide position
feedback to the controller.

2.3.3 The outer loop controller

The outer loop controller is developed in Simulink and runs at 250Hz. It provides
desired propellers spinning velocities and desired manipulator joint torques to the
low-level motor control loops. Communication with the robot is made through
two middleware: the already mentioned YARP and GenoM software [Fleury et al.,
1997]. Recall that the manipulator low-level control receives reference veloci-
ties: thus, desired accelerations are computed with forward dynamics from desired
torques, and numerically integrated inside the outer control loop.

OTHex total weight (without battery) 2.48 kg

Frontal aperture angle 85◦

Propeller 1st tilt angle 35◦

Propeller 2nd tilt angle −10◦

Extra admissible payload 2.9 kg

Max. lateral admissible force (hovering) 8 N

Table 2.3 OTHex specifications.

2.4 Simulation Environments

Two different simulation setups have been developed to test the outer loop con-
trollers before implementing them on the real platforms. In both cases, we sim-
ulate the humanoid robot iCub/iRonCub with 23-25 degrees of freedom, and the
OTHex with 3 degrees of freedom. The simulation environments assume that the
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Fig. 2.7 iCub and the OTHex inside the custom simulator.

Fig. 2.8 iCub and the OTHex inside the Gazebo simulator.

reference torques τ∗ and the propellers thrusts are instantly achieved, i.e. no mo-
tors dynamics (and consequently, no low-level control) is simulated. A modified
simulation environment that also takes into account the motors dynamics has been
exploited on the iCub robot in Chapter 10, to simulate the control of robots with
elastic joints.

2.4.1 Custom setup

The simulator is entirely developed in Matlab. A robot model derived from CAD is
available in URDF format. Dynamics and kinematics quantities are retrieved from
the URDF file with the iDynTree software. The simulator is in charge of integrat-
ing the system’s dynamics while the robot is interacting with the environment, and
when τ = τ∗. The robot rotation in space is parametrized by means of a quater-
nion representationQ ∈ R4, and the resulting state space system is then integrated
through time with the numerical integrator ode15s. The constraints that arise dur-
ing interaction, as well as |Q| = 1, are enforced during the integration phase, and
additional correction terms have been added [Gros et al., 2015]. Figure 2.7 depicts
the robots iCub and OTHex inside the custom simulator.
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2.4.2 Gazebo setup

The Gazebo simulator [Koenig and Howard, 2004] is the other simulation setup
used for our experiments. The controller computing τ∗ is developed in Simulink,
and provides reference torques to Gazebo by means of Gazebo-YARP plugins. The
robot dynamics is then integrated by Gazebo. Of the different physic engines that
can be used with Gazebo, we chose the Open Dynamics Engine (ODE). Differently
from the previous simulation environment, Gazebo allows one for more flexibility.
Indeed, we only have to specify the model of the robot, and the constraints arise
naturally while simulating. Furthermore, Gazebo integrates the dynamics with a
fixed step semi-implicit Euler integration scheme. Another advantage of using
Gazebo with respect to the custom integration scheme previously presented con-
sists in the ability to test in simulation the same control software used on the real
robot. Figure 2.8 depicts the iCub and the OTHex inside Gazebo simulator.
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Chapter 3

Floating Base Systems Modeling

An appropriate model describing the system to control is the very fundation of
model-based control strategies. This Chapter recalls a classical yet effective rep-
resentation of floating base systems equations of motion. Furthermore, a novel
derivation of the floating base system’s dynamics is proposed [Traversaro et al.,
2017]. The main advantage of this new representation is that the system’s mass
matrix is block diagonal, thus decoupling the floating base dynamics into two sep-
arate parts, the first one representing the dynamics of the robot centroidal momen-
tum, the other describing the joints dynamics. Finally, we recall typical modeling
strategies of the contact constraints that occur during interaction between the robot
and the environment.

3.1 Floating Base Dynamics

Classical formulations of the dynamics of a multi-body system follow the rules
of fundamental principles of mechanics. Systems evolving in vector spaces and
Lie groups may be described using Euler-Lagrange and Euler-Poincaré formalism,
respectively [Marsden and Ratiu, 2010]. Common robotics applications assume
that the mechanical system is composed of a collection of n+1 rigid bodies, called
links, whose relative motion is constrained by n joints with (usually) one degree of
freedom each.

If one of the robot links is fixed with respect to an inertial reference frame
I, the system is considered fixed base, as it is the case for robotic manipulators
attached to ground. When instead none of the robot links has an a priori constant
pose with respect to the inertial frame, the system is referred to as floating base
[Featherstone, 2007]. Then, any point of the system can be expressed in terms of
the joint positions and the absolute pose of a frame attached to a link of the robot
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Fig. 3.1 Position and orientation of any point (IpE ,
IRE) of the floating base system can

be expressed in terms of the joint positions and the pose (IpB,
IRB) of the base frame.

(Fig. 3.1). This frame is referred to as base frame B and it is often attached to the
heaviest link of the considered system.

All robots considered in this thesis belong to this second category, and the
derivation of the robot’s dynamics following the floating base formalism is detailed
in the next subsections.

3.1.1 Robot configuration space

The robot configuration space is characterized by the position and the orientation
the base frame B, and the joint configurations. The configuration space is then
defined by

Q = R3 × SO(3)× Rn.

An element of Q is given by the triplet q = (IpB,
IRB, s), where (IpB,

IRB)
denotes the origin and orientation of the base frame expressed in the inertial frame,
and s denotes the joint angles. In the remainder of this thesis, the base frame
rotation will be represented by means of non-minimal representations of SO(3),
i.e. rotation matrices and quaternions. The minimal representations, such as Euler
angles, may introduce artificial singularities for the base orientation [Wieber et al.,
2016]. It is now possible to define an operation associated with the set Q such that
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this set is a Lie group1. Given two elements q and ρ of the configuration space, the
set Q is a Lie group with operation: q · ρ = (pq +pρ, RqRρ, sq + sρ) [Selig, 2005].

Group algebra

The velocity of the multi-body system can be characterized by the Lie algebra2

V of Q defined by: V = R3 × R3 × Rn. An element of V is then a triplet ν =
(IvB,

IωB, ṡ) = (vB, ṡ). The Lie algebra of the rotation group so(3) is represented
by the angular velocity vector IωB, which yields the following relation with the
derivative of the rotation matrix [Selig, 2005]:

I
ṘB = S(IωB) IRB.

3.1.2 System equations of motion

We assume that the robot is interacting with the environment exchanging nc distinct
forces and moments, i.e. wrenches3, as in Fig. 3.2. The application of the Euler-
Poincaré formalism to the multi-body system yields the equations of motion:

M(q)ν̇ + C(q, ν)ν +G(q) = Bτ +

nc∑
i=1

J>Ci(q)fi (3.1)

whereM(q) ∈ Rn+6×n+6 is the mass matrix, C(q, ν)ν ∈ Rn+6 accounts for Cori-
olis and centrifugal effects, G(q) ∈ Rn+6 is the gravity term, B = (0n×6, 1n)> is
a selector matrix, τ ∈ Rn is a vector representing the joint torques, and fi ∈ R6

denotes the i-th external wrench applied by the environment on the robot. We as-
sume that the application point of the external wrench is associated with a frame
Ci, attached to the link on which the wrench acts, and has its z axis pointing in
the direction of the normal of the contact plane. Then, the external wrench fi is
expressed in a frame whose orientation is that of the inertial frame I, and whose
origin is that of Ci, i.e. the application point of the external wrench fi. The Jaco-
bian JCi(q) is the map between the robot’s velocity ν and the linear and angular
velocity IvCi := (IvCi ,

IωCi) of the frame Ci, i.e. IvCi = JCi(q)ν.

When unnecessary, hereafter we drop the dependency of the dynamics quanti-
ties from the the robot configuration and velocity, e.g. M(q) = M . Similarly, we
drop the superscript I from the kinematics quantities, e.g. IpB = pB.

1A group is a set equipped with a binary operation that combines any two elements to form a
third element in such a way that four conditions (axioms) are satisfied: closure, associativity, identity
and invertibility. A Lie group is a group whose elements are organized continuously and smoothly.

2Any Lie group gives rise to a Lie algebra, which is its tangent space at the identity.
3As an abuse of notation, we define as wrench a quantity that is not the dual of a twist.
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Fig. 3.2 The robot iCub while balancing. The figure depicts the inertial frame I, the base
frame B and the contact wrench f .

3.2 Robot Dynamics in Centroidal Coordinates

This Section recalls a new expression of the equations of motion (3.1), which re-
sulted to be particularly useful for the design of momentum-based controllers. In
particular, the following Lemma presents a change of coordinates in the state space
(q, ν) that transforms the system dynamics (3.1) into a new form where the mass
matrix is block diagonal, thus decoupling joint and base frame accelerations. Also,
in this new set of coordinates, the first six rows of Eq. (3.1) correspond to the
centroidal dynamics. In the specialized literature, the term centroidal dynamics
is used to indicate the rate of change of the robot’s momentum expressed at the
center-of-mass, which then equals the summation of all external wrenches acting
on the multi-body system [Orin et al., 2013].

Lemma 1 The proof is given in [Traversaro et al., 2017]. Consider the equations
of motion given by (3.1) and the mass matrix partitioned as following

M =

[
MB MBs
M>Bs Ms

]
with MB ∈ R6×6, MBs ∈ R6×n and Ms ∈ Rn×n. Perform the following change
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of state variables:

q := q, ν̄ := T (q)ν, (3.2)

where:

T :=

[G[I]XB
G[I]XBM

−1
B MBs

0n×6 1n

]
,

G[I]XB :=

[
13 −S(pc − pB)

03×3 13

]
where the superscript G[I] denotes the frame with the origin located at the center
of mass, and with orientation of I, while pc is the center of mass position. Then,
the equations of motion with state variables (q, ν) can be written as:

Mν̇ + Cν +G = Bτ +

nc∑
i=1

J
>
Cifi, (3.3)

with the dynamics quantities given by

M = T−>MT−1 =

[
MB 06×n
0n×6 M s

]
,

C = T−>(MṪ−1 + CT−1),

G = T−>G = mge3,

JCi = JCiT
−1 =

[
J
B
Ci J

s
Ci

]
,

and also

MB =

[
m13 03×3

03×3 I

]
, J

B
Ci=

[
13 −S(pCi−pc)

03×3 13

]
,

where m is the total mass of the robot and I is the total inertia matrix computed
with respect to the center of mass, with the orientation of I.

The above Lemma points out that the mass matrix of the transformed system
(3.3) is block diagonal, i.e. the transformed base acceleration is independent from
the joint acceleration. More precisely, the transformed robot’s velocity ν is given
by ν =

(Iv>c Iω>c ṡ>
)> where Ivc is the velocity of the center-of-mass of

the robot, and Iωc is the so-called average angular velocity4 [Jellinek and Li,
1989, Essén, 1993, Orin et al., 2013]. Hence, Eq. (3.3) unifies what the special-
ized robotic literature usually presents with two sets of equations: the equations

4The term Iωc is also known as the locked angular velocity [Marsden and Scheurle, 1993].
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of motion of the free floating system and the centroidal dynamics. For the sake of
correctness, let us remark that defining the average angular velocity as the angular
velocity of the multi-body system is not theoretically sound. In fact, the existence
of a rotation matrix R(q) ∈ SO(3) such that Ṙ(q)R>(q) = S(Iωc), i.e. the in-
tegrability of Iωc, is still an open issue. Observe also that the gravity term G is
constant and influences the acceleration of the center-of-mass only. This is a direct
consequence of the property that G = Mge3, with e3 ∈ Rn+6.

3.2.1 Final representation of system dynamics

In the sequel of this thesis, we assume that the equations of motion are given by
(3.3), unless otherwise specified. As a consequence, the mass matrix and the cen-
troidal momentum are of the form:

M =

[
MB 06×n
0n×6 M s

]
, L = MB

[Iv>c
Iω>c

]
with L := (L>l , L

>
ω )> ∈ R6 the robot centroidal momentum, and Ll, Lω ∈ R3 the

linear and angular momentum at the center of mass, respectively. As an abuse of
notation but for the sake of clarity, we hereafter drop the overline notation. The
equations of motion of the multi-body system are then given by:

Mν̇ + h = Bτ + J>f (3.4)

that can be splitted as

MBv̇B + hB = J>B f (3.5a)

Mss̈+ hs = J>s f + τ (3.5b)

where we defined h := Cν + G ∈ Rn+6 and its partition h = (hB, hs), hB ∈
R6, hs ∈ Rn. The term J>f :=

∑nc
i=1 J

>
Cifi is a compact representation of the

contact wrenches acting on the system, and stacks all the contact wrenches in a
single vector f :=

[
f>1 ... f>nc

]>.

3.2.2 Remark on system underactuation

The control algorithms that we shall develop in this thesis consider the joint torques
τ as the control input in charge of stabilizing the system’s dynamics (3.4). To im-
pose a desired dynamic behavior to the robot, we may attempt to design a controller
that applies feedback linearization to system (3.4). However, the number of joint
torques (n) is less than the number of degrees of freedom (n+6). This implies that
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Fig. 3.3 CAD representation of the aerial manipulator OTHex interacting with the environ-
ment. Besides the contact wrench f , the model must include also the thrust forces f1−6.

system (3.4) is underactuated, and that full feedback linearization of the underlying
system is forbidden [Acosta and Lopez-Martinez, 2005]. The problem of under-
actuation is usually overcame by selecting a state-dependent output y(q, ν, τ) with
dimension lower than n, but whose stabilization affects the dynamics of the overall
system. In the next Chapters, the output y is the chosen as the robot momentum L.

3.2.3 Modeling of aerial systems

Aerial systems as the OTHex in Fig. 3.3 are subject to additional forces (and
eventually moments) to be added to Eq. (3.4). These forces represent aerodynamic
effects and the effect of the thrusters mounted on the flying robot. In the remainder
of the thesis, the thrust forces are considered additional control inputs to the system,
while their dynamics (usually very fast) is neglected or compensated by a low-level
motors control loop. The number (and orientation) of these thrusters determines
whether the system remains or not underactuated. Extended dynamic models that
also include thrust forces are designed in Chapters 13–14.

3.3 Contact Modeling

3.3.1 Kinematic constraints

The contact wrenches f describe how robot interaction with the environment in-
fluences the system’s dynamics. The nature of these forces depends on the type
of contact constraints that arise between the robot and the environment. Contact
models for floating base systems are often grouped into three categories:
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(a) Model of a compliant contact. (b) iCub balancing on a seesaw.

Fig. 3.4 Contact models. a) compliant contact; b) dynamical contact.

• Rigid and static contact: the interaction occurs between two rigid objects
(usually, a robot link and the environment). The environment is not moving;

• Compliant contact: the robot link and/or the environment are compliant. The
interaction may be modeled e.g. by means of a linear spring-damper system
as in Fig. 3.4a. The contact forces are calculated as [Erickson et al., 2003]:

f = Ke(x− xe) +De(ẋ− ẋe),

with x, xe the end-effector and environment position, and Ke, De proper
stiffness and damping matrices.

• Dynamical contact: the robot interacts with another dynamical system, whose
dynamics is also affected by the robot’s reactions. This type of contact oc-
curs, for example, during human-robot interaction. To exemplify interaction
with dynamical contacts, in the remainder of the thesis we consider the case
study of iCub balancing on a semi-cylindrical seesaw, as depicted in Fig.
3.4b. The wrenches exchanged between the robot and the seesaw are com-
puted in light of the seesaw dynamics:

f = Meẍe + he − fc,

where Me, he describe the environment dynamics, and fc are the forces ex-
changed by the seesaw with the (rigid and static) ground plane. In this case
effective control solutions are required to stabilize both the robot and the
seesaw dynamics [Luca and Manes, 1994, Anderson and Hodgins, 2010].
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In this thesis, we assume that during interaction the system dynamics evolves in a
subset K ⊂ Q so that the contact with the environment is always preserved, namely,
a set of holonomic constraints acts on System (3.4). These holonomic constraints
are of the form c(q) = 0, and may represent, for instance, a frame having a constant
position and/or orientation w.r.t. the environment. Then, the environment may be
static, or instead constituted by another dynamical system with its own dynamics.

Interaction with a static environment

In case the environment is considered static, the holonomic constraint at the i-th
contact location is of the form: JCiν = 0, i.e. the link in contact has zero linear
and angular velocity. The holonomic constraints associated with all rigid contacts
can be compactly represented as:

Jν=

 JC1· · ·
JCnc

 ν=
[
JB Js

]
ν = JBvB + Jsṡ = 0, (3.6)

with JB ∈ R6nc×6, Js ∈ R6nc×n as in Eq. (3.4). By differentiating the kinematic
constraint (3.6), one obtains

Jν̇ + J̇ν = JBv̇B + Jss̈+ J̇BvB + J̇sṡ = 0. (3.7)

The combination of Eq. (3.4)–(3.7) represents the constrained system dynamics
interacting with a rigid and static environment.

Dynamical contacts

There are situations in which the environment dynamics cannot be neglected. If
the environment dynamics is not known, control solutions often make use of adap-
tive or robust controllers [Lee and Goswami, 2012, Kim et al., 2007]. There are
also situations in which the environment dynamics may be known a priori, e.g.
while interacting with a wheeled chair, balancing on a moving platform or even
interacting with humans. In this case, the contact constraints (3.7) become:

Jν̇ + J̇ν = v̇c,

where v̇c ∈ R6nc represents the accelerations at the contact locations. These
accelerations are estimated through the dynamical model of the environment. The
resulting interaction wrenches couple the robot and environment dynamics, and
therefore the contact dynamics must be taken into account in the control design. A
control architecture for iCub balancing on a seesaw is presented in Chapter 9.
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Fig. 3.5 Contact surface. The picture highlights the rectangle’s dimensions w.r.t. the con-
tact frame C.

3.3.2 Contact stability constraints

Differently from fixed base robots, floating base systems are not bolted to the
ground, but they are free to activate and deactivate contacts according to the current
task. Maintaining holonomic constraints of the form c(q) = 0 usually require that
the forces and moments at the i-th active contact f i = [fx, fy, fz, Mx, My, Mz]

>

preserve the contact stability conditions. In case of planar unilateral contact,
which is the most common type of interaction, the contact stability conditions may
be represented as follows:

fz > 0, (3.8a)√
f2
x + f2

y < µcfz, (3.8b)

yminc <
Mx

fz
< ymaxc , (3.8c)

xminc <
My

fz
< xmaxc , (3.8d)∣∣∣∣Mz

fz

∣∣∣∣ < µz. (3.8e)

Being the constraints unilateral, condition (3.8a) imposes the positivity of the force
normal to the contact surface in order to keep the contact constraint active. Eq.
(3.8b) limits the magnitude of the forces parallel to the contact surface in order
not to overcome static friction, and µc is the static friction coefficient. Conditions
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(3.8c)-(3.8d) constrain the local Center of Pressure to remain inside the contact sur-
face, which is assumed to be rectangular with dimensions xminc , xmaxc , yminc , ymaxc ,
calculated w.r.t. the contact reference frame C and defined as in Fig. 3.5. Eq. (3.8e)
imposes no foot rotation along the axis normal to the contact surface, and µz is the
torsional friction coefficient.
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Chapter 4

Control Strategies for Floating
Base Robots

In the first part of the Chapter we introduce the problem of controlling floating base
systems, and we place emphasis on the key elements that characterize the control
strategies developed in this thesis: the definition of an instantaneous control input
and the formulation of the control problem as an optimization based on Quadratic
Programming. The second part of the Chapter presents an overview of state-of-
the-art control strategies for humanoid robots and aerial systems.

4.1 The General Control Problem

In its more general formulation, the control of floating base systems can be for-
mulated as the problem of finding a series of control inputs u that will bring the
dynamical system ẋ = f(x, u) from an initial state towards a desired one.

To achieve specific control objectives such as, e.g., robot balancing, it is useful
to design a proper output function y = y(ẋ, x, u), which in general depends on the
robot state x and dynamics ẋ, and on the input u. The aim is to find the optimal
input u∗(t) that steers y towards the desired value yd(t), being yd the output that
realizes our control objectives. In the remainder of the thesis, the output y often
coincides with the momentum dynamics L̇.

Nevertheless, the solution to the above presented control problem may not be
trivial for floating base systems: the robot underactuation and the necessity of pre-
serving contact stability constraints during interaction can severely limit the space
of fesible inputs u and impair the achievement of the desired output yd. These
limitations may be addressed as described in the next Section of this Chapter.
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4.1.1 The control formulation as an optimization problem

In real robots control, the input u∗ that guarantees y = yd may actually result to
be sub-optimal when hardware and software limitations are also considered in the
problem. For example, it is undesirable that the control input is kept constantly
close to the robot actuation limits.

Sometimes, to mantain robot balancing or to achieve a desired motion for the
robot end-effector, it may be sufficient to keep the error ỹ = y − yd (or its norm)
bounded to a small value. In these situations the control problem is often formu-
lated by applying optimization-based techniques [Pratt and Tedrake, 2006]. One
of the main advantages of these techniques is that contact stability constraints, ac-
tuators limits and other nonlinear effects can be included as hard constraints in the
optimization problem. The (eventually local) optimal solution u∗ minimizes the
error ỹ, while also respecting the software and hardware constraints on the input.
The optimization problem is usually formulated as:

minimize
u

= ||y(ẋ, x, u)− yd||2 (4.1)

subject to:

ẋ = f(x, u)

x ∈ K
f ∈ K,
ul ≤ u ≤ uu

where the constraints accounts for the system dynamics, eventual kinematic con-
straints such as joints limits and contact stability constraints occurring during in-
teraction. ul and uu are the boundaries on the control input u and are added to
the optimization problem as linear inequalities. Note that the overall optmization
problem is, in general, nonlinear. Nevertheless, specific control and modeling as-
sumptions may render the optimization (4.1) a quadratic problem [Wensing and
Orin, 2013]. Quadratic Programming (QP) allows for fast resolution of the control
problem (4.1), that may be solved run-time at relatively high control frequencies.
Furthermore, being the QP optimization problem convex by construction, the solu-
tion u∗ is unique and globally optimal.

The model of system dynamics (3.4) proposed in this thesis and the kinematic
constraints as in (3.7) render particularly simple to formulate control algorithms
as a QP problems, in which y is (usually) the momentum dynamics L̇ and u are
the robot joint torques. The only nonlinearity left in the system comes from the
contact stability constraints. To this purpose, the static friction constraints in (3.8b)
are approximated with linear inequalities. By consequence, the contact stability
constraints appear linearly w.r.t. the contact forces f , and can be compactly written
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Fig. 4.1 Control framework for floating base systems with two loops: a low-frequency
predictive controller (planner) provides references to a fast, instantaneous controller.

as Cff ≤ bf , with Cf , bf obtained with the linear approximation of the friction
cone and by properly rearranging the other constraints in Eq. (3.8).

4.1.2 Predictive and instantaneous controllers

In order to find the optimal input u∗, two complementary strategies are usually
adopted in the field of floating base robots control: predictive controllers, that con-
sider the system evolution over a finite time horizon, and instantaneous controllers,
that optimize only for the current time step. Usually, the necessity of considering
the system evolution beyond the current time step arises when the control task
implies to break/create new contacts with the environment, and therefore discrete
events occur. For example, during push recovery the inevitably robot fall lead to
dynamic equilibrium and balanced state if the foot landing –and, by consequence,
the activation of the foot-ground contact– is properly planned. In this case, Model
Predictive Control (MPC) techniques can be used to compute online the optimal
control sequence for the next time steps [Garcı́a et al., 1989].

As the time horizon increases, nonlinearities in the system dynamics and the
(usually) high number of degrees of freedom render the optimal control sequence
difficult to be solved online. At this stage, simplified models of the robot are often
considered [Full and Koditschek, 1999]. Another possibility is to use the predicitve
controller as a planner that provides reference trajectories to a fast inner control
loop implementing an instantaneous control strategy, as in Fig. 4.1 [Dafarra et al.,
2018]. In the extreme case, the predictive controller may be even substituted with
an offline planner. Another possibility is to replace the planner with the human
intervention, as it occurs during robot teleoperation [Penco et al., 2018].

If instead the task to be achieved does not require planning over time, for ex-
ample during robot balancing, instantaneous controllers may be preferred over the
predictive ones. Shortening the time horizon to just the current time step allows
to run the controller at higher frequencies, and to implement nonlinear controllers
based on the whole-body system dynamics [Herzog et al., 2014].

This thesis shall consider only tasks for which no planning is required, and
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therefore the control problem is tackled with the design of whole-body instan-
taneous controllers. In specific tasks where contact activation/deactivation is re-
quired, the controller passes discontinuously from two different balancing states.
The reference trajectories are either selected from a set of predefined references by
a finite state machine, or provided by the user by means of a joypad interface.

4.2 Humanoid Robots Control for Balancing

Balancing controllers for humanoid robots have long attracted the attention of the
robotics community [Caux et al., 1998, Hirai et al., 1998]. Kinematic and dynamic
controllers have been common approaches for ensuring a stable robot behavior for
years [Hyon et al., 2007, Huang et al., 2000]. The common denominator of these
strategies is to consider the robot attached to ground, which allows one for the
application of classical algorithms developed for fixed-based manipulators.

The emergence of floating-base formalism for characterizing the dynamics of
multi-body systems has loosened the assumption of having a robot link attached to
ground [Featherstone, 2007]. At the control level, one of the major complexities
when dealing with floating base systems comes from the robot’s underactuation:
in fact, the underactuation forbids the full feedback linearization of the underlying
system [Acosta and Lopez-Martinez, 2005].

The system underactuation is usually addressed by means of the constraints
that arise from the contacts between the robot and the environment. This requires
a close attention to the forces the robot exerts on the environment, because un-
controlled forces may break the contacts, thus rendering the control of the robot
critical. To this purpose, the recent research effort on humanoid robots gave im-
petus to development of force and torque control of floating-base systems [Mason
et al., 2016, Ott et al., 2011, Hopkins et al., 2015].

Control algorithms based on contact forces regulation can be categorized ac-
cording to the model criterion used for the control design [Grizzle et al., 2014,
Hurmuzlu et al., 2004]. There are controllers that make use of simplified, or tem-
plate models of the system dynamics [Full and Koditschek, 1999]. Examples of
such models are the Inverted Pendulum (IP), Spring Loaded Pendulum (SLP), and
Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum (SLIP) models [Blickhan, 1989, McMahon and
Cheng, 1990]. In order to exploit these simplified models for robot control, contact
stability metrics have been defined. Two of them are the zero-moment-point (ZMP)
[Vukobratovic and Borovac, 2004] and the center-of-pressure of the contact forces
(CoP). These two metrics can be proven to coincide [Sardain and Bessonnet, 2004].
The ZMP can be defined as “the point on the ground where the tipping moment act-
ing on the biped, due to gravity and inertia forces, equals zero, the tipping moment
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being defined as the component of the moment that is tangential to the supporting
surface” [Sardain and Bessonnet, 2004]. Many ZMP-based controllers thus exploit
the idea that if the ZMP remains strictly within the convex hull of the stance foot,
the foot does not flip [Yamaguchi et al., 1999, Yagi and Lumelsky, 2000]. Linear
Inverted Pendulum Model (LPIM), which relates ZMP to the robot center-of-mass
dynamics, turns out to be a very useful tool for the design of ZMP based walking
controllers [Kajita et al., 2001, Hun-ok Lim et al., 2002].

A limitation of the LPIM-ZMP approach to humanoid robots control is that the
model does not consider the inertial effects. To include these effects, the model is
often complemented with a flying wheel [Takenaka et al., 2014]. The combination
of pendulum models with a flying wheel led to the definition of the Capture Point
[Pratt et al., 2006]: if an inverted pendulum with some (proper) velocity is anchored
at the capture point, it will tend to the vertical position when unperturbed. Capture
point (CP) based walking controllers are an effective solution to the locomotion
problem of humanoid robots [Pratt and Tedrake, 2006, Pratt et al., 2012].

The control algorithms deduced by using template models usually do not ex-
ploit the complete robot dynamics, since these models represent approximations of
the humanoid robot. When dealing with complete robot models, a classical con-
trol approach is the so-called Task-Space-Inverse-Dynamics (TSID). TSID based
techniques have been largely employed for the control of humanoid and quadruped
robots [Righetti et al., 2011, Koolen et al., 2013]. The aim of these strategies is the
achievement of several control objectives, which are organized in a hierarchical
structure. High priority tasks may be used to directly control the contact forces the
robot exerts at the contact locations, e.g through the control of the center of mass
dynamics. The possibility of defining control objectives with different priorities is
an efficient way to deal with manipulation tasks while balancing [Farnioli et al.,
2015]. These strategies can also avoid dangerous situations such as pushing too
strongly against a rigid object, and reduce the possibility of breaking the contacts.

An efficient TSID algorithm for balancing and walking of humanoid robots
is the so-called momentum-based control [Lee and Goswami, 2012], which of-
ten exploits prioritized stack-of-tasks [Mansard et al., 2009]. Several momentum-
based control strategies have been successfully implemented in real applications
[Stephens and Atkeson, 2010, Herzog et al., 2014, Koolen et al., 2016]. In such
controllers, the primary control objective is the stabilization of the centroidal mo-
mentum [Orin et al., 2013]. Momentum control can be achieved by properly choos-
ing the contact forces the robot exerts on the environment. The robot joint torques
are then in charge of generating the desired forces. To get rid of the (eventual)
actuation redundancy associated with momentum control, a lower priority task is
usually added during the stabilization of the robot momentum, whose main role
is the stabilization of the so-called robot zero dynamics [Isidori, 2013]. The latter
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objective is achieved by means of a postural task, which acts in the null space of
the control of the robot’s momentum [Righetti et al., 2011, Nakanish et al., 2007].
The contact forces are usually ensured to belong to a physically feasible domain
by means of constrained quadratic optimization solvers [Wensing and Orin, 2013,
Kuindersma et al., 2014, Hopkins et al., 2015]. Still, the resulting optimal con-
trol inputs may be discontinuous in certain cases. Another common drawback of
momentum-based control strategies is that direct force feedback is often missing
in the control action, thus potentially wasting important information for the stabi-
lization of the system in presence of model uncertainties.

4.3 Control Strategies for Flying

Control architectures for aerial systems may be grouped depending on the type
of aircraft. For what concerns fixed-wing aircrafts, modern control techniques
include: pole-placement, linear quadratic regulators (LQR), reference tracking,
model following, dynamic inversion, parabolic flight [D’Antonio and Monaco,
1993]. These techniques are based on linear approximations of the robot dynam-
ics about an equilibrium point representing a steady-state condition [Bani Younes
et al., 2012]. Despite the robustness properties of linearization based controllers
[Roos et al., 2012], a drawback of these techniques is that they can only guaran-
tee local stability of the associated nonlinear system. Also, the linearization of the
robot dynamics requires a minimal parametrization of the rotation matrix repre-
senting the vehicle’s orientation: minimal parametrizations of rotation matrices are
undefined for some attitude configurations, and can introduce artificial singularities
in the controlled system [Stuelpnagel, 1964].

The control of Vertical Take Off and Landing (VTOL) aircrafts is often ad-
dressed by neglecting the aerodynamic forces acting on the robot [Hua et al., 2013].
Linear control techniques such as Linear-Quadratic-Regulator (LQR) [Stone, 2004,
Mokhtari et al., 2005] and robust control strategies have been widely applied to
the control of VTOL [Civita et al., 2003, Luo et al., 2003]. As for the case of
fixed-wing systems, a limitation of these techniques is that their stability results
are guaranteed only in the local domain.

Nonlinear control theory has also been applied to aerial systems [Khalil, 2002].
A well-known nonlinear control method is the so-called input-output feedback lin-
earization technique [Isidori, 1995]. The key point of the approach consists in
making the thrust vector part of the system state, and defining an output function
that can be differentiated until the system’s shape allows one to linearize the robot
translational dynamics [Hauser et al., 1992, Koo and Sastry, 1998]. However, the
computation of higher order derivatives of the system dynamics and of the thrust
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rate of change may be problematic in practice.
Another nonlinear method for the control of VTOL is based on dynamic exten-

sion of the system. A backstepping procedure is then applied to prove the bounded-
ness of tracking errors [Frazzoli et al., 2000, Mahony et al., 1999]. A third control
strategy is based on nonlinear hierarchical controllers [Hua et al., 2013, Pflimlin
et al., 2010, Marconi and Naldi, 2007]. They usually consist of a two-loops archi-
tecture composed of a high-level position controller, whose role is to determine the
desired thrust that stabilizes the vehicle’s velocity, and a low-level orientation con-
troller, that regulates the thrust’s direction. The high-level control problem often
generates a desired rotation matrix, that is then achieved by the low-level controller
[Frazzoli et al., 2000, Marconi and Naldi, 2007, 2008]. The desired rotation matrix
is considered as a reference value for the stabilization of the vehicle’s attitude. The
stabilization of this matrix can be achieved via various techniques [Frazzoli et al.,
2000, Marconi and Naldi, 2007].

To compensate for the limited interaction capablities of classical VTOL, a new
branch of Robotics called Aerial Manipulation is endowing aerial systems with
grippers and similar tools [Kondak et al., 2015, Pounds et al., 2011, Mellinger
et al., 2011, Kamel et al., 2016], that are sometimes connected to the vehicle main
body via robotic arms [Mellinger et al., 2011, Tognon et al., 2019, Kondak et al.,
2014]. Physical interaction with the environment requires the aerial manipulator
to precisely regulate both position of the contact point (possibly moving) and the
amount of force that is exerted on it. Regarding motion control of aerial manip-
ulators, different methods can be applied, e.g., full dynamic inversion [Yang and
Lee, 2014], flatness-based [Tognon et al., 2017], and adaptive sliding mode [Kim
et al., 2013]. On top of those, if the system is over actuated with respect to the
desired task, a nullspace-based behavioral control [Baizid et al., 2017] or a task
priority controller [Santamaria-Navarro et al., 2014] can be applied at the kine-
matic level exploiting the redundancy to achieve secondary tasks (e.g., obstacle
avoidance, minimum energy consumption, etc.). In particular, the latter acts as a
local motion planner providing the reference trajectory of each degree of freedom
of the robot to the low level motion controller. The main limitation of this control
architecture is the inability to consider additional hard constraints to be respected,
e.g., input/state bounds, dynamics of the system which is not taken into account at
the kinematic level, friction cone in case of interaction, etc. The mentioned con-
straints are very important because, if not respected, they might bring the whole
system to instability in real scenarios.

From the interaction control side, one of the most common strategy is to use an
admittance filter. In [Ryll et al., 2019] and [Suarez et al., 2018], such technique has
been employed to control the interaction force in the case of a fully-actuated plat-
form equipped with a rigid tool, and of an under-actuated platform equipped with a
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robotic arm, respectively. In [Rashad et al., 2019], a passivity-based controller has
been proposed as well. However, in those works, the force-control is only indirect.
In fact, the force is not directly measured but rather estimated using the robot dy-
namics. Since the method is strongly model based, it is thus prone to error in case
of parameter uncertainties. Furthermore, if the system is affected by external dis-
turbances, it might not be possible to discriminate them from the interaction forces.
A first attempt in using a direct force feedback can be found in [Antonelli et al.,
2016] where a force sensor has been attached to the end-effector. Nevertheless,
this feedback is not used to precisely control the interaction force but is rather used
in an impedance control framework to make the end-effector compliant.
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Chapter 5

Motivations and Thesis Context

The Chapter describes how this research project fits in the landscape of instanta-
neous momentum-based and QP-based controllers for floating base systems. First,
a certain number of open problems and challenges, not yet addressed by the state-
of-the-art balancing and flight controllers, are presented. Secondly, we list the
thesis contribution to the research field.

5.1 Open Problems and Challenges

Challenges on momentum-based control

The task-based control structure of momentum-based controllers renders the closed-
loop system dynamics not trivial to analyze. While convergence to zero of the
momentum error is often easy to prove, stability of the system’s zero dynamics
[Isidori, 2013] is challenging and usually is verified numerically. To the best of the
author’s knowledge, a proper stability analysis of momentum-based control strate-
gies in the contexts of floating base systems is still missing. Furthermore, when
momentum-based control algorithms are implemented in real applications, a long
and tedious tuning of control gains is often required to achieve acceptable perfor-
mances. Despite the large number of gain optimization procedures for classical
dynamical systems (see, e.g., [Teshnehlab and Watanabe, 2002, Aphiratsakun and
Parnichkun, 2009]) gain optimization techniques for floating base systems, and in
particular in the field of humanoid robots, still need more investigations.

An assumption that limits the application of momentum-based controllers in a
real scenario is that the robot is in contact with a rigid, static environment. From
the modeling point of view, this results in neglecting the environment dynamics,
i.e. the robot is subject to a set of purely kinematic constraints [Luca and Manes,
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1994]. This assumption may be a limitation in case the robot is walking on debris
or on soft ground. In this case, available solutions make use of adaptive or robust
controllers [Lee and Goswami, 2012, Kim et al., 2007], but also dedicated control
solutions have been concieved [Flayols et al., 2019]. There are also situations in
which the environment dynamics may be known a priori, e.g. while interacting
with a wheeled chair, balancing on a moving platform or even interacting with
humans. This leads to the development of control strategies that try to stabilize
both the robot and the contact dynamics [Luca and Manes, 1994, Anderson and
Hodgins, 2010]. However, the applicability of momentum-based controllers to
balancing on dynamic environment remains challenging.

There are also floating based systems for which the application of momentum
controllers is not trivial and must be handled with care. For example, In case of
robots endowed with series elastic actuators (SEA), the presence of joint elasticity
complexifies the control design associated with the underlying robot, and extending
momentum based controllers to the control of humanoid robots powered by series
elastic actuators may not be straightforward.

Momentum-based, and more in general, QP-based control is a known tech-
nique in the field of humanoid robotics, but its applicability and effectiveness has
never been demonstrated until now in the challenging field of aerial manipulators,
where the physical interaction tasks are made very complex by, e.g., the absence
of stabilizing contacts, limited propeller forces, inaccurate and time varying aero-
dynamics models, and mechanical vibrations. Thus, the applicability of QP-based
controllers to the control of aerial vehicles still remains an open point of discussion.

Another unexplored area of research concerns the control of a flying humanoid
robot. The control of this complex hybrid platform requires a careful analysis of
the governing dynamics of the system during both flying and balancing tasks, and
it is something that has never been attempted before with a humanoid robot.

An interesting research direction tries to exploit the natural dynamics of the
system for improving performances and energy efficiency, e.g. for robot walking
or running [Iida et al., 2005]. In particular, the effect of friction at all stages of the
robot mechanisms and between the robot and the environment plays an important
role for the stability of the controlled system [Miura et al., 2008, Panteley et al.,
1998]. More generally, the passivity-based control strategies try to exploit the
passivity properties of the overall system for regulation tasks [Li et al., 2012], and
can also be extended for addressing tracking problems [Albu-Schäffer et al., 2007].
The application of these interesting concepts to momentum-based controllers is
still something unexplored.
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Limits of QP formulation

State-of-the-art QP-based controllers for floating base systems also suffer from
specific limitations. Hereafter we enumerate three of them, that are going to be
addressed in the remainder of the thesis:

1. The friction cone manifold is approximated with a set of linear inequalities
in order to frame the optimisation problem as a QP;

2. The optimal solution may be discontinuous, e.g during contact switching or
after sharp variations of the reference trajectory;

3. The closed-loop dynamics does not include any feedback term from the mea-
sured contact wrenches.

Limitation 1) does not usually have a strong impact on experimental activities, al-
though it does remain an approximation of the static friction properties. Limitation
2) is often addressed by approximating the continuity property with a set of in-
equality constraints to be added to the optimization problem, but the effectiveness
of this approach is often unsatisfactory from the experimental standpoint [Dafarra
et al., 2018]. Limitation 3) is the most critical one, since FT sensor information
is not used in the optimal control law that solves the QP problem, thus potentially
wasting important feedback information at the control level. Let us observe that
Limitation 3) may be attenuated when desired force tasks are added to the prob-
lem. For instance, if we assume to achieve a desired force fd, then the force task
can be addressed by adding equality constraints of the form f = fd. At this point,
one may attempt at using the FT measurements by replacing fd with

f∗ = fd −KI

∫ t

0
(fm − fd)dt,

where fm is the measured force, and f = f∗ being the equality constraint. The
main limitation of this approach is that this equality constraint may require f to
violate the contact stability constraint. Putting the desired force as part of the cost
function may be an option, but this alters the priorities that the force task has over
the acceleration one.

5.2 Thesis Contribution

Part II: Momentum-Based Control Strategies for Balancing

– In Chapter 7 we address stability issues of momentum controllers. Simu-
lation results verify that the application of state-of-the-art momentum con-
trollers for balancing may lead to unstable zero dynamics. A new control
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design with proven stability during one foot balancing is then designed and
tested on the robot iCub while balancing on one and two feet.

– Chapter 8 proposes automatic tuning of momentum control gains, thus sim-
plifying the gain tuning procedure of momentum controllers. The gains are
chosen to ensure local properties to the robot joint space dynamics.

– In Chapter 9 we relax the assumption of robot balancing on rigid contacts,
and we extend the momentum control framework described in Chapter 6 for
balancing in highly dynamic environments. Simulation results are carried
out on the robot iCub balancing on a seesaw board.

– Chapter 10 implements a momentum-based controller for controlling robots
with series elastic actuators. The main difference w.r.t. other control ap-
proaches is that the computation of higher level derivatives of the system
dynamics is not required. Results are presented on a simulated iCub robot
endowed with SEA.

– Chapter 11 shows how to exploit the joints viscous and Coulomb friction in
the momentum-based control design to improve the robot balancing perfor-
mances. The control algorithm is tested on iCub performing highly dynamic
movements while balancing.

– Chapter 12 presents a momentum jerk control framework that aims at ad-
dressing common limitations of QP-based momentum controllers, and also
utilizes direct feedback from force/torque sensors.

Part III: Optimization-Based Control Strategies for Flying

– Chapter 13 implements an optimization-based force control strategy for the
aerial manipulator OTHex interacting with a rigid environment. Direct force
feedback from a force/torque sensor mounted on the robot end effector is
included in the control algorithm.

– Chapter 14 describes a momentum based control architecture for the jet-
powered humanoid robot iRonCub. Simulation results demonstrate that the
robot can fly, balance and perform take off and landing maneuvers.
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The block diagram depicted below briefly summarizes the interconnections be-
tween the following thesis chapters.

CH 7
Momentum-based control on

rigid contacts, with proven
stability properties

CH 8
Improvement: automatic gain
tuning of momentum control

CH 9 -10
Extension: balancing with

SEA and on dynamic
environments

CH 11
Momentum-based control
with friction exploitation

CH 12
Momentum-jerk control with

FT sensors feedback

CH 13
Task-based control of aerial

manipulators

CH 14
Momentum-jerk control for

flight

QP - Momentum-based controllers

QP - Task-based controllers

Momentum-jerk controllers
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Part II

Momentum-Based Control
Strategies for Balancing





“Nothing happens until something moves”.

Albert Einstein

This part of the thesis implements momentum-based balancing controllers for hu-
manoid robots. First, a state-of-the-art momentum-based control strategy for bal-
ancing is designed and implemented on the iCub humanoid robot. Then, we at-
tempt at addressing some of the open challenges presented in Chapter 5 with the
design of new momentum-based controllers for balancing, which are tested both in
simulations and with experiments.
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Chapter 6

Momentum-Based Control for
Balancing on Rigid Contacts

The Chapter recalls a classical momentum-based control strategy for humanoid
robots balancing when implemented as a two-layers stack-of-task. We assume
that the objective is the control of the robot momentum and the stability of the
system’s zero dynamics [Isidori, 2013]. The controller generates reference torques
that are then achieved by means of an inner joint-torque-control loop. The control
framework presented in this Chapter will be used as a baseline in the next Chapters
7–12 for the design of momentum-based controllers for humanoids.

6.1 Momentum Dynamics and Control

6.1.1 Remarks on centroidal transformation

The control design proposed hereafter assumes that the robot dynamics is written
in centroidal coordinates, hence with the mass matrix in its block diagonal form.
In the remainder of the thesis, this particular expression of the equations of motion
is preferred with respect to the general one (3.1), because it simplifies calculations
and renders several formula more straightforward and easier to understand. We
remark here that the centroidal transformation is not a necessary requirement in
our control design, and the momentum-based controllers we shall propose in this
Chapter and in the next ones can be derived also by assuming not block diagonal
mass matrix. The mapping between the two formulations is given by Lemma 1.
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6.1.2 Momentum dynamics

Thanks to the results presented in Lemma 1, the robot’s momentum G[I]L ∈ R6

in centroidal coordinates is given by G[I]L = MBvB. Hereafter we drop the su-
perscript G[I] for the momentum, i.e. G[I]L = L, as in the remainder of the the-
sis we always refer to the momentum expressed in centroidal coordinates, unless
otherwise specified. The rate-of-change of the robot momentum equals the net ex-
ternal wrench acting on the robot, which in the present case reduces to the contact
wrenches f plus the gravity wrench. To control the robot momentum, we assume
that f can be chosen at will. Note that given the particular form of the equations of
motion, the first six rows of (3.4) correspond to the momentum dynamics:

d

dt
(MBvB) = J>B f −mge3 = L̇(f). (6.1)

The primary control objective can then be defined as the stabilization of a desired
robot momentum Ld. Let us define the momentum error as L̃ = L − Ld. The
control input f in Eq. (6.1) is chosen so as:

L̇ = L̇∗ := L̇d −KP L̃−KIIL̃ (6.2a)

İL̃ = L̃, (6.2b)

whereKP ,∈ R6×6 is a symmetric, positive definite matrix, while a classical choice
for the matrix KI consists in [Herzog et al., 2014, Lee and Goswami, 2010]:

KI =

(
K l
i 03×3

03×3 03×3

)
, (6.3)

that is, the integral correction term at the angular momentum level is equal to zero,
while the positive definite matrix K l

i ∈ R3×3 is used for tuning the tracking
of a desired center-of-mass position when the initial conditions of the integral in
(6.2a) are properly set. The choice of matrix (6.3) is motivated by the expression of
the angular momentum for rigid multi-body systems. More precisely, the angular
momentum in centroidal coordinates is given by Lω = G[I]I Iωo where G[I]I(q) ∈
R3×3 is the total robot’s inertia expressed in the frame G[I] and Iωo ∈ R3 is the
so-called locked (or average) angular velocity [Orin et al., 2013]. When all the joint
velocities are locked (ṡ = 0), Iωo represents the angular velocity of the system,
that behaves as a single rigid body. However, in general Iωo is not associated with
the derivative of a rotation matrix IRo somehow representing the overall robot
orientation in space. There are precise conditions for the existence of such matrix,
that are not guaranteed to be always satisfied for the case under study [Saccon et al.,
2017]. Consequently, it does not necessarily exist an analytical expression for the
integral of the angular momentum Iω := İω = Lω, and the term is often omitted
from the desired momentum dynamics (6.2a).
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6.1.3 Momentum control for one foot balancing

In case only one robot link has a constant position and orientation with respect
to the inertial frame, the holonomic constraint is of the form c(q) = constant,
with c(q) ∈ R3 × SO(3). Without loss of generality, it is assumed that the only
constrained frame is that between the environment and one of the robot feet. Con-
sequently, one has:

nc∑
k=1

J>Ckfk = J>(q)f,

where J(q) ∈ R6×n+6 is the Jacobian of a frame attached to the foot sole in contact
with the environment, and the contact wrench is f ∈ R6. Eq. (6.1) implies that the
contact wrench satisfying Eq.(6.2a) can be generated as follows:

f∗ = J−>B

(
L̇∗ +mge3

)
. (6.4)

6.1.4 Momentum control for two feet balancing

Let us now assume that several robot links have a constant position and orientation
with respect to the inertial frame. Without loss of generality 1, it is assumed that
the constraints are between the environment and the robot feet. Consequently, f
is now a twelve dimensional vector, and composed of the wrenches fL, fR ∈ R6

between the floor and left and right foot, respectively. Hence, f =
[
fL, fR

]
∈

R12. Also, let JL, JR ∈ R6×n+6 denote the Jacobian of two frames associated
with the contact locations of the left and right foot. Then, J =

[
J>L , J

>
R

]> ∈
R12×n+6. By assuming that the contact wrenches can still be used as control input
in the dynamics of the robot’s momentum L̇, one is left with a six-dimensional
redundancy of the contact wrenches to impose L̇(f) = L̇∗. More specifically, we
parametrize the set of solutions f∗ to (6.1) as:

f∗ = f1 +NBf0 (6.5)

with f1 = J>†B

(
L̇∗ +mge3

)
, J>†B the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of J>B and

NB = 16nc − J
>†
B J>B ∈ R6nc×6nc the projector into the null space of J>B . f0 ∈

R6nc is the wrench redundancy that does not influence L̇(f) = L̇∗.

1We assume that the number of constraints is always lower than the number of degrees of freedom
of the system. The analysis of an overconstrained system is beyond the scope of this thesis.
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6.2 Choice of the Joint Torques

The joint torques can be used to instantaneously realize the desired contact wrenches
given by (6.4) and (6.5). When balancing on rigid contacts, we write explicitly the
system accelerations ν̇ from the equations of motion (3.4) and we substitute them
in the kinematic constraints (3.7), which yields the following relation between con-
tact wrenches and joint torques:

JM−1(J>f − h) + Λτ + J̇ν = 0,

where in view of the centroidal transformation Λ = JsM
−1
s ∈ R6×n. To achieve

f = f∗, we choose the joint torques as follows:

τ = Λ†(JM−1(h− J>f∗)− J̇ν) +NΛτ0, (6.6)

with NΛ = 1n −Λ†Λ ∈ Rn×n the null-space projector of Λ and τ0 ∈ Rn is a free
variable which accounts for the joint torques redundancy.

6.2.1 Stability of the zero dynamics

The stability of the zero dynamics is usually attempted by means of the so called
postural task, which exploits the free variable τ0. A classical state-of-the-art choice
for the postural task consists in:

τ0 = hs − J>s f∗ +Mss̈
d −Ks

P (s− sd)−Ks
D(ṡ− ṡd), (6.7)

where Ks
P , K

s
D ∈ Rn×n are symmetric and positive definite matrices, sd a desired

(and eventually time varying) robot posture, and the term hs − J>s f∗ compensates
for the nonlinear effects and the external wrenches acting on the joint space of the
system 2. In case of two feet balancing, an interesting property of the closed loop
system (3.4)–(6.5)–(6.6)–(6.7) is recalled in the following Lemma.

Lemma 2 Assume that Λ is full row rank. Then, the closed loop joint space dy-
namics s̈ does not depend upon the wrench redundancy f0.

The proof is in Appendix A. This result is a consequence of the postural control
choice (6.7) and it is of some interest: it means that the closed loop joint dynamics
depends on the total rate-of-change of the momentum, i.e. L̇, but not on the differ-
ent forces generating it. Hence, any choice of the redundancy f0 does not influence
the joint dynamics s̈, and we can exploit it to minimize the joint torques norm.

2It is assumed that at every instant f = f∗ thanks to (6.6)
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6.3 Quadratic Programming Formulation

The input torques that are in charge of stabilizing both a desired robot momentum
Ld and the associated zero dynamics are given by

τ∗ = Λ†(JM−1(h− J>f∗)− J̇ν) +NΛτ0 (6.8a)

τ0 = hs − J>s f∗ +Mss̈
d −Ks

P (s− sd)−Ks
D(ṡ− ṡd), (6.8b)

with f∗ as in Eq. (6.4) in case of one foot balancing, and Eq. (6.5) in the two
feet balancing scenario. In the language of Optimization Theory, the above con-
trol objectives are usually formulated as a Quadratic Programming (QP) problem.
The advantage of QP formulation is twofold: first, it allows to solve online in a
numerically efficient way problem (6.8). Secondly, it allows to include hardware
constraints in the optimization, such as contact stability constraints.

6.3.1 QP formulation for one foot balancing

The optimization problem in case of one foot balancing can be written as follows:

f∗ = argmin
f
|L̇(f)− L̇∗|2 (6.9a)

s.t.

Cff < bf (6.9b)

τ∗(f) = argmin
τ
|τ(f)− τ0(f)|2 (6.9c)

s.t.

J̇ν + Jν̇ = 0 (6.9d)

ν̇ = M−1(Bτ + J>f−h) (6.9e)

τ0 = hs − J>s f +Mss̈
d−Ks

P (s− sd)−Ks
D(ṡ− ṡd). (6.9f)

The problem is designed as a cascade of QP instances. The first minimization
(6.9a) aims at finding the optimal wrench f∗ that stabilizes the momentum dynam-
ics, while the second problem (6.9c) optimizes the joint torques to achieve f = f∗

through constraints (6.9d)–(6.9e), and addresses the postural task via (6.9f). The
inequalities (6.9b) account for the contact stability constraints: they ensure that the
desired contact wrench belongs to the associated friction cone, which is approxi-
mated with linear inequalities, and they apply constraints on the positivity of the
vertical force and on the contact moments.
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6.3.2 QP formulation for two feet balancing

In case of two feet balancing, the optimization problem has a slightly different
formulation, but it can still be written as a cascade of QP instances:

f∗ = argmin
f
|τ∗(f)|2 (6.10a)

s.t.

Cff < bf (6.10b)

L̇(f) = L̇∗ (6.10c)

τ∗(f) = argmin
τ
|τ(f)− τ0(f)|2 (6.10d)

s.t.

J̇ν + Jν̇ = 0 (6.10e)

ν̇ = M−1(Bτ + J>f−h) (6.10f)

τ0 = hs − J>s f +Mss̈
d−Ks

P (s− sd)−Ks
D(ṡ− ṡd), (6.10g)

where the optimization problem (6.10a) now takes into account the wrench redun-
dancy f0, which is exploited to minimize the norm of the joint torques, while the
momentum task becomes a constraint.

In the remainder of the thesis, the QP problems (6.9)–(6.10) will be solved
online with qpOASES solver [Ferreau et al., 2014]. In the balancing simulations
presented next, the robot also performs contacts switching, e.g. it changes run-
time the number of feet in contacts. The control architecture then switches from
one foot to two feet balancing, discontinuously by means of a state machine. The
change of state is triggered with direct measurement of the contact wrench at each
foot through force/torque sensors mounted on the robot.
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Chapter 7

Stability Analysis of
Momentum-Based Controllers

Momentum-based strategies have proven their effectiveness for controlling hu-
manoid robots balancing, but a proper stability analysis of these controllers is still
missing. In this Chapter, we first numerically show that the application of state-
of-the-art momentum-based control strategies may lead to unstable zero dynamics.
Secondly, we propose simple modifications to the control architecture that avoid
instabilities at the zero-dynamics level. Asymptotic stability of the closed loop
system is shown by means of a Lyapunov analysis on the linearized system’s joint
space. The theoretical results are validated with both simulations and experiments
on the iCub humanoid robot.

7.1 Numerical Evidence of Unstable Zero Dynamics

To show that state-of-the-art momentum-based control strategies may lead to un-
stable zero dynamics, we control the linear momentum of the robot so as to follow
a desired center of mass trajectory, i.e. a sinusoidal reference along the y coordi-
nate with amplitude 0.05 m and frequency 0.3 Hz. Figure 7.1 visually describes
the robot motion pattern. The joints position reference sd is set equal to its initial
value, i.e. sd = s(0).

7.1.1 Balancing on one foot in the custom simulation setup

We present simulation results obtained by applying the control law (6.4)–(6.6)–
(6.7) with the gain matrix Ki as in (6.3). It is assumed that the left foot is attached
to ground, and no other external wrench applies to the robot. Figure 7.2 shows
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Fig. 7.1 The robot motion pattern for testing stability of the momentum-based controller.

typical simulation results of the convergence to zero of the robot’s momentum
error, thus meaning that the wrench (6.4) ensures the stabilization of L̃ towards
zero. Figure 7.3, instead, depicts the joint position error norm |s− sd|. This figure
shows that the norm of the joint angles increases while the robot’s momentum is
kept equal to zero, which is a classical behavior of unstable zero dynamics.

7.1.2 Balancing on two feet in the Gazebo simulation setup

Tests on the stability of the zero dynamics have been carried out also in the case
the robot stands on both feet. More precisely, the contact wrench f is now a twelve
dimensional vector, and it is composed of the contact wrenches fL, fR ∈ R6 be-
tween the floor and left and right foot, respectively. The control algorithm running
in this case is represented by the equations (6.5)–(6.6)–(6.7). Figure 7.4 depicts a
typical behavior of the joint position error norm |s− sd| when the above control
algorithm is applied: it is clear that the instability of the zero dynamics is observed
also in the case where the robot stands on two feet.

7.2 Minimum Coordinates Representation

Recall that the configuration space of the robot evolves in a group of dimension1

n + 6. Hence, besides pathological cases, when the system is subject to a set of
holonomic constraints of dimension k, the configuration space shrinks into a space
of dimension n + 6 − k. The stability analysis of the constrained system may
then require to determine the minimum set of coordinates that characterize the
evolution of the constrained system. This operation is, in general, far from obvious

1With group dimension we here mean the dimension of the associated algebra V.
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Fig. 7.2 Time evolution of the robot’s momentum error when standing on one foot and the
control law (6.4)–(6.6)–(6.7) is applied. Simulation run with the custom environment.
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Fig. 7.3 Time evolution of the norm of the position error |s−sd| when the robot is standing
on one foot and when the control law (6.4)–(6.6)–(6.7) is applied. Simulation run with the
custom environment.

because of the topology of the group Q. In light of the above, for the analytical
demonstration the closed-loop system stability we make the following assumption.

Assumption 1 Only one frame associated with a robot link has a constant position-
and-orientation with respect to the inertial frame.

Thanks to Assumption 1, one gets rid of the topology related problems of Q by
relating the base frame B and the constrained frame. In this case, the minimum set
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Fig. 7.4 Time evolution of the norm of the position error |s−sd| when the robot is standing
on two feet and when the control law (6.5)–(6.6)–(6.7) is applied. Simulation run with the
Gazebo environment.

of coordinates belongs to Rn and can be chosen as the joint variables s.

7.3 Control Design with Proven Stability

To circumvent the problems related to the stability of the zero dynamics, we pro-
pose a modification of the control law (6.4)–(6.6)–(6.7) that allows us to show
stable zero dynamics of the constrained, closed loop system. The following results
exploit the so-called centroidal-momentum-matrix JG(q) ∈ R6×n+6, namely the
mapping between the robot velocity ν and the robot’s momentum: L = JGν.

Remark 1 The stability analysis is carried out assuming that only one link of the
robot has a constant position and orientation w.r.t. the inertial reference frame.
Extension to the case of multiple contacts is not straightforward, and it will not
be considered in this thesis. On the other hand, stability of closed loop system
dynamics is verified numerically when the modified control framework is applied
to the two feet balancing case.

Writing the system dynamics in centroidal coordinates reduces the number of cal-
culations required for performing the stability analysis. In fact, thanks to the re-
sults of Lemma 1 one has JG(q) =

[
MB 06×n

]
. When Assumption 1 (one foot

balancing) is satisfied, the kinematic constraint Eq. (3.6) allows us to write the
robot’s momentum linearly w.r.t. the robot’s joint velocity, i.e. L = J̄G(s)ṡ, where
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J̄G(s) ∈ R6×n is:

J̄G(s) :=

[
J lG(s)
JωG(s)

]
= −MBJ−1

B Js, (7.1)

and J lG(s), JωG(s) ∈ R3×n. In light of the above, the following result holds.

Lemma 3 Assume that the robot possesses more than six degrees of freedom, that
is, n ≥ 6. In addition, assume also that Ld = 0. Let

(s, ṡ) = (sd, 0) (7.2)

denote the equilibrium point associated with the constrained, closed loop system
and assume that the matrix Λ = Js(q)M

−1
s (q) from the joints torques equation

(6.6) is full row rank in a neighborhood of (7.2). Apply the control laws (6.4)–
(6.6)–(6.7) with the following modifications:

İL̃ =

[
J lG(s)
JωG(sd)

]
ṡ (7.3)

KI > 0, Ks
P = K

s
PNΛMs, Ks

D = K
s
DNΛMs, (7.4)

where Ks
P ,K

s
D ∈ Rn×n are two positive definite matrices. Then, the equilibrium

point (7.2) of the constrained, closed loop dynamics is asymptotically stable.

The proof is in Appendix B. Lemma 3 shows that the asymptotic stability of the
equilibrium point (7.2) of the constrained, closed loop dynamics can be ensured
by modifying the momentum integral correction terms, and by modifying the gains
of the postural task. As a consequence, the asymptotic stability of the equilibrium
point (7.2) implies that the zero dynamics are locally asymptotically stable.

The fact that the gain matrixKI must be positive definite conveys the necessity
of closing the control loop with orientation terms at the angular momentum level.
In fact, some authors intuitively close the angular momentum loop by using the
orientation of the robot’s torso [Ott et al., 2011].

The proof of Lemma 3 exploits the fact that the minimum coordinates of the
robot configuration space when Assumption 1 holds is given by the joint angles s.
The analysis focuses on the closed loop dynamics of the form s̈ = f(s, ṡ) which
is then linearized around the equilibrium point (7.2). By means of a Lyapunov
analysis, one shows that the equilibrium point is asymptotically stable. One of
the main technical difficulties when linearizing the equation s̈ = f(s, ṡ) comes
from the fact that the closed loop dynamics depends on the integral of the robot
momentum, i.e.

IL̃(t) = IL̃(0) +

∫ t

0

[
J lG(s(t))
JωG(sd)

]
ṡ(t)dt (7.5)
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The partial derivative of IL̃(t) w.r.t. the state (s, ṡ) is, in general, not obvious
because the matrix J lG(s) may not be integrable. Let us observe, however, that the
first three rows of İL̃(t) correspond to the velocity of the center-of-mass times the
robot’s mass when expressed in terms of the minimal coordinates s, i.e. J lG(s)ṡ =
mvc, with vc ∈ R3 the velocity of the robot’s center-of-mass. Clearly, this means
that J lG(s) is integrable, and that

∂sIL̃ =

[
J lG(s)
JωG(sd)

]
∂ṡIL̃ = 0. (7.6)

Remark 2 Lemma 3 suggests that applying the control laws (6.4)–(6.6)–(6.7) with
the control gains as (7.4) can still guarantee stability and convergence of the equi-
librium point. First, observe that the main difference between the variable IL̃ gov-
erned by the two expressions (6.2b) and (7.3) resides only in the last three equa-
tions. Then, more importantly, note that the momentumL when Assumption 1 holds
can be expressed as follows: L = J̄G(sd)ṡ+ o(s− sd, ṡ) which implies that∫ t

0
Ldt = J̄G(sd)(s− sd) +

∫ t

0
o(s− sd, ṡ)dt.

As a consequence, the linear approximations of the integrals IL̃ governed by (6.2b)
and (7.3) coincide when

lim
(s−sd,ṡ)→0

|
∫ t

0 o(s− sd, ṡ)dt|
|s− sd, ṡ|

= 0 (7.7)

Under the above Assumption (7.7), the linear approximation of the control laws (6.4)–
(6.6)–(6.7) when evaluated with (6.2b) and (7.3) coincide, and stability and con-
vergence of the equilibrium point (sd, 0) can still be proven.

7.4 Simulations and Experimental Results

We show simulation and experimental results obtained by applying the control
laws (6.4)–(6.6)–(6.7)–(7.4) (one foot balancing) and (6.5)–(6.6)–(6.7)–(7.4) (two
feet balancing). To show the improvements of the control modification in Lemma
3, we apply the same reference signal of Section 7.1, which revealed unstable zero
dynamics. Hence, the desired linear momentum is chosen so as to follow a sinu-
soidal reference for the center of mass. Also, control gains are kept equal to those
used for the simulations presented in Section 7.1.
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Fig. 7.5 Time evolution of the norm of the position error |s−sd| when the robot is standing
on one foot and when the control law (6.4)–(6.6)–(6.7)–(7.3)–(7.4) is applied. Simulation
run with the custom environment.
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Fig. 7.6 Time evolution of the norm of the position error |s−sd| when the robot is standing
on two feet and when the control law (6.5)–(6.6)–(6.7)–(7.3)–(7.4) is applied. Simulation
run with the Gazebo environment.

7.4.1 Simulation results

Figures 7.5 – 7.6 show the norm of the joint errors |s − sd| when the robot stands
on either one or two feet, respectively. Experiments on two feet have been per-
formed to verify the robustness of the new control architecture. The simulations
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are performed both with custom and Gazebo environment. As expected, the zero
dynamics is now stable, and no divergent behavior of the robot joints is observed.

7.4.2 Results on the iCub humanoid robot

We then went one step further and implemented the control algorithm (6.10) with
the modification presented in Lemma 3 on the real humanoid robot. The robotic
platform used for testing is the iCub. For the purpose of the proposed control law,
iCub is endowed with 23 degrees of freedom. A low level torque control loop,
running at 1 kHz, is responsible for stabilizing any desired torque reference signal.

Figures 7.7 – 7.8 show the joint position error |s − sd| and the center of mass
error. The high center of mass error along the direction of the movement is mainly
due to the presence of unmodeled friction at the joints level, that on the real robot
induces a phase delay in following the commanded trajectory. This problem is
tackled later in the thesis in a dedicated Chapter. Though the center of mass does
not converge to the desired value, all signals are bounded, and the control modifi-
cation presented in Lemma 3 does not pose any barrier for the implementation of
the control algorithm (6.10) on a real platform.
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Fig. 7.7 Time evolution of the norm of the position error |s−sd| when the robot is standing
on two feet and when the control law (6.5)–(6.6)–(6.7)–(7.3)–(7.4) is applied. Experiment
run on the humanoid robot iCub.
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Fig. 7.8 Time evolution of robot center-of-mass errors p̃c = pc − pdc when the robot is
standing on two feet and when the control law (6.5)–(6.6)–(6.7)–(7.3)–(7.4) is applied.
Experiment run on the humanoid robot iCub.
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Chapter 8

Automatic Gain Tuning of
Momentum-Based Controllers

The momentum-based controller with the modifications proposed in Chapter 7 en-
sures stability properties to the closed-loop system dynamics. However, a proper
choice of control gains is still required in order to achieve a desired robot behavior.
For complex multi-body systems gain tuning is usually a long and tedious pro-
cedure, due to the high number of tunable parameters and the nonlinearity of the
system that combines the effect of different gains.

In this Chapter we propose a technique for automatic gain tuning of a momentum-
based balancing controller for humanoid robots. As already done for the stability
analysis of Chapter 7, the closed-loop, constrained joint space dynamics is lin-
earized and the controller’s gains are chosen so as to obtain desired properties of
the linearized system. Symmetry and positive definiteness constraints of gain ma-
trices are enforced by proposing a tracker for symmetric positive definite matrices.
Simulation results are carried out on the humanoid robot iCub.

8.1 The Gain Tuning Procedure

Our goal is to impose desired local properties to the joint space dynamics s̈. The
choice of focusing on the joint dynamics over other output functions reflects the
aim of choosing stiffness and damping at the joint level via postural control, with-
out perturbing the task hierarchy of momentum control and stability of the associ-
ated zero dynamics.
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8.1.1 Joint space linearization

The control torques obtained by solving the QP optimization problems (6.9)–(6.10)
depend only on the system state, i.e. τ = τ(q, ν). Since it is assumed that the
robot stands on (at least) one foot, one can express the system state in terms of
the joint position and velocity, i.e. (q, ν) = (q(s), ν(s, ṡ)). Then, the joint space
dynamics depends only on joint position and velocity, i.e. s̈ = s̈(s, ṡ) and we can
linearize this dynamics about an equilibrium point (sd, 0). The process of finding
the linearized joint dynamics is the same described in Appendix B, which yields:

s̈ = −Q1(s− sd)−Q2ṡ

where Q1, Q2 ∈ Rn×n are given by

Q1 = C1(sd)KIC2(sd) + C3(sd)Ks
PC4(sd) (8.1a)

Q2 = C1(sd)KPC2(sd) + C3(sd)Ks
DC4(sd) (8.1b)

and C1 = M−1
s Λ†JBM

−1
B , C2 = MBJ

†
BJs, C3 = M−1

s NΛ and C4 = NΛMs.
Now, let x ∈ R2n be defined as follows x :=

[
x>1 x>2

]>
=
[
s> − sd> ṡ>

]>
.

The linearized joint space dynamics around an equilibrium point (sd, 0) is given by

ẋ =

[
∂sẋ1 ∂ṡẋ1

∂sẋ2 ∂ṡẋ2

]
x =

[
0n 1n

−Q1(KI ,K
s
P ) −Q2(KP ,K

s
D)

]
x = Ax. (8.2)

8.1.2 Gains optimization

The gain tuning optimization problem we attempt to solve may be stated as:

Ks∗
P ,K

s∗
D ,K

∗
I ,K

∗
P = argmin

Ks
P ,K

s
D,KI ,KP

|A(Ks
P ,K

s
D,KI ,KP )−Ad|2 (8.3)

s.t.

KI = K>I > 0 (8.3a)

KP = K>P > 0 (8.3b)

Ks
P = Ks>

P > 0 (8.3c)

Ks
D = Ks>

D > 0 (8.3d)

where Ad is the desired state matrix of the following form: Ad =

[
0n 1n
−Qd1 −Qd2

]
,

withQd1, Q
d
2 ∈ Rn×n the desired stiffness and damping matrices. The optimization

problem (8.3) can be solved with any nonlinear available optimizer. Yet, finding
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numerical solutions to the optimization problem may be time consuming, which
may forbid the on-line use of the optimizer when the desired stiffness and damping
are time-varying. In this case, the solutions to (8.3) may also become discontinuous
at some time instants. We propose below a method for solving on-line the problem
(8.3) that provide continuous solutions for the control gains.

8.1.3 Solution to the unconstrained problem

Assume that the positivity and symmetry constraints (8.3a)–(8.3d) do not hold.
When the robot stands on one foot, intuition would suggest that the joint space
dynamics can be imposed at will, i.e. there always exist control gains such that the
matrices Qd1, Q

d
2 can be chosen arbitrarily. This Section shows, however, that this

is not possible because of the two strict stack-of-task control strategy defined in
Chapter 6. To show this property, we prove that there exist some matrices Qd1 such
that no choice of the control gains renders Qd1 = Q1(KI ,K

s
P ) satisfied.

Now, if the constraints (8.3a)–(8.3d) do not hold, then the optimization problem
(8.3) can be rewritten as

y1 = Ψ

[
ki
ksp

]
(8.4a)

Ψ =
[[
C>2 ⊗ C1

] [
C>4 ⊗ C3

]]
∈ Rn

2×(36+n2) (8.4b)

where y1, k
s
p ∈ Rn2

, ki ∈ R36 are the vectorization of matrices Q1,K
s
P and KI

obtained by reordering their columns into a single column vector, and ⊗ the Kro-
necker product. Then, the following result holds.

Lemma 4 Recall the contact Jacobian matrix J , and assume that rank(J) = 6nc,
and that n > 6nc. Then the matrix Ψ is not full row rank, i.e. rank(Ψ) < n2.

The proof of the above Lemma is in the Appendix C. As a consequence of
Lemma 4, there exist some desired matrices Qd1, i.e. y1, such that no control gain
implies the exact solution to Qd1 = Q1(KI ,K

s
P ). On the other hand, the least

square solution to the problem (8.4) is given by[
k∗i
ks∗p

]
= Ψ†y1 (8.5)

Clearly, the gains K∗I ,K
s∗
P obtained by the above solution do not in general satisfy

the symmetry and positive definiteness constraints. A similar procedure can be
applied to find the gains K∗P ,K

s∗
D that do not in general satisfy (8.3a)–(8.3d), but

solve in the least square sense Qd2 = Q2(Ks∗
D ,K

∗
P ).
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8.1.4 Enforcing symmetry and positive definiteness constraints

In the previous Section, we solved the problem (8.3) by assuming that the con-
straints (8.3a)–(8.3d) do not hold. Hence, we are now given with a set of gains
Ks∗
P ,K

s∗
D , K∗I ,K

∗
P that may not be symmetric and positive definite.

Define K∗ := {Ks∗
P ,K

s∗
D ,K

∗
I ,K

∗
P } a matrix of proper dimension. Then, to

enforce symmetry and positive definiteness constraints, we solve (on-line) a second
optimization problem for each of the unconstrained optimal gain. More precisely,
the problem we solve follows:

O∗, D∗ = argmin
(O,D)

|K∗ −X(O,D)|2 (8.6)

s.t.

OO> = 1

D diagonal matrix.

with X := O> exp(D)O, O an orthogonal matrix, and D a diagonal matrix. The
solution to the problem (8.6) are the matrices O∗, D∗. Therefore, the constrained
optimized gain matrix is given by:

X∗ = O∗> exp(D∗)O∗. (8.7)

Clearly, at this point we just moved the problem from solving the optimization
problem (8.3) with the constraints (8.3a)–(8.3d) to solving the problems (8.6) with
the constraints of the kind OO> = 1. Now, being O an orthogonal matrix, then
Ȯ = OS(v), with v a vector of proper dimension depending on the dimension of
O, and S( · ) a skew symmetric matrix. Assuming v and Ḋ as exogenous control
inputs, one can find Lyapunov-like solutions to the problem (8.6). More precisely,
the following result holds.

Lemma 5 Let O,D ∈ Rm×m denote an orthogonal and a diagonal matrix, re-
spectively. Consider the following system:

Ḋ = U (8.8a)

Ȯ = OS(v) (8.8b)

where the vector v ∈ Rm(m−1)/2 and the diagonal matrix U are considered as
exogenous control inputs. Define K̃ = K∗ − X(O,D), and the operator ( · )∨
such that v = S(v)∨. Apply the control inputs

U = −KU exp(−D)diag(B1) (8.9a)

v = Kv

(
B2−B>2

2

)∨
(8.9b)
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to system (8.8), where KU is a positive definite diagonal matrix, Kv is a sym-
metric positive definite matrix, B2 = O> exp(D)OK∗> − K∗>O> exp(D)O,
B1 = exp(D)−OK∗O>, and diag(B1) defined as follows

diag(B1)(i,j) = B1(i,j) if i = j

diag(B1)(i,j) = 0 if i 6= j.

Then, the following results hold:

• If K∗ is symmetric and positive definite, the equilibrium point of the closed-
loop dynamics K̃ = 0 is stable;

• The system trajectories K̃(t) are globally bounded for any K∗ ∈ Rm×m;

• |K̃(t)| ≤ |K̃(0)| for any K∗ ∈ Rm×m.

The proof of Lemma 5 is in the Appendix C. The above Lemma points out that
the distance between the optimal, unconstrained solution K∗ (obtained in Section
8.1.3) and the constrained (symmetric, positive definite) gain X(O(t), D(t)) is
non increasing, i.e. |K̃(t)| ≤ |K̃(0)|. Then, the control laws (8.9) can be viewed
as a tracker for symmetric positive definite matrices even when the matrix has to
track a non symmetric positive definite matrix (i.e. it does not belong to the same
manifold). Let us remark that convergence of the tracking error K̃ to zero is not
ensured a priori. Simulations we have performed, however, tend to show that
the cases when K̃ does not converge to zero are limited, and the analysis on this
convergence is currently being developed.

Note also that if the optimal, unconstrained solution K∗ varies in time slowly,
the tracker preserves its properties by continuity. Then, one may think of apply-
ing the solution (8.5)–(8.9) on-line for time-varying desired stiffness and damping
Qd1(t), Qd2(t). Let us finally observe that we could have avoided to find the in-
termediate solution (8.5), define the optimization problem (8.3) in terms of the
parametrization X(O,D), and then apply the procedure explained above to find
time evolution for the constrained gains. Simulations we have performed tend to
show that this approach performs worse than the route we propose, and further
investigations in this direction are being conducted.

8.1.5 Desired matrix correction for two feet balancing

When the kinematic constraint (3.6) acting on the system represents more than one
robot frame fixed with respect to the inertial frame (e.g. two feet balancing), the
matrices Q1 and Q2 in (8.1) may not be full rank. As a matter of fact, the minimal
coordinates describing the constrained mechanical system are fewer than n in this
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case. Then, the ranks of the desired matrices Qd1 and Qd2 must be equal to those
of the matrices Q1 and Q2. In general, the desired matrices Qd1 and Qd2 must be
corrected according to the constraints acting on the system.

To do this, observe that the feasible joint accelerations according to the con-
straints (3.6) are given by:

s̈ = −J̄†s ˙̄Jsṡ+NJ s̈0, (8.10)

where J̄s = (16nc−JBJ
†
B)Js, ˙̄Js is the time derivative of J̄s andNJ is the projector

onto the null space of J̄s. In the above equation, we have used the expression
vB = −J†BJsṡ and its derivative. Then, given two desired matrices Qd1, Q

d
2, we

project them as follows

Q
d
1 = NJQ

d
1 (8.11)

Q
d
2 = NJQ

d
2.

to correct the ranks and structure of the desired stiffness and damping according to
the constraints (3.6) when nc > 1.

8.2 Simulation Results

8.2.1 Simulation environment

Simulations are performed on a 23 degrees of freedom robot model representing
the humanoid iCub. The simulation software is developed in MATLAB in the
custom simulation environment described in Section 2.4.1. The system state is
integrated through time by means of the numerical integrator MATLAB ode15s. In
this simulation setup both problems (8.5)–(8.9) are solved offline, before starting
the state integration. However, preliminary tests with online gains optimization in
Gazebo have also been performed. To integrate the variables Ḋ, Ȯ, we use a fixed
step Euler integrator with time step of 0.01 s.

8.2.2 Results

Simulations are performed for both the robot balancing on one foot and two feet.

We choose Qd1 to be positive definite and diagonal, and Qd2 = 2
√
Qd1. In this case,

the desired joint space dynamics aims at the following properties:

• The joint space dynamics is locally decoupled, i.e. each joint can be tuned
independently from the others;
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Fig. 8.1 Matrix Q1 after the gain tuning procedure in case of one foot balancing. Simula-
tions run in MATLAB environment.
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Fig. 8.2 Matrix Q1 after the gain tuning procedure in case of two feet balancing. Simula-
tions run in MATLAB environment.
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• The linearized system is critically damped. This will avoid excessive over-
shoots in the joint space dynamics.

When the robot is balancing on two feet, the matrices Qd1, Q
d
2 are corrected as in

(8.11). Figures 8.1–8.2 show the shape of matrix Q1 after gain tuning. Observe
that in the case of one foot balancing, the matrix Q1 is close to a diagonal matrix,
and this implies that the joint space dynamics is almost locally decoupled. In case
of two feet balancing, it is interesting to observe the effectiveness of the gain tuning
procedure by looking at the difference between the first 11 rows of Q1, and the last
12 rows, which correspond to the closed chain formed by the legs.

To verify that the obtained joint space dynamics is close to the desired dynam-
ics, we evaluate the dynamical response of each joint to a step input. In particular,
we focused on analyzing the settling time ts. It is possible to approximate ts as
ts ≈ −3

Re (λ) , where Re(λ) is the real part of system’s eigenvalues. As an example,
figures 8.3–8.4 show the dynamics of torso pitch for both one foot and two feet
balancing. In both cases, ts ≈ tds , and the actual dynamical behavior of the system
is then closed to the desired dynamics.
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Fig. 8.3 Response of torso pitch to a step input in case of 1 foot balancing. The black dot
indicates the desired settling time, while the red dot is the real settling time. The dashed
horizontal lines indicate ±5% of the reference position. Simulations run in MATLAB.
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Fig. 8.4 Response of torso pitch to a step input in case of 2 feet balancing. In this case, the
real and desired settling time are almost coincident. Simulations run in MATLAB.
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Chapter 9

Momentum-Based Control for
Balancing in Dynamic
Environments

Forthcoming applications concerning humanoid robotics often involve physical in-
teraction between the robot and a dynamic environment. In such scenario, classi-
cal balancing and walking controllers that neglect the environment dynamics may
not be sufficient for achieving a stable robot behavior. This Chapter extends the
momentum-based control framework presented in Chapter 6 - and modified in
Chapter 7–8 - to the control of a robot in contact with a dynamic environment.
We first model the robot and environment dynamics, together with the contact con-
straints. Then, a momentum-based control strategy for stabilizing the full system
dynamics is proposed. Theoretical results are verified in simulation with the robot
iCub balancing on a seesaw board.

9.1 iCub Balancing on a Seesaw

We designed a case study that exemplifies balancing on dynamical contacts: the
robot is balancing with both feet leaning on a seesaw board of semi-cylindrical
shape as in Fig.9.1. In what follows, we present a modeling and control framework
derived from the momentum-based control (6.5)–(6.6)–(6.7) for two feet balancing
on a seesaw board.
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Fig. 9.1 iCub balancing on a seesaw.

9.1.1 Seesaw dynamics

The seesaw can be considered a single rigid body with no a priori fixed position
and orientation w.r.t. the inertial frame. We denote with S a frame attached to the
seesaw board, whose origin coincides with the seesaw center of mass. We also as-
sume the seesaw is in contact with both the robot feet and a rigid ground, exerting
on them the reaction wrenches−f and the contact forces and moments fS , respec-
tively. A complete description of the seesaw dynamics is given by the equations
representing the rate of change of seesaw momentum, i.e. L̇S . In particular, we
project the rate of change of seesaw momentum in the seesaw frame S previously
defined, resulting in the following equations of motion:

MS
S ν̇S + hS = − J>R f + J>S fS (9.1)

where MS ∈ R6×6 is the seesaw mass matrix, S ν̇S ∈ R6 is the vector of seesaw
linear and angular accelerations, hS ∈ R6 represents Coriolis, gravity and centrifu-
gal effects. The jacobians JR and JS are the map between the seesaw velocity in
the seesaw frame SνS and the velocities at the contacts locations.

In the chosen (local) frame of reference the mass matrix MS is given by:

MS =

[
mS13 03

03
SIS ,

]
where mS represents the mass of the seesaw, while the inertia matrix SIS ∈ R3×3

is constant, thus simplifying the formulation of seesaw dynamics. Further details
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on the derivation of Eq. (9.1) can be found in Appendix D. As an abuse of notation
but for the sake of clarity let us omit from now on the superscript S, e.g. SνS = νS .

9.1.2 Modeling contact constraints

It is assumed that the robot feet are always attached to the seesaw, resulting in the
following set of constraints:

vfeet = JRνS = Jν. (9.2)

Note that the above equation is coupling the seesaw and the robot dynamics. In
fact, by differentiating Eq. (9.2), one has:

Jν̇ + J̇ν = JRν̇S + J̇RνS . (9.3)

Lastly, we define the contact point P as the intersection between the contact line
of the seesaw with the ground and its frontal plane of symmetry. We assume that
the seesaw is only rolling, and this implies that the linear velocity of the contact
point P is vP = 0. Furthermore, let the seesaw frame be oriented as in figure 9.1.
The shape of the (semi-cylindrical) seesaw constrains the rotation along the y and
z axis. We model all these constraints as follows:

JSνS = 0, (9.4)

and differentiating Eq. (9.4) gives:

JS ν̇S + J̇SνS = 0. (9.5)

The shape of the Jacobian matrices JR ∈ R6nc×6, JS ∈ R5×6 and their time
derivatives are detailed in Appendix D.

9.1.3 Constrained robot and environment dynamics

Recall that the robot dynamics is described by the floating base system of equations
(3.4). Then, the system dynamics for the robot balancing on a seesaw is given by
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the following set of equations:

floating base dynamics

Mν̇ + h = Bτ + J>f (9.6a)

seesaw dynamics

MS ν̇S + hS = −J>R f + J>S fS (9.6b)

constraint: feet attached to the seesaw

Jν̇ + J̇ν = JRν̇S + J̇RνS (9.6c)

constraint: seesaw is only rolling

JS ν̇S + J̇SνS = 0. (9.6d)

The above equations are valid for the specific case of a semi-cylindrical seesaw,
but the approach we followed for obtaining Eq. (9.6) is more general, and can be
reused in case the robot is interacting with different dynamic environments.

9.2 The Balancing Control Strategy

To achieve robot balancing on the seesaw, we may define an output variable that
attempts at stabilizing both the seesaw and the robot dynamics. For example, let
us consider the control output [L̇>, ν̇>S ]> composed of the robot momentum rate
of change and the seesaw accelerations. A first observation is that both outputs
depend (linearly) on the feet wrenches f , that we may assume to be our control
variable. In fact, by substituting the seesaw dynamics Eq. (9.1) into (9.5), one has:

JSM
−1
S (J>S fS − hS − J>R f) + J̇SνS = 0. (9.7)

Writing explicitly fS from Eq. (9.7) gives:

fS = Γ−1(JSM
−1
S (hS + J>R f)− J̇SνS),

with Γ = (JSM
−1
S J>S ) . Now, substitute the above equation into Eq. (9.1):

MS ν̇S + h̄S = ASf (9.8)

where h̄S = (16 − J>S Γ−1JSM
−1
S )hS + J>S J̇SνS , while the matrix multiplying

the feet forces and moments is given by AS = −(16 − J>S Γ−1JSM
−1
S )J>R .

Observe that the output obtained combining the robot momentum rate of change
and the seesaw accelerations yields the following matrix that multiplies the feet

wrenches: Af =

[
J>B

M−1
S AS

]
. Let us now recall that the seesaw can only roll due to
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its costraints with the environment. As a consequence, we may focus on controlling
only the robot momentum and the seesaw rolling motion.

However, a singular values decomposition (SVD) analysis on matrix Af for
different robot and seesaw configurations pointed out that matrixAf has rank(Af ) =
6, and not 7 as it may be expected from the considerations stated previously. This
implies that seesaw and robot momentum dynamics are not independent outputs,
and therefore we can only control a subset (or a combination) of dimension 6 of
the seesaw and robot equations (6.1)–(9.8).

To overcome this limitation, in what follows we propose two different control
outputs to achieve balancing on the seesaw. The first algorithm controls the robot’s
momentum only, thus directly extending the momentum-based controller designed
for rigid contacts and presented in Chapter 6. The boundedness of the seesaw
rolling motion is then verified numerically. The second strategy is to control the
robot linear momentum and the total angular momentum of the system.

9.2.1 Control of robot momentum only

Being not possible to separately control both the seesaw and the robot momentum
dynamics, we first decided to select only the robot momentum as primary control
objective, and then to verify numerically that the seesaw angle trajectory always
remains bounded within a limited range. For the given task, the desired contact
wrenches f∗ are obtained as in Eq. (6.5):

f∗ = (J>B )†
(
L̇∗ +mge3

)
+NBf0.

9.2.2 Control of mixed momentum

Another possibility is to control a quantity which depends on both the robot and
the seesaw dynamics, for example the rate of change of the total momentum LT :

L̇T = J>T fS − (mS +m)ge3 = J>T AT f + fbias (9.9)

where the formulation of Eq. (9.9) including the definition of JT , AT and fbias is
described in Appendix D. Being fS ∈ R5, matrix JT has dimensions R5×6 and its
maximum rank is 5, hence the total momentum dynamics cannot be (always) fully
controlled. To finally achieve a full rank matrix multiplying the feet wrenches,
we decide to control the linear momentum of the robot, together with the angular
momentum of the whole system. Let us also observe that there is a difference
of magnitude between the robot mass (31 kg) and the seesaw mass (4 kg), which
implies that the center of mass of the overall system (and therefore the total linear
momentum) is close to the center of mass of the robot.
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Consider the following partitions of robot and total momentum:

L :=

[
Ll
Lω

]
, LT :=

[
LT l
LTω

]
where Ll, Lω ∈ R3 are the linear and angular momentum of the robot, whereas
LT l, LTω ∈ R3 are the total linear and angular momentum. We define the mixed
momentum as LM =

[
L>l L>Tω

]>. Being L̇M = L̇M (f), we can now choose f
such that:

L̇∗M = L̇dM −KP L̃M −KIIL̃M (9.10)

İL̃M := L̃M ,

where LdM is the desired mixed momentum, L̃M = LM − LdM is the momen-
tum error and KP ,KI ∈ R6×6 two symmetric, positive definite matrices. The
feet wrenches f∗ that instantaneously realize the desired mixed momentum rate of
change are given by:

f∗ = A†M

(
L̇∗M +

[
Slmge3

−Sωfbias

])
+NMf0,

where Sl =
[
13 03

]
, Sω =

[
03 13

]
are selector matrices, matrix AM is given

by AM =

[
SlJ
>
B

SωJ
>
T AT

]
and NM = 1−A†MAM is the null space projector of AM .

9.2.3 Joint torques and zero dynamics

Once the desired contact wrenches have been computed, the joint torques realizing
f∗ can be calculated as in (6.6)–(6.7) in Chapter 6. More specifically, by substitut-
ing the robot and seesaw accelerations from Eq. (9.6a)–(9.8) into the constraints
(9.6c), and writing explicitly the control torques one has:

τ = Λ†(h̄− J̄f − J̇ν + J̇RνS) +NΛτ0 (9.11)

with h̄ = JM−1h − JRM
−1
S hS , and J̄ = JM−1J> − JRM

−1
S AS . The joint

torques redundancy is used for stabilizing the robot posture, and therefore τ0 re-
mains the same of Eq. (6.7) with the gains as in (7.4) and sd a constant reference.
The wrench redundancy f0, is exploited to minimize the norm of joint torques.
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9.2.4 Quadratic programming formulation

The control architecture for balancing on a seesaw can be formulated as the fol-
lowing optimization problem:

f∗ = argmin
f
|τ∗(f)|2 (9.12a)

s.t.

Cff < bf (9.12b)

L̇(f) = L̇∗ (9.12c)

τ∗(f) = argmin
τ
|τ − τ0(f)|2 (9.12d)

s.t.

J̇ν + Jν̇ = J̇RνS + JRν̇S (9.12e)

J̇SνS + JS ν̇S = 0 (9.12f)

ν̇ = M−1(Bτ + J>f−h) (9.12g)

ν̇S = M−1
S (J>S fS − J>R f−hS) (9.12h)

τ0 = hs − J>s f −K
s
DNΛMsṡ−K

s
PNΛMs(s− sd), (9.12i)

which is very similar to the QP formulation of momentum-based control for rigid
contacts (6.10), with the only difference of the modified contact constaints equa-
tions (9.12e)–(9.12f) and the presence of the seesaw dynamics (9.12h). In case the
primary control objective is the stabilization of the mixed momentum trajectories,
Eq. (9.12c) is of the form: L̇M (f) = L̇∗M .

9.3 Simulation Results

We test the control solutions proposed in Section 9.1 by using a model of the hu-
manoid robot iCub with 23 degrees-of-freedom (DoFs). Simulations are performed
by means of a Simulink controller interfacing with Gazebo simulator [Ch. 2, Sec.
2.4.2]. The controller frequency is 100 Hz.

9.3.1 Robustness to external disturbances

We first perform a robustness test on the closed loop system (9.6)–(9.12). The
control objective is to stabilize the system about the equilibrium position. After 20
seconds an external force of amplitude 100 N is applied to the robot torso along
the lateral direction for a period of 0.01 seconds. Figure 9.2 shows the norm of
the robot linear momentum error for both control laws. Analogously, Figure 9.3
depicts the norm of robot and system angular momentum error when the primary
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Fig. 9.2 Norm of robot linear momentum error while balancing.
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Fig. 9.3 Norm of robot and system angular momentum error while balancing.

task is to control the robot momentum and the mixed momentum, respectively.
After the external force is applied, both controllers are able to bring the system
back to the equilibrium position. Figure 9.4 shows instead the behaviour of the
seesaw orientation θ. The blue line represents θ when the control objective is to
stabilize the robot momentum, while the red line is when the primary task is to
control the mixed momentum. In both cases, the trajectory of θ remains bounded
even after the application of the external force, and therefore both controllers are
able to stabilize also the seesaw orientation, even if it is not explicitly controlled.
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Fig. 9.4 Seesaw orientation. Even if not explicitly controlled, its trajectory remains
bounded while the robot is balancing.

Fig. 9.5 Robot moving on the seesaw when tracking a desired CoM trajectory.

9.3.2 Tracking performances

We then evaluate the two control laws for tracking a desired trajectory of the robot
center of mass. The reference trajectory for the center of mass is a sinusoidal curve
with amplitude of 2.5 cm and frequency of 0.25 Hz along the robot lateral direc-
tion. The robot motion is depicted in Figure 9.5. A dedicated gain tuning has been
performed on both controllers in order to achieve better tracking. It is important
to point out that the main scope of this analysis is not a comparison between the
controllers performances, but rather to verify the feasibility of a tracking task for
both control strategies. Figure 9.6 shows the lateral component of the robot center
of mass position during the tracking. The black line is the reference trajectory. The
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red line is the center of mass position obtained with the mixed momentum control,
and the blue line is obtained with the robot momentum control. Both controllers are
able to track the desired trajectory. However, with the mixed momentum control is
possible to achieve qualitatively better results, while the other control strategy de-
picts poor tracking even after gain tuning. A possible explanation is that in order to
keep balancing on the seesaw while tracking the CoM trajectory, the robot may be
required to have an angular momentum reference different from zero. Therefore,
trying to regulate the robot angular momentum to zero may worsen the tracking.

0 10 20 30 40 50

0

0.05

0.1

Fig. 9.6 Lateral component of robot CoM position. With mixed momentum control is
possible to achieve better tracking results.
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Chapter 10

Momentum-Based Control of
Robots with Elastic Joints

The paradigm the stiffer, the better has characterised the design of robot actuation
for years. This paradigm is well justified for position controlled industrial manip-
ulators, where tasks usually require rapid and precise movements and very high
repeatability. In the field of humanoid robotics, however, having a stiff actuation
may be a strong limitation in terms of shock tolerance, efficiency, and safe inter-
action with humans [Pratt et al., 1997, Tsagarakis et al., 2009]. To add a degree of
compliance, a widely held solution is the redesign of robot joints by adding a phys-
ical spring between the load and the transmission element. The presence of joint
elasticity complexifies the control design associated with the underlying robot.

In this Chapter, we propose a control framework that extends momentum based
controllers developed for stiff actuation to the case of series elastic actuators. The
key point is to consider the motor velocities as an intermediate control input, and
then apply high-gain control to stabilise the desired motor velocities achieving mo-
mentum control. Simulations carried out on a model of the robot iCub verify the
soundness of the proposed approach.

10.1 Series Elastic Actuator Modeling

Chapter 6 has presented a balancing control assuming that the joints torque τ can
be considered as control input. This is the case, for instance, of a torque con-
trolled robot where the motors are rigidly connected to the joints, eventually by
means of harmonic drives. In this Chapter, we present the extension of the dynamic
model (3.4) when the interfaces between the motors and the joints are elastic el-
ements, namely, the robot is powered by series elastic actuators. To this purpose,
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we make the following assumptions.

• The angular motor kinetic energy is due to its own spinning only, and the
center of masses of each motor is along the motor axis of rotation;

• Both stiffness and damping of the series elastic actuators can be considered
linear versus its relative displacement absolute value and rate-of-change;

• All motors are rigidly connected to the associated transmission element;

• Viscous and Coulomb friction, as well as the back-electromotive force, are
compensated by a low-level motor control as described in Chapter 2. Hence,
stiffness and damping are solely the ones of the series-elastic actuators.

Figure 10.1 depicts a simple block diagram of the series elastic actuator assumed
to power the robot. In this picture, θi is the i-th motor position, si the i-th link
position, ηi is the transmission ratio, bi is the motor inertia, and ksi and kdi are
the i-th link (torsional) stiffness and damping. Under the above assumptions, the

Fig. 10.1 Block diagram of the series elastic actuator.

system dynamics (3.4) can be extended by adding the dynamics of the motor angles
θ =

[
θ1 ... θn

]> ∈ Rn. Then, one has (see [Albu-Schaffer et al., 2004, de Luca
and Lucibello, 1998, Spong, 1990] for details):

MBv̇B = J>B f − hB (10.1a)

Mss̈ = J>s f − hs + τ (10.1b)

Imθ̈ = τm − Γτ (10.1c)

where the term

τ := KS(Γθ − s) +KD(Γθ̇ − ṡ) ∈ Rn (10.2)

represents the coupling between the joints dynamics and the motors dynamics.
The positive definite diagonal matrices describing joints stiffness and damping are
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KS = diag(ksi) and KD = diag(kdi), respectively. Im = diag(bi) ∈ Rn×n is
the motor inertia matrix, while Γ ∈ Rn×n is the matrix that accounts for the gear
box ratios and for the coupling between the input and the output rotations of the
coupling mechanism as in (2.1). Without loss of generality, in this Chapter we
consider a robot with all joints decoupled at the motor level, therefore Γ = Γ> =
diag(ηi). The control input is given by the motor torques τm ∈ Rn. The new
system configuration space is the Lie Group

Q = R3 × SO(3)× R2n,

and a system configuration is represented by the quadruple q = (IpB,
IRB, s, θ).

The velocity is then represented by the set V = R3 × R3 × R2n, and an element
of V is then ν = (IvB,

I ωB, ṡ, θ̇). The contact constraint equation (3.7) remains
invariant, namely, it is not affected by the addition of the motor dynamics. In fact,
this equation represents the fact that the feet acceleration, expressed in terms of q,
is equal to zero for all the time.

Remark 3 We assume that the matrix Ms in Eq. (10.1b) does not contain terms
due to the so-called motor reflected inertia. More precisely, the equations of motion
for the rigid actuation case can be deduced by imposing KS −→ ∞ in Eq. (10.1),
which implies s −→ Γθ, ṡ −→ Γθ̇, s̈ −→ Γθ̈. Then, by summing up (10.1b)-(10.1c),
and by multiplying (10.1c) times Γ−1, one has:

MBv̇B = J>B f − hB (10.3a)

(Ms + Γ−1ImΓ−1)s̈ = J>s f − hs + Γ−1τm. (10.3b)

These equations of motion characterise the system evolution in the case of rigid
transmissions, and the term Γ−1ImΓ−1 is called motor reflected inertia. Hence,
we assume that Ms does not take this term into account.

10.2 Control Design

The control of system (10.1) for robot balancing purposes may not be straightfor-
ward. In fact, assuming that the control objective is still the asymptotic stabili-
sation of the momentum error L̃, then its rate-of-change is no longer influenced
by the system control input, namely, the motor torque τm. More precisely, the
momentum rate of change equation (6.1) still holds, i.e.

L̇(f) = J>B f −mge3.

By using the (feet zero-acceleration) constraint (3.7), i.e.

JBv̇B + Jss̈+ J̇BvB + J̇sṡ = 0,
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with the robot acceleration deduced from (10.1a)-(10.1b):

v̇B = M−1
B

(
J>B f − hB

)
s̈ = M−1

s

(
J>s f − hs + τ(θ, θ̇, s, ṡ)

)
one observes that we can no longer relate the contact force f to the system input
τm. Consequently, the momentum rate-of-change L̇ is no longer instantaneously
influenced by the system input τm.

For the same reason, the control algorithm recalled in Chapter 6 is no longer
applicable in the case of robots powered by series elastic actuators. In fact, even if
one chooses a contact force f to achieve L̇(f) = L̇∗, then this force can no longer
be generated by (6.6), i.e.

τ = Λ†(JM−1(h− J>f)− J̇ν) +NΛτ0,

since τ does not depend upon the control input τm, but only on the system state –
see Eq. (10.1c). In the language of Control Theory, we would say that the output
L has a relative degree equal to two: the second order time derivative of L can be
instantaneously influenced by the control input τm. Then, one may attempt at the
control of L by performing feedback linearisation of L̈, and then choose the input
redundancy for postural control. Analogously, one may consider ḟ as a fictitious
control input in the dynamics of L̈, i.e.

L̈(ḟ) = J̇>B f + J>B ḟ ,

and then exploit the time derivative of (6.6) with (10.1c) to impose a rate-of-change
of the contact force f .

The main drawbacks of these strategies – which are based on pure-feedback
linearisation of an output with relative degree higher than one – are the following:

• the need of feedforward terms seldom precisely known in practice, such as
Ṁ , J̈ , etc;

• when series-elastic-actuators are introduced to substitute some, or all, rigid
transmission mechanisms, they usually need a new time-consuming and spe-
cific gain tuning procedure;

• they do not leverage the (usually) high frequency and reliable low-level mo-
tor velocity control.

We then follow a different route to deal with series elastic actuators that aims –
when the motors are equipped with it – at exploiting the low level motor velocity
control. In addition, the proposed strategy is shown to be robust against the feed-
forward terms usually needed by feedback linearisation, and can also exploit the
gain tuning procedure developed for the rigid actuation case.
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10.2.1 The balancing control for series elastic actuators

Eq. (10.1c) points out that the motor dynamics θ̈ is fully actuated. Then, any de-
sired motor velocity θ̇d can be stabilised with any desired, small, settling time.
This in turn implies that the motor velocity can be assumed as a virtual control
input in the dynamics (10.1b). In the language of Automatic Control, assuming θ̇
as control variable is a typical backstepping assumption. Then, the production of
the motor torques associated with the desired motor velocities can be achieved via
classical nonlinear control techniques [Khalil, 2002, p. 589] or high-gain control.
We later detail an implementation of the latter for obtaining the aforementioned
motor torques and perform simulation results. More precisely, we consider

β = KDΓθ̇

as a fictitious control input of the joints dynamics (10.1b). Then, one has:

Mss̈ = J>s f − h̄s + β, (10.4)

with

h̄s = hs − p (10.5a)

p = KS(Γθ − s)−KDṡ. (10.5b)

Observe that (10.4) coincides with (10.1b) by substituting hs with h̄s and τ with
β. In light of this, the control input β achieving balancing control – with the same
objectives detailed in Chapter 6-7 – is obtained by solving the optimisation problem
(6.10) with the aforementioned substitutions, i.e.

f∗ = argmin
f
|β∗(f)|2 (10.6a)

s.t.

Cff < bf (10.6b)

L̇(f) = L̇∗ (10.6c)

β∗(f) = argmin
β
|β − β0(f)|2 (10.6d)

s.t.

J̇(q, ν)ν + J(q)ν̇ = 0 (10.6e)

ν̇ = M−1(Bβ + J>f−h) (10.6f)

β0 = h̄s − J>s f + u0. (10.6g)

with h := (hB, h̄s), and u0 := Mss̈
d−Ks

PNΛMs(s−sd)−Ks
DNΛMs(ṡ−ṡd). The

optimisation problem (10.6) points out that the redundancy of the contact forces in
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achieving L̇(f) = L̇∗ is no longer exploited to minimise the joint torques, but
rather the torques induced by the motor velocities – compare Eq. (6.10) and (10.6).
This basically means that the solution to the above problem tends to minimise the
desired motor velocities.

Once the optimisation problem (10.6) is solved, at each time instant the (de-
sired) motor velocities are given by

θ̇d = Γ−1K−1
D β∗(f∗). (10.7)

Now, if the series-elastic actuators provide the user with a velocity control inter-
face, one can send as desired values to this interface the velocities (10.7). On the
other hand, if the series-elastic actuators provide as interface the motor torques τm
(often related to the motor PWM), then one can apply high-gain control on the dy-
namics (10.1c) to stabilise the motor velocity (10.7). In particular, motor velocity
control via the motor torque τm can be achieved by:

τm = − ImKm(θ̇ − θ̇d) + Γτ (10.8)

with Km ∈ Rn×n a positive diagonal matrix. The closed-loop motors dynamics is
then given by:

θ̈ = −Km(θ̇ − θ̇d), (10.9)

which implies that the motor velocity tracking error stays relatively small for rela-
tively high gains Km. It is important to observe that the control law (10.8) misses
the feed-forward component θ̈d, and it is not deduced by the application of pure
backstepping techniques [Khalil, 2002, p. 589]. All these missing elements repre-
sent a robustness test for the controller presented in this Chapter.

10.2.2 The mixed actuation case: stiff and elastic actuators

The framework presented above may be useful when the humanoid robot is pow-
ered by stiff and elastic actuators. In this case, one can still solve the optimisation
problem (10.6) by properly defining the vectors h̄s and p in Eq. (10.5).

To provide the reader with an example of such a mixed actuation case, assume
that the robot possesses m1 stiff actuators – for which the associated joint torques
τm1 ∈ Rm1 can be considered as control inputs – and m2 series-elastic actuators,
with n = m1 + m2. Assume that in the serialisation of the joint angles s =
(sm1 , sm2), the first m1 joints are powered by stiff actuators, and the remaining
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m2 by elastic ones. Then, the optimisation problem (10.6) can be solved with

β :=

(
τm1

KDΓθ̇

)
(10.10)

p =

(
0

KS(Γθ − sm2)−KDṡm2

)
where now θ ∈ Rm2 .

10.3 Simulation Results

We test the proposed control solution by using a model of the humanoid robot
iCub with 25 degrees-of-freedom (DoFs). The inertia values bi are obtained from
the motor data-sheets, and their order of magnitude is around 10−5 kgm2. Realis-
tic stiffness and damping values for the series elastic actuators are obtained from
previous work on the design of SEA for iCub legs [Parmiggiani et al., 2012, Tisi
et al., 2016]. The stiffness value used for the experiments is 350 Nm

rad for all the
joints while damping coefficient is 0.25 Nms

rad . The transmission ratio is the same
for all joints and set equal to ηi = 1

100 .
The control algorithm (10.6)-(10.8) is tested by performing simulations in the

MATLAB custom environment (see Section 2.4.1). The system evolution is ob-
tained by integrating Eq. (10.1) with τm as in Eq. (10.8), using MATLAB variable
step numerical integrator ode15s. For solving the optimization problem (10.6), we
employ the qpOASES solver.

10.3.1 Tracking performances

We evaluate the performances of the control laws (10.6)–(10.8) for tracking a de-
sired center of mass trajectory while the robot is balancing on one foot. The ref-
erence trajectory for the center of mass is a sinusoidal curve with amplitude of 1
cm and frequency of 0.2 Hz along the robot lateral direction. Note that stability
results presented in Chapter 7 are valid for quasi-static motions while balancing on
one foot. However, we also verified numerically the effectiveness of the proposed
control algorithm in case of highly dynamic movements and contact switching as
in Figure 10.4. Furthermore, we perform an indicative sensitivity analysis on the
tracking error in case of uncertainties on damping matrix KD. This analysis holds
for this particular task, but results may vary in case other movements are required.
Figure 10.2 shows the tracking error on the center of mass trajectory. The thick
blue line represents the center of mass error assuming perfect knowledge of sys-
tem’s damping. The dashed lines represent the error when the controller overesti-
mates the real damping by 45% and 60%, while the dotted line is obtained when
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Fig. 10.2 CoM error on lateral direction. If KD is overestimated by 60%, the closed-loop
system is unstable.

KD is underestimated by 60%. Focus on the case where KD is overestimated by
the controller, since it may lead to unstable behaviours. In particular, the center of
mass error is still not increasing up to an error of 45% on KD, while an error of
60% makes the system unstable.

10.3.2 Comparisons between different control models

Theoretically, one may apply the control law obtained from (6.10), which was de-
veloped under the assumption of stiff joints, when the system is, instead, powered
by series elastic actuators, i.e. it is governed by (10.1). We here show that in
this case, the closed loop system may have unstable behaviours because the con-
trol model neglects joint elasticity. In particular, the solution to the optimisation
problem (6.10) is a joint torque τ = Γ−1τm (see Remark 3).

To test the controller obtained from (6.10) in the series-elastic actuator case,
we impose a step response for the desired center of mass that translates into a step
of 1◦ for all upper body joints (torso and arms). Figure 10.3 depicts the norm of
the joint position errors in both stiff and elastic control model. It is clear that the
closed-loop system with the rigid control (6.5)–(6.6)–(6.7) (blue line) is unstable,
while the elastic control (red line) ensures the convergence to the desired position.
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Fig. 10.3 Comparison between control law (6.5)–(6.6)–(6.7) and (10.6)–(10.8) for control-
ling system (10.1). The rigid joints control fails to stabilize the closed loop system about
the reference position.

Fig. 10.4 Highly dynamic movements and contact switching with series elastic actuators.

10.3.3 Effects of torque saturation

On the real robot, it may not be possible to achieve the desired motor velocities
θ̇d because of limited motor torques, and the controller might fail to stabilize the
closed-loop system. To analyze the behaviour of elastic joint control in presence
of limited motor torques, we add torque saturation to the simulation setup used in
10.3.1. The maximum motor torque available is obtained through motors datasheet
and it is 0.34 Nm. Figure 10.5 shows the effect of torques saturation on motor
velocity of the stance foot ankle roll: the black line is the reference velocity. To
better visualize the results, we cut the initial peak (around 50 rad

s ). Dashed green
line represents motor velocity without torque saturation, while the red line consid-
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Fig. 10.5 Convergence of motor velocity to θ̇∗ with and without torque saturation. Even in
case of limited torques, the controller is able to stabilize the closed-loop system.

ers also torque saturation. In this second case, the convergence of θ̇ to θ̇∗ is slower,
but stability is still retained. For the sake of simplicity, we focused our attention on
motor velocity of the stance foot ankle roll, because this is the joint that requires
the biggest torque for the given task.
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Chapter 11

Momentum-Based Control with
Friction Exploitation

Chapter 2 describes the iCub torque control architecture as composed of two nested
loops. The outer loop, which implements the momentum-based controller that
was subject of the previous Chapters, generates desired joint/motor torques, while
the inner loop stabilizes these desired values. In doing so, the inner loop usually
compensates for joint friction phenomena, thus removing their inherent stabilizing
property that may be also beneficial for high level control objectives. This Chapter
shows how it is instead possible to exploit friction for joint and task space control
of humanoid robots.

11.1 System Modeling

The equations representing the robot and motors dynamics in case of rigid trans-
missions have been already detailed in previous Chapters 2–3. The system equa-
tions of motion including motors are given by the combination of the floating base
dynamics in its decoupled form as in (3.4) and the motors dynamics (2.2):

MBv̇B + hB = J>B f (11.1a)

Mss̈+ hs = J>s f + τ (11.1b)

Imθ̈ +Kv θ̇ +Kcsign(θ̇) = τm − Γ>τ (11.1c)

subject to the contact constraints equations (3.7).
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11.2 Control with Friction Exploitation

The two-loops control architecture presented in Chapter 2 is a common design for
performing whole-body torque control of humanoid robots (see, e.g., [Del Prete
et al., 2016]). However, it compensates for the effect of joints viscous and Coulomb
friction, thus removing also their inherent stabilizing property that may be benefi-
cial for achieving high level control objectives. Furthermore, the friction compen-
sation terms in Eq. (2.3) may render the system sensitive to poor velocity mea-
surements. In what follows, we design instead a control architecture that exploits
friction to improve the tracking performances of both joints and momentum ref-
erence trajectories, and also aims at increasing the robustness of the system with
respect to poor velocity measurements.

11.2.1 Reformulation of the system dynamics

Recall the kinematic relation s = Γθ between the joints position s and motors
position θ in case of rigid joints, and rewrite the motors dynamics Eq. (11.1c) by
substituting θ̈, θ̇ with s̈ and ṡ:

ImΓ−1s̈ = τm −KfΓ−1ṡ− Γ>τ (11.2)

where Kf = Kf (ṡ) is a diagonal matrix that collects the Coulomb and viscous
friction coefficients. The elements along the diagonal of Kf are all positive, and of
the form:

kf(i) = kv(i) +
kc(i)

|e>i Γ−1ṡ|+ ε
, i = 1...n, (11.3)

with ei the canonical vector, consisting of all zeros but the i-th component that is
equal to one, and the ε ∈ R+, ε << 1. The coefficients in Eq. (11.3) are obtained
by rewriting the sign function as sign(θ̇) = θ̇

|θ̇| . The parameter ε is a regularization
term that avoids the coefficients to reach infinite values when ṡ −→ 0.

We multiply Eq. (11.2) times Γ−> and we sum joints and motors equations of
motion Eq. (11.1b)-(11.2) to get:

M ss̈ = u− hs + J>s f −Kf ṡ, (11.4)

with:

M s = Ms + Γ−>ImΓ−1,

Kf = Γ−>KfΓ−1, Kf = K
>
f > 0,

u = Γ−>τm.
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More specifically, the term Γ−>ImΓ−1 is the so-called motor reflected inertia
[Albu-Schäffer et al., 2007]. It accounts for the effect of the motors inertia on
the joint space dynamics, and it has a pivotal role in improving the numerical sta-
bility of the control algorithm when the control design requires to invert the joint
space mass matrix. In fact, in case of a humanoid robot the matrix Ms is often
ill-conditioned because of the presence the of links with very different mass and
inertia properties. The motor reflected inertia may be also interpreted as a physi-
cally consistent regularization term that decreases the condition number of the mass
matrix, defined as cond(Ms) = σmax

σmin
, with σi the singular values of Ms. How-

ever, it is not straightforward to analytically prove that the regularized mass matrix
M s = Ms + Γ−>ImΓ−1 is no more ill-conditioned. We verified numerically this
result by comparing the condition numbers of Ms and M s.

Finally, the robot and motors dynamics Eq. (11.1) can be combined in the
following system:

MBv̇B + hB = J>B f (11.5a)

M ss̈+ hs = u+ J>s f −Kf ṡ. (11.5b)

Now, system (11.5) may be stabilized with a proper choice of the variable u (hence,
the motor torques τm).

11.2.2 Control of a fixed base robot

For a better understanding of the motivations behind our control approach, at first
we assume that the robot base link is fixed on a pole, i.e. (v̇B, vB) = (0, 0), and
no other links are in contact with the environment. Therefore the system dynamics
Eq. (11.5) reduces to:

M ss̈+ hs = u−Kf ṡ, (11.6)

that is, the joints dynamics Eq. (11.5b) with f = 0. The control objective is the
stabilization of a desired joints trajectory (s, ṡ) = (sd, ṡd). We choose the input
u := u∗ as:

u∗ = hs +M ss̈
d −Ks

P s̃−−Ks
D

˙̃s+Kf ṡ
d (11.7)

with Ks
P , K

s
D two symmetric and positive definite matrices and s̃ = s− sd. Sub-

stituting Eq. (11.7) into Eq. (11.6) yields to the following closed-loop dynamics:

M ss̈+ (Ks
D +Kf ) ˙̃s+Ks

P s̃ = 0. (11.8)

In particular, beingKf symmetric and positive definite, the termKf
˙̃s in Eq. (11.8)

enforces the feedback term on the joints velocity error. This allows to exploit the
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joints friction for improving the convergence of the closed loop system dynamics
to the reference trajectory. More specifically, the idea of exploiting the passive
properties of the system dynamics in the control design is typical of the passivity-
based control approach [Li et al., 2012, Albu-Schäffer et al., 2007].

The advantage of applying the control law (11.7) rather than, e.g. a classical
feedback linearization with friction compensation technique, is that it may guaran-
tee better robustness with respect to poor velocity measurements. On real robotic
applications the velocity measurements are often obtained by means of numerical
differentiation of the joint/motor positions measurements, and the estimated values
can be noisy, or delayed in case a filtering technique is applied to the signal. In the
control law Eq. (11.7) the matrix Kf (ṡ) is multiplied by the reference velocity ṡd

instead of the measured one, thus rendering the control algorithm less sensitive to
the noise on the velocity measurements. Furthermore, in most control algorithms,
the gain matrix that multiplies the joints velocity error Ks

D is limited to relatively
small values, because high values of Ks

D may lead to numerical instability. The
additional termKf

˙̃s in the closed loop dynamics Eq. (11.8) contributes to increase
the system damping without the need of modifying Ks

D, and it may improve the
tracking performances of the controlled system.

Remark 4 The control law Eq. (11.7) belongs to the family of controllers:

uf := hs +M ss̈
d −Ks

P s̃+ ū(K, ṡ, ṡd), (11.9)

ū = −K ˙̃s+Kf ṡ,

K = K>, K > 0.

Note that for any symmetric and positive definite matrix K, substituting uf
from Eq. (11.9) in the joint space dynamics Eq. (11.6) always guarantees stability
and convergence of the closed loop system dynamics to the reference trajectory.
Among all the possible choices of the gain K, we may be interested in finding the
one that minimizes the sensitivity of ū w.r.t. the joint velocities ṡ, i.e.:

K∗ : = argminK |
δ(ū)

δṡ
|2 (11.10)

s.t.

K = K>, K > 0.

Assume that Kf does not depend on the joint velocities ṡ (i.e., Kf accounts for
the viscous friction only, while the Coulomb friction is compensated by the inner
control loop). Then, the solution to problem (11.10) is given by K∗ = Kf , which
leads to ū∗ = Kf ṡ

d. Finally, the corresponding control input u∗f is given by: u∗f =

hs +M ss̈
d−Ks

P s̃+Kf ṡ
d, that coincides with Eq. (11.7) when we choose Ks

D =
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0n. In this sense, the control law Eq. (11.7) with Ks
D = 0n can be seen as the one

among the family of controllers uf that is less sensitive to the joints velocity, and it
is therefore the most robust (among uf ) against poor velocity measurements. The
extension of this theoretical framework in the more general case Kf = Kf (ṡ) will
be addressed in future work.

11.2.3 Control of a floating base robot

In what follows we propose yet another modification of the momentum-based con-
trol algorithm Eq. (6.5)–(6.6)–(6.7) that allows to exploit friction for improving
the tracking of a desired momentum trajectory. First, we compactly rewrite system
(11.5) as follows:

Mν̇ + h = J>f +Bu−BKf ṡ, (11.11)

where we recall that h =
[
h>B h>s

]>, J =
[
JB Js

]
and the selector matrix B is

of the form B =
[
0n×6 1n

]>. The mass matrix M is given by:

M =

[
MB 06×n
0n×6 M s

]
.

The friction component Kf ṡ can be related to the contact wrenches f by means
of the contact constraint equations Eq. (3.7). In particular, we substitute the state
acceleration ν̇ = M

−1
(J>f−h+Bu−BKf ṡ) obtained by inverting Eq. (11.11)

into the constraint (3.7), which yields:

JM
−1

(J>f − h+Bu−BKf ṡ) + J̇ν = 0. (11.12)

Writing explicitly the contact wrenches from Eq. (11.12) gives:

f = fm +DKf ṡ, (11.13)

where we define fm, D as:

fm = (JM
−1
J>)−1(JM

−1
(h−Bu)− J̇ν) (11.14)

D = (JM
−1
J>)−1JM

−1
B.

Recall that the rate-of-change of the robot momentum Eq. (6.1) equals the net
external wrench acting on the robot, and substitute the contact wrenches f obtained
from Eq. (11.13) into the momentum dynamics Eq. (6.1):

L̇(f) = J>B fm + J>BDKf ṡ−mge3. (11.15)
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In order to come up with a formulation similar to that of the fixed-base case, we
split the joints velocity ṡ into two components:

ṡ = −D>JBJ̄Gṡ+ (1n +D>JBJ̄G)ṡ, (11.16)

where J̄G is the centroidal momentum matrix as defined in Chapter 7 in Eq. (7.1).
In particular, J̄G is the mapping between the joint velocities ṡ and the momentum,
i.e. L = J̄Gṡ. Hence, Eq. (11.16) can be rewritten as:

ṡ = −D>JBL+ (1n +D>JBJ̄G)ṡ.

Assuming that fm in Eq. (11.15) can be chosen at will, we choose f∗m as:

f∗m = fm1 +NBfm0, (11.17)

with

fm1 = J>†B

(
L̇∗ − J>BDKf (1n +D>JBJ̄G)ṡ+mge3

)
,

L̇∗ = L̇d −KP L̃−KIIL̃ + TLd,

where we recall that NB ∈ R6nc×6nc is a projector into the null space of J>B ,
and fm0 ∈ R6nc is a free variable. T = J>BDKfD

>JB ∈ R6×6 is a symmetric
and positive definite matrix. If f∗m is chosen as in Eq. (11.17), the closed loop
momentum dynamics remains:

˙̃L+ (KP + T )L̃+KIIL̃ = 0.

Note that the same considerations about robustness and tracking performances
done for the fixed robot closed loop dynamics Eq. (11.8) can be now applied also
to the closed loop momentum dynamics. To determine the control input u∗ that
instantaneously realize f∗m, we make use of Eq. (11.14), which yields:

u∗ = Λ
†
(JM

−1
(h− J>f∗m)− J̇ν) +NΛunull (11.18)

with Λ = JsM s
−1 ∈ R6nc×n, NΛ ∈ Rn×n a projector onto the nullspace of Λ,

and unull ∈ Rn a free variable. Following the control law Eq. (11.7) developed for
stabilizing the joints dynamics of a fixed base robot, and recalling the choice of the
joint torques redundancy τ0 as in Eq. (6.7)–(7.4), we design unull as follows:

unull = hs − J>s f +Kf ṡ
d + u0, (11.19)

with u0 := M ss̈
d −Ks

PNΛM ss̃ −Ks
DNΛM s

˙̃s. The additional term Kf ṡ
d may

help to improve also the tracking of the postural task references. Asymptotic sta-
bility of the closed loop system Eq. (11.11)–(11.17)–(11.18)–(11.19) and the ef-
fectiveness of the control algorithm in improving the momentum tracking perfor-
mances are then verified experimentally.
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11.2.4 Quadratic programming optimization

The QP problem associated to (11.14)–(11.18)–(11.19) can be stated as:

f∗m = argmin
fm

|u∗(fm)|2 (11.20a)

s.t.

f = fm +DKf ṡ (11.20b)

Cff < bf (11.20c)

L̇(f) = L̇∗ (11.20d)

u∗(fm) = argmin
u
|u− unull|2 (11.20e)

s.t.

J̇(q, ν)ν + J(q)ν̇ = 0 (11.20f)

ν̇ = M
−1

(Bu+ J>f−h−BKf ṡ) (11.20g)

unull = hs − J>s f +Kf ṡ
d + u0. (11.20h)

We choose the wrench redundancy fm0 to minimize the norm of the control input
u. The relation between f and fm is also added as equality constraint in (11.20b).

11.2.5 Inner control loop

The inner control loop described by Eq. (2.2)–(2.3) must be modified in order
stabilize the new input u towards the reference u∗. More specifically, recall that
u = Γ−>τm. Then, we choose τ∗m as:

τ∗m = Γ>(u∗ −KI

∫ t

0
(u− u∗) dt), (11.21)

that yields to the following closed loop dynamics for the control input: u = u∗ −
KI

∫ t
0 (u− u∗) dt.

11.3 Experimental Results

We tested the control algorithms presented in this Chapter on the iCub humanoid
robot, with 23 degrees of freedom. The inner control loop runs at 1 kHz, while the
balancing controller runs at 100 Hz. During all the experiments we only considered
the effect of the viscous friction in the harmonic drive gearboxes, that on iCub gives
the major contribution to friction effects while the robot is moving. This implies
that in the experiments kc(i) = 0 ∀i.
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Fig. 11.1 The robot iCub fixed on a pole.
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Fig. 11.2 Norm of joint position error with the fixed robot. The control law that exploits
friction shows better tracking performances.

11.3.1 Joints tracking on a fixed based robot

The first experimental setup is carried out with the robot pelvis fixed on a pole as in
Fig. 11.1. A sinusoidal reference trajectory of amplitude 15◦ and frequency 0.5 Hz
is applied to each controlled joint. We evaluated the performances of the control
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Fig. 11.3 The upper figure shows the CoM reference trajectory versus the CoM measured
position, while the lower figure is the error norm of the CoM position. The control law that
exploits friction shows better tracking performances.
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Fig. 11.4 Linear momentum tracking error while balancing. The control law that exploits
friction shows better tracking performances.

algorithm Eq. (11.7) and of a standard computed torque control that compensates
for the joints friction in the inner control loop. Fine tuning of the control gains
has been performed in order to achieve the best possible tracking performances.
Fig. 11.2 shows the norm of the joints position errors while executing the task.
Despite this is not a proper performances comparison between the two controllers,
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it is possible to observe that the tracking performances of the default controller are
limited by the small range of derivative gains that can be chosen without affecting
the system stability. The control law that exploits friction allows to achieve good
tracking performances without the need of increasing the derivative gains.

11.3.2 Momentum tracking on a floating based robot

The second experiment is carried out with the robot balancing on its feet. The
robot moves its CoM from the left to the right foot, following a sinusoidal trajec-
tory of amplitude 4 cm and frequency 0.5 Hz. The center of mass trajectory can be
tracked by controlling the robot’s linear momentum dynamics. We evaluated the
performances of the control laws (6.5)–(6.6)–(6.7) and (11.17)–(11.18)–(11.19).
Fig. 11.3 represents both the CoM error norm and the reference CoM trajectory
signal versus the measured CoM position. Fig. 11.4 represents the linear mo-
mentum error norm during left and right movements. As for the fixed base robot
experiment, the tracking performance of the default controller is affected by the
limited choice of the gain that multiply the momentum error L̃. The control law
that exploits friction shows instead better tracking performances.

11.3.3 The contribution of motors reflected inertia

Fig. 11.5 The robot iCub performing highly dynamic movements while balancing.

For the humanoid robot iCub the condition number of the joint space mass
matrix is cond(Ms) ≈ 20000. With the addition of motors reflected inertia, the
condition number of the mass matrix decreased to cond(M s) ≈ 800. The increased
numerical stability of the control algorithm Eq. (11.17)–(11.18)–(11.19) allowed
to perform very fast dynamic movements while balancing as depicted in Fig. 11.5,
that are difficult to achieve with the default controller Eq. (6.5)–(6.6)–(6.7).
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Chapter 12

Momentum Jerk Control

Nonlinear controllers for floating base systems in contact with the environment
are often framed as quadratic programming (QP) optimization problems. Com-
mon drawbacks of such QP based controllers are: the friction cone constraints are
approximated with a set of linear inequalities; the control input often experiences
discontinuities; no force feedback from Force/Torque (FT) sensors installed on the
robot is taken into account. This Chapter attempts at addressing these limitations
through the design of jerk controllers. These controllers assume the rate-of-change
of the joint torques as control input, and exploit the system position, velocity, ac-
celerations, and contact wrenches as measurable quantities. The key ingredient
of the presented approach is a one-to-one correspondence between free variables
and the manifold defined by the contact stability constraints. This parametrisation
allows us to transform the underlying constrained optimisation problems into one
that is unconstrained. Then, we propose a jerk control framework that exploits the
proposed parametrisation and uses FT measurements in the control loop. Further-
more, we present Lyapunov stable controllers for the system momentum in the jerk
control framework. The approach is validated with simulations and experiments
using the iCub humanoid robot.

12.1 Rationale

A common approach for controlling floating base systems is the stack-of-task ap-
proach, which usually considers several control objectives organized in a hierarchi-
cal or weighted prioritization. This approach characterizes the momentum-based
controllers designed in previous Chapters 6–11. More precisely, let a∗ be a desired
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acceleration that the system should achieve. Then, a single priority1 stack-of-task
can be represented by the following optimisation problem:

minimize
y=(ν̇,f,τ)

|Ay − a∗|2 (12.1)

subject to: [
M(q) −J> −B
J 0 0

]ν̇f
τ

=

[
−h(q, ν)

−J̇ν

]
(12.1a)

f ∈ K (12.1b)

withA a proper projection matrix, andK the manifold given by the contact stability
constraints (3.8). The equality constraints (12.1a) take into account the relations
between the optimization variables ν̇, f, τ , i.e. the system dynamics (3.4) and the
contact constraints (3.7).

The above optimisation problem is usually framed as a Quadratic Programming
(QP) one, and its solutions may suffer from the following limitations:

1. The friction cone manifold (3.8b) is approximated with a set of linear in-
equalities in order to frame the optimisation problem (12.1) as a QP;

2. The optimal solution may be discontinuous, e.g during contact switching or
after sharp variations of the reference trajectory;

3. The closed-loop dynamics does not include any feedback term from the mea-
sured contact wrenches fm.

Limitation 1) does not usually have a strong impact on experimental activities, al-
though it does remain an approximation of the static friction properties. Limitation
2) is often addressed by approximating the continuity property with a set of in-
equality constraints to be added to (12.1), but the effectiveness of this approach is
often unsatisfactory from the experimental standpoint [Dafarra et al., 2018]. Lim-
itation 3) is the most critical one, since FT sensor information are not used in the
optimal control law τ that solves (12.1), thus potentially wasting important feed-
back information at the control level.

Let us observe that Limitation 3) may be attenuated when desired force tasks
are added to the problem (12.1). For instance, if we assume to achieve a desired
force fd, then the force task can be obtained by adding equality constraints in the

1When several priorities are defined into the optimisation problem, higher priority tasks can be
defined as constraints of (12.1).
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form f = fd to the problem (12.1). At this point, one may attempt at using the FT
measurements by replacing fd with

f∗ = fd −KI

∫ t

0
(fm − fd)dt,

where fm is the measured force, and f = f∗ being the equality constraint. The
main limitation of this approach is that this equality constraint may require f to
violate the constraint f ∈ K. Putting the desired force as part of the cost function
of (12.1) may be an option, but this alters the priorities that the force task has over
the acceleration one.

What follows presents an alternative, theoretically sound approach that aims at
addressing the above limitations (1, (2, and (3 of classical stack-of-task approaches
for the control of floating base systems in contact with the environment.

12.2 A Contact-Stable Wrench Parametrization

Parametrisations can be an effective way to transform constrained optimisation
problems into unconstrained ones [Charbonneau et al., 2016]. Consider, for in-
stance, the following optimisation problem:

minimize
y

cost(y) (12.2)

subject to

y > 0,

with cost( · ) : R→R, and y ∈ R. If there exists a solution to (12.2), the process of
seeking this solution is equivalent to solving the following problem:

minimize
ξ

cost(eξ) (12.3)

with ξ ∈ R. For this specific case, it is trivial to find a parametrisation ensuring
y > 0. Note, however, that the mapping y = eξ is one-to-one, and its gradient is
always invertible, namely ∂

∂ξ (eξ) = eξ 6= 0 ∀ξ. These two additional properties
are of particular importance for the numerical stability of solvers addressing the
problem (12.3).

Next Lemma proposes a wrench parametrisation that may be used to remove
the constraint f ∈ K from the optimisation problem (12.1). The parametrisation
also catches completely the friction cones (3.8b), thus avoiding the approximation
of these cones as a set of inequality constraints.
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Lemma 6 Consider the k-th external wrench fk = [fx, fy, fz, Mx, My, Mz]
>,

and recall the contact stability constraints for rigid contacts Eq. (3.8). Then,
consider the parametrization fk = φ(ξ), with

φ(ξ) :=



µc
tanh(ξ1) (eξ3+fminz )√

1+tanh2(ξ2)

µc
tanh(ξ2) (eξ3+fminz )√

1+tanh2(ξ1)

eξ3 + fminz

(δy tanh(ξ4) + δy0) (eξ3 + fminz )
(δx tanh(ξ5) + δx0) (eξ3 + fminz )

µz tanh(ξ6) (eξ3 + fminz )


, (12.4)

fminz > 0 the minimum magnitude of the vertical force fz ,

δx :=
xmaxc − xminc

2
, δx0 :=

xmaxc + xminc

2

δy :=
ymaxc − yminc

2
, δy0 :=

ymaxc + yminc

2
,

with µc, µz the static friction coefficients, and xmaxc , ymaxc and xminc , yminc the
contact surface dimensions as described in Fig. 3.5. Then, these properties hold:

1. The contact constraints (3.8) are always satisfied, i.e., φ(ξ) ∈ K, ∀ξ ∈ R6.

2. The function φ(ξ) : R6 → K is a bijection, namely, a one-to-one correspon-
dence from R6 to K.

3. Let the gradient of the function φ(ξ) be

Φ(ξ) :=

[
∂φ

∂ξ1
, ... ,

∂φ

∂ξ6

]
∈ R6×6. (12.5)

Then, Φ(ξ) is an invertible matrix ∀ξ ∈ R6.

The proof is in the Appendix E. Lemma 6 shows that there exists a one-to-one
correspondence between the manifold K, i.e. the set defined by (3.8), and a set
of free parameters ξ. Clearly, one may find other functions for which the contact
constraints (3.8) are always satisfied. But the proposed function φ( · ) in (12.4) has
an image that corresponds to the setK uniquely and completely. Let us also observe
that the gradient of this function is invertible for any value of the parameter ξ. This
property will be of pivotal importance in Sections 12.3 and 12.4 when designing
stable controllers for floating base systems.
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The parametrization (12.4) can be easily extended in case of nc distinct contact
wrenches. In this case, define:

f = [f1, ... , fnc ]> := [φ(ξ1), ... , φ(ξnc)]>, (12.5a)

ḟ = Φ(ξ)ξ̇ (12.5b)

where Φ = blkdiag(Φ1, ... ,Φnc) ∈ R6nc×6nc and ξ = [ξ1, ... , ξnc ]> ∈ R6nc . It is
then straightforward to verify that the properties described in Lemma 6 are retained
even in case of multiple contact wrenches.

12.3 Jerk Control

This Section proposes control laws that exploit the contact wrench parametrisa-
tion (12.4) and attempt to address the limitations – listed in Section 12.1 – of the
classical torque-based controllers framed as stack-of-tasks optimisation problems.

12.3.1 Jerk control with parametrised contact wrenches

The wrench parametrisation (12.4) can be used to remove the constraint f ∈ K
from the optimisation problem (12.1). This process would lead to the formulation:

minimize
y=(ν̇,ξ,τ)

|Ag(y)− a∗|2 (12.6)

subject to: [
M −J> −B
J 06nc 06nc,n

] ν̇
φ(ξ)
τ

=

[
−h(q, ν)

−J̇ν

]

with g(y) := (ν̇, φ(ξ), τ)>. The main drawbacks of the above approach are: i) the
optimisation problem (12.6) can no longer be casted in a QP being the parametri-
sation φ(ξ) nonlinear; we would then need nonlinear – and often slower than QPs
– optimisers to solve (12.6); ii) the limitations (2 and (3 listed in Section 12.1 are
still not addressed.

To include feedback terms into the control laws, the contact wrenches, or ac-
celerations, shall become part of the system state. In the language of Automatic
Control, we shall then proceed with augmenting the relative degree of the output
(or task) that one wants to stabilise [Isidori, 2013].

More precisely, assume that: hp−i) the control objective is the stabilisation
of a desired jerk ȧ∗; hp−ii) the joint torque rate-of-change τ̇ can be considered
as a control input; hp−iii) both the joint torques τ and the contact forces f are
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measurable quantities, so the robot acceleration ν̇ – if not measurable – can be
obtained from the dynamics Eq. (3.4). Now, define

D :=

[
M −J> −B
J 06nc 06nc,n

]
, (12.7a)

β :=

[
−h(q, ν)

−J̇ν

]
. (12.7b)

As a consequence of hp−iii), one has a measurement of the vector y = (ν̇, f, τ),
while the variable ẏ can be used as a search variable. Then, control laws for τ̇ that
contain feedback information from FT sensor are obtained as an outcome of the
following optimisation problem:

minimize
ẏ=(ν̈,ḟ ,τ̇)

|Ȧy +Aẏ − ȧ∗|2 (12.8a)

subject to:

Ḋy +Dẏ = β̇

f ∈ K. (12.8b)

The solutions to the above problem are continuous in τ (even if τ̇ is discontinuous)
and contain FT measurement feedback from the vector y. One of the main difficul-
ties when solving (12.8) is given by the constraint (12.8b). Since the variable f no
longer is a search variable, in fact, one cannot instantaneously choose values of the
contact wrenches such that f ∈ K. One may attempt at making (12.8b) satisfied
by regulating the variable ḟ , which influences the wrench f at the next time stamp.

A possibility to make (12.8b) satisfied is to use the parametrisation in Lemma 6:
the gradient of the parametrisation automatically enforces the fact that f(t) ∈ K ∀t.
More precisely, in view of (12.5), one has ẏ = (ν̈,Φ(ξ)ξ̇, τ̇), which leads to the
following optimisation problem

minimize
u=(ν̈,ξ̇,τ̇)

|Ȧy +APu− ȧ∗|2 (12.9a)

subject to:

Ḋy +DPu = β̇, (12.9b)

with P defined as:

P :=

 In+6 0n+6,6nc 0n+6,n

06nc,n+6 Φ(ξ) 06nc,n

0n,n+6 0n,6nc In

 .

In order to be solved at each time instant, the optimisation problem (12.9) requires
the variable ξ. This variable may be retrieved from either time integration of ξ̇,
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or by inverting the relationship f = φ(ξ): being the parametrisation a one-to-one
correspondence (see Lemma 6), there exists a unique ξ for any value of the contact
wrench f provided that the contact constraints (3.8) are satisfied. This latter way
allows us to inject further information from the FT sensor measurements into the
optimal control laws u solving (12.9). Note also that the matrix P is invertible
thanks to the property (3 of Lemma 6. The invertibility of P clearly plays a pivotal
role when solving the optimisation problem (12.9).

12.3.2 On the modeling and control requirements for jerk control

The optimal value τ̇ solving (12.9) may be sent directly to the robot low-level
control system if it allows to set desired rate-of-changes of joint torques. This
may be feasible, for instance, when the low-level robot control exploits the model
between the joint torques τ and the motor currents ι, e.g. τ = kτ ι. More precisely,
the motor currents are usually subject to electrical dynamics of the kind d

dt ι = kιv,
where v is often the motor voltages to be applied to the motors – namely, the
real control input. Then, it is straightforward to express the optimisation problem
(12.9) so as the search variable u contains v. Let us observe, however, that this
architecture in general requires high-frequency control loops (e.g. 5 − 20 KHz)
for generating the motor voltages v: these loops have to compute inverse dynamics
within the short control cycle. If the control loops are not fast enough, sampling
effects may be preponderant phenomena that render the assumption d

dt ι = kιv not
representative of the underlying physical dynamics. In this case, the associated
control strategy resulting from (12.9) may prove to be ineffective.

Another necessary requirement for achieving jerk control is the calculation of
the terms Ȧ, Ḋ and β̇ to solve the optimisation problem (12.9). These terms in gen-
eral depend on the robot configuration space q, velocity ν, and accelerations ν̇, and
need the derivatives of the system inverse dynamics. Besides numerical approxi-
mations for computing these terms, existing libraries nowadays provide users with
the support of automatic differentiation and/or directly derivatives of inverse dy-
namics [Carpentier and Mansard, 2018, Andersson et al., In Press, 2018]. If some
of the terms in (12.9) are not available, one may attempt at setting them equal to
zero and tune the feedback control gains in ȧ∗ so as to achieve robustness against
them. However, we present below a jerk control architecture that overcomes the
above modeling and control limitations of the mere application of (12.9).
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12.4 Momentum-Based Jerk Control

This Section proposes control laws that can be obtained from (12.9) when explicitly
solved and extended for a two layer stack-of-task. These laws can also be shown
to possess stability properties. Interestingly, the architecture presented below does
not require the feedforward terms that depend on the inverse dynamics derivatives
required by (12.9). This is achieved by loosing the continuity property of τ but
retaining the continuity of the contact wrenches f .

More precisely, we assume that: the highest priority task is the stabilisation of
a desired robot centroidal momentum [Traversaro et al., 2017, Orin and Goswami,
2008]; the lower priority task aims at stabilising the robot posture to regulate the
system zero dynamics [Isidori, 2013].

Let us recall that the momentum rate-of-change equals the summation of all
the external wrenches acting on the robot. In a multi-contact scenario, the external
wrenches reduce to the contact wrenches plus the gravity force:

L̇ =

nc∑
k=1

Akf
k −mge3 = Af −mge3, (12.10)

A := [A1, ... , Anc ] ∈ R6×6nc ,

Ak =

[
13 03

S( IpCk − Ipc) 13

]
,

where L ∈ R6 is the robot’s momentum, Ak ∈ R6×6 is the matrix mapping the
k-th contact wrench to the momentum dynamics 2, IpCk ∈ R3 is the origin of the
frame associated with the k-th contact, and Ipc ∈ R3 is the CoM position.

Recall that the rate-of-change of the robot momentum (12.10) is related to the
system accelerations (e.g. acceleration of the system center of mass). So, to derive
jerk-based control laws, we need to differentiate (12.10) w.r.t. time, which writes:

L̈ = Aḟ + Ȧf = AΦ(ξ)ξ̇ + Ȧf, (12.11)

Ȧ := [Ȧ1, ... , Ȧk] ∀k = 1, ... , f,

Ȧk =

[
03 03

S( IvCk − Ivc) 03

]
.

Note that Eq. (12.11) is linear w.r.t. ξ̇. Thus, optimisation problems similar to
(12.9) may be laid down. In particular, to obtain stabilisation of the robot momen-
tum, one may: i) consider ξ̇ as control input – or search variable – of the momen-
tum acceleration (12.11); ii) apply feedback linearization to (12.11) in order to

2Note that A = J>B when the equations of motion are written in centroidal coordinates.
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impose a momentum acceleration L̈∗ of the form:

L̈∗ = L̈d −KD
˙̃L−KP L̃−KI

∫ t

0
L̃dt (12.12)

whereKD,KP ,KI ∈ R6×6 are symmetric and positive definite matrices, Ld is the
reference momentum and L̃ = L− Ld is the momentum error.

Observe that it is always possible to find ξ̇ such that

L̈(ξ̇) = L̈∗ (12.13)

because of the item (3 of Lemma 6. More precisely, the gradient Φ being always
invertible ensures that the matrix AΦ in (12.11) is full rank ∀ ξ. Consequently, ξ̇
has full control authority on the momentum acceleration for any value of ξ. Clearly,
one can impose (12.13) as long as ξ remains bounded.

The third order system (12.13), however, is in general very sensitive to gain
tuning, as not all the possible combinations of the gain matrices guarantee stability
of the associated closed-loop system. This limitation affects the controller’s per-
formances when applied to the real robot, where phenomena as modeling errors,
measurements noise and external disturbances further limit the control gain choice.

12.4.1 Momentum-based jerk control laws

We propose a control algorithm alternative to pure feedback linearization with the
goal of facilitating the gain tuning of the closed-loop dynamics. In particular, con-
sider as control objective the stabilization of [I, L̃, ζ]> towards the reference values
[0, 0, 0]>. Consequently, one has

I :=

∫ t

0
L̃dt, L̃ = L− Ld

ζ := Af −mge3 − L̇d +KDL̃+KP I,

whose dynamics writes:

İ := L̃ (12.13a)
˙̃L := Af −mge3 − L̇d = ζ −KDL̃−KP I (12.13b)

ζ̇ := Ȧf +AΦ(ξ)ξ̇ − L̈d +KD
˙̃L+KP L̃. (12.13c)

Then, the following result holds.
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Lemma 7 Assume that the robot makes at least one rigid contact with the environ-
ment, i.e. nc ≥ 1, and that ξ̇ can be chosen at will. In particular, choose:

ξ̇ = (AΦ)† [L̈d − (KD + 16) ˙̃L (12.14)

− (KD +K−1
O +KP )L̃−KP I − Ȧf ]

+NAΦξ̇0,

with KO,KP ,KD ∈ R6×6 symmetric and positive definite matrices,

NAΦ = (16 − (AΦ)†AΦ)

the projector in the null space of AΦ, and ξ̇0 a free variable. Then:

• the equilibrium point (I, L̃, ζ)> = (0, 0, 0)> is locally (globally) asymptoti-
cally stable if ξ is locally (globally) bounded, respectively.

The proof is in the Appendix E. Lemma 7 shows that there exist control laws for the
robot momentum that possess stability properties despite the constraints (3.8) on
the generated contact wrenches f(t) = φ(ξ(t)). These constraints remain satisfied
while ensuring stability properties of the associated closed-loop system, and such
a claim cannot usually be made in classical stack-of-tack approaches (12.1).

The control law (12.14) contains both feedforward and feedback terms that
depend on the measured contact wrenches. It makes use, in fact, of (12.10) for
computing L̇, which depends on the measured contact wrenches. In the case of
a single contact, there exists a unique control input ξ̇ that satisfies (12.14), and
consequently one has that the null space of the matrix AΦ is empty, i.e. NAΦ = 0.
In the case of multiple contacts (nc > 1), instead, infinite control inputs satisfy
(12.14). We solve the associated redundancy using the free variable ξ̇0 to minimize
the norm of the joint torques. The computation of ξ̇0 is detailed in Appendix E.

Let us remark again the importance of the the invertibility of the gradient Φ –
see Lemma 6. This property guarantees that the matrix AΦ in (12.14) is full rank,
so ξ̇ has full control authority on the momentum acceleration for any value of ξ.

12.4.2 Computation of f , L̇(f) and Φ(ξ)

The control input (12.14) requires: the contact wrenches f ; the momentum deriva-
tive L̇ = L̇(f); and the associated variable ξ such that φ = φ(ξ). The contact
wrenches can be measured/estimated using the measurements from 6-axis FT sen-
sors installed on the robot. Once the wrenches f are retrieved, we can compute
the momentum rate of change via (12.10). The associated variable ξ can be com-
puted by applying the parametrisation inverse, namely ξ = φ−1(f). The inverse
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mapping exists provided that the measured contact wrenches remain inside the set
K defined by (3.8). If the measured wrenches do not belong to K (because, e.g.,
measurements noise, external unmodeled disturbances, etc.), a saturation shall be
applied in the calculation of the inverse mapping so that the control input ξ always
remains finite.

12.4.3 Computation of the joint torques to realize ξ̇

To realize a ξ̇, e.g. the law in (12.14), we have to choose the real control input of
the system properly. We assume in this Section that the control input is the joint
torque τ , so we cannot impose a desired τ̇ instantaneously.

As mentioned in 12.3.2, a possibility for finding the joint torques is that of
finding τ̇ realising ξ̇, and then perform time-integration of τ̇ to obtain τ . This
procedure, however, requires some derivatives of the inverse dynamics, which may
not be always be available in practice.

For this reason, we follow here another route for finding the joint torques τ
attempting to realise ξ̇. First, we find the instantaneous relationship between the
joint torques τ and the contact wrenches f . This relationship is the one presented
in Chapter 6, Section 6.2, and it is obtained by substituting the state accelerations
ν̇ from (3.4) into the constraints (3.7), which leads to:

JM−1(J>f − h) + Λτ + J̇ν = 0 (12.15)

with Λ = JM−1B. Then, we proceed as follows:

• Integrate the control input ξ̇ to obtain ξ. The initial conditions for the in-
tegrator can be calculated by measuring the initial contact forces f0 and by
applying the parametrization inverse mapping, i.e. ξ0 = φ−1(f0);

• Apply the parametrization direct mapping to evaluate the wrenches f from
ξ, i.e. f = φ(ξ). By doing so, note that f always satisfy the contact stability
constraints;

• Retrieve the input torques τ from (12.15), which write

τ = Λ†(JM−1(h− J>f)− J̇ν) +NΛτ0, (12.16)

whereNΛ = (1n−Λ†Λ) is the projector in the null space of Λ, and τ0 is a free vari-
able, that can be chosen to attempt the stabilization of the system’s zero-dynamics
as in Chapter 7:

τ0 = hs − J>s f + u0,

u0 = Mss̈
d −Ks

PNΛMs(s− sd)−Ks
DNΛMs(ṡ− ṡd),
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where we partitioned h := (hB, hs)
>, hB ∈ R6 and hs ∈ Rn; J := [JB, Js],

JB ∈ R6nc×6 and Js ∈ R6nc×n, and because the floating base equations of motions
are in centroidal coordinates, the mass matrix is:

M =

[
MB 06,n

0n,6 Ms

]
,

with MB ∈ R6×6 and Ms ∈ Rn×n.

12.5 Simulations and Experimental Results

12.5.1 Simulation environment

The modeling and control framework presented in Sec. 12.2–12.3 is tested on the
23-DoFs iCub humanoid robot, both on the real robot and on simulations using
Gazebo simulation environment. The controller is implemented in Simulink, and
runs at a frequency of 100 Hz.

On the real iCub, the Simulink controller runs on an external PC and provides
reference joint torques to the inner joint torque control loop described in Chapter 2.
At the moment, iCub is not endowed with joint torques sensors. The measured joint
torques are achieved by combining the FT sensors information, the joint encoders,
IMU information and the robot model. We recall that iCub is endowed with 6 FT
sensors, two of them located in the robot’s upper body, two of them in the legs and
two in the robot’s feet.

12.5.2 Differences between simulation and real robot

A preliminary analysis of the robot balancing behavior with the control law (12.14)–
(12.16) indicates that the proposed jerk control strategy may be particularly sen-
sitive to bias errors on the estimated momentum rate of change L̇, which is used
as feedback in Eq. (12.14). The momentum rate of change is estimated as de-
tailed in Sec. 12.4.2. The sources of this bias may be errors in the robot dynamic
parameters, or low FT sensors accuracy. To enforce the closed loop system ro-
bustness w.r.t. errors in the estimation of L̇, we modified Eq. (12.14) by adding a
regularization term as follows:

ξ̇∗ = (AΦ)† [L̈d − (KD + 16) ˙̃L (12.17)

− (KD +K−1
O +KP )L̃−KP I − Ȧf ]

+NAΦξ̇0 − ke(ξ∗ − ξd),
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Fig. 12.1 Linear (top) and angular (bottom) momentum error norm during two feet balanc-
ing simulations when the dynamic model is overestimated by 7.5%. The robot can balances
with no regularization when the momentum rate of change is not affected by error. If L̇ is
biased, the robot falls unless the regularization is used.

Robustness w.r.t. modeling errors on real robot
Error on dynamic model [%] Success rate [trials]

Overest. 5% 5/5

Overest. 7.5% 3/5

Overest. 10% 1/5

Underest. 5% 1/5

Table 12.1 Robustness tests on the real iCub while performing highly dynamic movements.

where ke > 0 is a positive scalar, ξ∗ the integral of ξ̇∗ and ξd is obtained by
applying the parametrization inverse mapping on the set of wrenches satisfying the
desired momentum rate of change, i.e. L̇d(fd). In case of multiple solutions, the
one ensuring minimum norm of fd is chosen.

It is important to point out that the regularization term only accounts for lim-
itations on the FT measurements, and it is not a requirement from the theoretical
point of view. To prove this statement, Figure 12.1 shows the linear and angular
momentum error norm in simulation when the noise on L̇ is due to the overesti-
mation of model parameters M,m,C and G by 7.5%. The robot falls after few
seconds if no regularization is added to Eq. (12.14) (orange line). When the regu-
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Fig. 12.2 iCub performing highly dynamics movements while balancing.

larization term is added (red line) or the noise on L̇ is removed (blue line), stability
is retained. Note that in this last case only the estimation of L̇ is evaluated cor-
rectly, but the model errors are kept present for all the other calculations. We also
carried out robustness tests on the real iCub during a contact switching scenario.
Initially, the robot starts balancing on two feet, then it switches to balance on the
left foot via a finite state machine, and performs highly dynamic movements on the
left foot. Finally, the robot returns back to two feet balancing. The robot motion
is depicted in Figure 12.2. Results are reported in Table 12.1: the robot succeeded
to conclude the demo 60% of times in case of parameters overestimation by 7.5%,
while dealing with underestimation seems more critical despite the presence of the
regularization term.

When mounted on the robot the FT sensors accuracy is affected by several phe-
nomena such as temperature, internal stresses and vibrations. More specifically, we
observed that, even after FT sensor fine calibration, the linear forces measurements
still have an offset of±2.5N , and this offset biases the estimation of L̇. Figure 12.3
shows the behavior of the linear and angular momentum error norm during several
two feet balancing simulations and experiments. On the real iCub, the robot falls
after few seconds when ke = 0, as pointed out by the green line. When adding the
regularization term as in Eq. (12.17), stability is retained and the momentum error
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Fig. 12.3 Linear and angular momentum error norm during two feet balancing. On the real
robot the additional regularization term is required, while in simulation it is not required.
Adding noise on the FT sensors measurements in simulation generates a response similar
to the one on the real iCub.

norm does not diverge (purple line). On the other hand, the blue line is obtained
in simulation with perfect estimation of the external forces, and we set ke = 0.
In this case, the momentum error norm does not diverge, thus proving that the
regularization term is not needed when there is no noise on the FT sensor measure-
ments. During simulation, we injected a constant offset of amplitude 2.5 N to the
”measured” fx component of one of the two contact wrenches. Results correspond
to the orange line in Figure 12.3: as it is possible to see, stability is no more re-
tained and the robot falls after balancing for few seconds. With the addition of the
regularization term, the previous balancing performances are restored (red line).

12.5.3 Comparison with a momentum-based QP controller

We designed an experiment to compare the performance of the momentum-jerk
controller with the momentum-based QP controller implementing the optimization
problem Eq. (6.9)–(6.10) on the real iCub, during the contact switching scenario
introduced in Section 12.5.2.

The two controllers have both been fine tuned for the specific demo. In Figure
12.4 we show the norm of the left foot input contact forces and moments for both
the momentum-based jerk control and the momentum-based QP control. Results
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Fig. 12.4 Norm of the left foot input forces and moments (f∗). The momentum-based jerk
controller (red line) helps in providing smoother references to the torque controller while
switching from one foot to two feet balancing and vice-versa (blue background).
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Fig. 12.5 Linear and angular momentum error norm during contact switching from two
feet to one foot and vice-versa (blue background) and performing dynamic movements on
the left foot (white background). The performances of the two controllers are comparable.
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Fig. 12.6 Joint position error norm during highly dynamics movements. The plot shows
that the system’s zero dynamics does not diverge while achieving the primary task.

have been achieved by running 10 experiments for each control strategy. The solid
lines represents the average values, while the transparent regions are the variance
over the 10 experiments. The blue background represents the instants in which the
robot is balancing on two feet, while the white background is when the robot is
balancing on the left foot. The momentum-based jerk controller helps in providing
smoother references to the torque controller during transitions. In Figure 12.5 we
compared the norm of the linear and angular momentum error for the selected
demo. During transition from two feet to left foot balancing, a peak of error is
present when the momentum-QP control is used. The peak is caused by the sharp
change in the input forces. When jerk control is used (and smoother force input is
required), the peak error is reduced by 90%. During highly dynamic movements
(white background), the jerk controller and momentum-based QP control show
similar tracking performances.

In both controllers the input torques are calculated as in Eq. (12.16). Figure
12.6 verifies the stability of the system’s zero dynamics: in both cases, the zero
dynamics does not diverge. Convergence to zero of the joints position error is
not necessarily expected as the controllers implement strict task priorities, and the
postural task is chosen as the lowest priority task.

12.5.4 Disturbance rejection

To evaluate the robustness of the momentum-based jerk controller against unmod-
eled external force perturbations, we performed the following experiment: the
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Fig. 12.7 The setup of the disturbance rejection test.
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Fig. 12.8 Momentum rate of change and momentum error norm during the disturbance
rejection experiment. The arrow represents the time from which the external disturbance
is applied. The controller can retain stability despite the action of the external forces.
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robot balances on two feet. Meanwhile, a person pushes and pulls continuously
the robot’s upper body as in Fig. 12.7. The applied external force is unmodeled,
and it is treated as a disturbance by the momentum-based jerk controller. Figure
12.8 shows the momentum rate of change error norm and the momentum error
norm during interaction. It is possible to verify that despite the high peaks of er-
rors while the external unmodeled force is applied, the controller is still able to
retain stability and when at the end the force is removed the momentum error and
its rate of change still converge to a stable value. Exact convergence to zero of the
momentum derivative error on the real iCub is difficult to obtain because of the
low sensitivity of the FT sensors, therefore a compromise is achieved by properly
tuning the corresponding feedback gains.
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Part III

Optimization-Based Control
Strategies for Flying





“Once you have tasted flight, you will forever walk the earth with your
eyes turned skyward, for there you have been, and there you will al-
ways long to return”.

Leonardo da Vinci

Despite the wide number of control techniques for achieving aerial locomotion,
effective control of aerial platforms during interaction with the environment is still
a challenging task. This part of the thesis designs optimization-based controllers
that can address both aerial locomotion and robot interaction with the environment.
More specifically, the control strategies presented in Part II of this thesis will be
redesigned and adapted to the control of two aerial platforms: the aerial manipu-
lator OTHex and the jet-powered humanoid iRonCub, both performing tasks that
require robot-environment interaction.
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Chapter 13

Optimization-based Control of an
Aerial Manipulator

The objective of this Chapter is to design a force control strategy for aerial ma-
nipulators in physical contact with the environment. We first show that underac-
tuation of aerial vehicles may forbid feedback linearization of the momentum rate
of change, thus limiting the application of the momentum-based controller as de-
signed in (6.4)–(6.5). Secondly, we present as alternative a task-based method for
controlling aerial manipulators. The multi-task control problem, which includes
hybrid force-motion tasks, energetic tasks, and position/postural tasks, is recast as a
quadratic programming problem with equality and inequality constraints, which is
solved online. Thanks to this method, the aerial platform can be exploited at its best
to perform the multi-objective tasks, with tunable priorities, while hard constraints
such as contact maintenance, friction cones, joint limits, maximum and minimum
propeller speeds are all respected. An onboard force/torque sensor mounted at the
end effector is used in the feedback loop in order to cope with model inaccuracies
and reject external disturbances. Real experiments with a multi-rotor platform and
a multi-DoF lightweight manipulator (Fig. 13.1) demonstrate the applicability and
effectiveness of the proposed approach in the real world.

13.1 Modeling of Aerial Manipulators

We consider an aerial manipulator composed of an aerial platform equipped with
a robotic arm as in Fig. 13.1. Given the flying nature of the system, we model it
as a floating base system. We represent the robot dynamics with Euler-Poincaré
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Fig. 13.1 CAD rendering of the aerial manipulator developed at LAAS-CNRS.

formalism, which yields:

M(q)ν̇ + h(q, ν) =
[
f>P τ>

]>
+ J(q)>f, (13.1)

where M(q) ∈ R(n+6)×(n+6) is the mass matrix, h(q, ν) ∈ Rn+6 accounts for the
Coriolis, centrifugal and gravity effects, fP ∈ R6 is the control wrench (forces
and moments) applied to the aerial vehicle by the propellers, and τ ∈ Rn are the
joint torques of the manipulator. We assume that the interaction with the environ-
ment occurs at the manipulator end-effector only. When the robot end-effector is
in contact with the environment, the external wrench f ∈ R6 has to be included
in the equations. The Jacobian J(q) ∈ R6×(n+6) is the map between the system
velocity ν and the linear and angular velocities of the end-effector at the contact
location. Note that the formulation of the system dynamics in this Chapter is pre-
sented in its general form as in Eq. (3.1) and not in centroidal coordinates as in
(3.4). Furthermore, it is assumed that for the applications proposed in this thesis
the aerodynamics phenomena such as, e.g., wind effect, blade flapping, cross inter-
ference between propellers, and ground/wall effect do not significantly affect the
robot dynamics, and therefore can be neglected. Considering the aerial vehicle ac-
tuated by a set of np ∈ N rigidly attached propellers, the control wrench fP can be
conveniently rewritten as a function of the propellers angular velocities. In partic-
ular we consider, as usual, a quadratic relation between propeller angular velocity
and corresponding generated thrust:

fP = Gw(q)ω2
P := Gw(q)(ωP � ωP ), (13.2)
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where ωP ∈ Rnp are the propellers angular velocities, � is the component-wise
product between two vectors, and Gw ∈ R6×np is the mapping between the pro-
pellers square angular velocities and the control wrench. In particular we can
partition Gw in two blocks, Gw1 ∈ R3×np and Gw2 ∈ R3×np such that Gw =
[G>w1 G>w2]>. G>w1 and G>w2 map the propellers square angular velocities into
control force and moment, respectively.

In this work, we consider both cases of 1. under-actuated, and 2. fully-actuated
vehicles. The first one is the case of standard quadrotors where the propellers are
all collinear and the thrust direction is fixed w.r.t. the body-fixed frame B. On the
contrary, for fully-actuated vehicles, rank(Gw) = 6 (it has to be that np ≥ 6),
which means that the total thrust can change in all directions.

13.1.1 Contact modeling

We assume that the robot interacts with a rigid and planar environment.1 In an
industrial environment, such assumptions may occur while executing tasks such
as polishing, inspection or welding. Possible types of interaction from the end-
effector constraints point of view are:

• Fully constrained: the end-effector position and orientation remain always
constant w.r.t. the inertial frame;

• Only the position is constrained: the end-effector can freely rotate, but it
cannot change its position. This is the case of a single contact point;

• Only the normal translation is constrained: the translation in the direction
normal to the contact plane is constrained, while the end-effector is free to
move in the perpendicular directions. The end-effector can also rotate;

• Rotations and the normal translation are constrained: the end-effector po-
sition is constrained as in the previous case. However, the end-effector can
rotate about the normal direction only;

We model those interactions by a set of holonomic constraints which describe the
limitations of the end-effector motion [Ortenzi et al., 2017, de Wit et al., 1996]. Of-
ten it is easier to express those constraints w.r.t. a local reference frame E attached
to the robot’s end-effector. Differentiating the constraints w.r.t. time one has:

Sc
[Ev>E Eω>E

]>
= 0,

1The planarity assumption is adopted here for simplicity and could be replaced by a less stringent
assumption of surface smoothness with small changes in the model and control law.
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where EvE and EωE are the end-effector linear and angular velocities w.r.t. E ,
while Sc ∈ Rnc×6 is a selector of the constrained directions of motion. nc ∈ N
represents the number of motion constraints applied to the end-effector. Note that
in the local reference frame the selector matrix Sc usually remains constant during
each interaction task. Using the kinematic relation, the contact constraints can be
expressed as a function of the robot velocities ν:

ScR̄
[Iv>E Iω>E

]>
= Jcν = 0, (13.3)

where2 Jc := ScR̄J ∈ Rnc×6+n, R̄ = blkdiag(ERI ,
ERI) with ERI ∈ SO(3)

being the rotation matrix describing the orientation of E w.r.t. I. The equations
complementary to (13.3) represent instead the directions of motion of the end-
effector that remain free to move, and can be written as:

Sf R̄
[Iv>E Iω>E

]>
= Jfν =: vf , (13.4)

where Jf := Sf R̄J ∈ R6−nc×6+n with Sf ∈ R6−nc×6 the selector matrix comple-
mentary to Sc. Rewriting the system dynamics (13.1) including (13.2) and taking
into account the contact model (13.3)–(13.4) gives:

Mν̇ + h = Bu+ J>c f + J>f ff (13.5a)

Jcν̇ + J̇cν = 0, (13.5b)

where B = blkdiag(Gw, 13), u = [ω2
P
>
τ>]>, f ∈ Rnc are the contact forces

and/or moments, while ff ∈ R6−nc represent forces and moments that may arise
in the unconstrained directions of motion, e.g., viscous friction during motion.
Equation (13.5b) is the time differentiation of (13.3) and highlights the constraints
on the system accelerations ν̇.

13.2 Control Design

Let us denote the vector of outputs of interest (tasks) with y = [y1 . . . ym]> ∈
Rm, where m ∈ N. The control method is composed of an outer loop and an inner
loop. The outer-loop assumes that a certain time-derivative for each task, defined
by the symbol3 a = [y

(r1)
1 . . . y

(rm)
m ]>, is controllable by a virtual input a?, i.e.:

a = a?. (13.6)

2From now on, with the aim of compactness, we avoid to report the state dependence of some
quantities as the Jacobian and mass matrix, and so on.

3For a given variable x ∈ R, x(r) indicates the derivative of order r of x.
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Based on this assumption any kind of stabilizing controller (PID, sliding mode,
robust control, etc) can be applied by the outer loop designing a? such that to
steer y along a sufficiently smooth desired trajectory yd(t). The role of the inner-
loop is instead to compute the real system inputs in order to verify as much as
possible (13.6) by solving the optimization problem [Charbonneau et al., 2018]:

minimize
u

(a− a?)>Wa(a− a?), (13.7)

subjected to several constrains, e.g.: 1. input and state boundaries, 2. contact stabil-
ity constraints, 3. system dynamics, etc. The (semi) positive and diagonal weight
matrix Wa ∈ Rm×m allows to defines soft priorities among all the tasks.

This technique can handle complex system dynamics and a large number of
tasks. An additional advantage is the flexibility in adding and removing both tasks
and constraints. As an example, if strict tasks priorities are required, the optimiza-
tion problem can be easily modified by transforming some of the elements of the
cost function into equality constraints.

The input-output asymptotic stability is obtained if it exists u? such that a =
a?, i.e., if the optimal control input is a feedback linearizing control. This implies
that a careful choice of a is required. However, the definition of a may not be
easy in case the robot has to perform a complex operation in a real environment.
Furthermore, the presence of several constraints may prevent to find a solution that
guarantees (13.6) for all the components of a. In this case, the solution will privi-
lege the high priority tasks while keeping bounded the the error on lower priority
tasks. The priority among tasks, and consequently the behavior of the robot, can
be modified by properly choosing Wa.

In the following, we first show that the control of the full robot momentum
as output of interest may be limited in case underactuated aerial vehicles. Then,
considering a contact-based application requiring a hybrid position/force control
of the end-effector, we propose an appropriate set of tasks and the implementation
of the inner- and outer-loop controllers.

13.2.1 Limits in the control of robot momentum

Let us assume that the control objective is the stabilization of the robot momentum.
For the sake of simplicity we consider the case in which the robot is hovering with
no contact with the environment. The momentum rate of change at the center of
mass is given by:

L̇ = Gwc(q)ω
2
P −mge3,

where Gwc =
[
G>wc1 G>wc2

]> is the matrix mapping the propellers wrench into
the centroidal momentum dynamics. Then, being ω2

P part of the input u, we may
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try to select ω2
P in order to achieve L̇ = L̇?, with L̇? a desired momentum dy-

namics. However, in case of underactuated aerial vehicles such as quadrotors, it
results that rank (Gwc) < 6, thus forbidding instantaneous feedback linearization
of the momentum dynamics [Franchi et al., 2018, Nguyen et al., 2015]. This poses
a limitation in the application of the momentum-based control laws (6.4)–(6.5) to
the control of underactuated aerial manipulators.

The literature on aerial vehicles is rich of control solutions to overcome the un-
deractuation of robot momentum. For example, a widely used control framework
is the so-called vectored-thrust paradigm, that exploits the coupling between the
vehicle’s position and attitude dynamics. In particular, the robot’s attitude together
with the thrust force magnitude are considered virtual control variables to achieve
a desired robot position. Then, the attitude dynamics is stabilized by applying, e.g.,
backstepping or high gain control approach [Hua et al., 2013, Naldi et al., 2017].

An interesting research work considers the case of a quadrotor equipped with a
rigid tool [Nguyen et al., 2015]. In particular, the authors demonstrate that Carte-
sian control at the tool-tip can be generated if and only if the tool-tip is located
strictly above or below the quadrotor’s center-of-mass. Furthermore, a necessary
condition for stability of the internal dynamics is that the tool-tip should be located
above the quadrotor’s center-of-mass.

In the following, we propose a set of tasks that can handle the control of unde-
tactuated aerial manipulators. In view of the above literature result, we intuitively
choose to substitute the control of the momentum with the control of a point lo-
cated above the system’s center of mass. To simplify formulation and without loss
of generalities, this point has been chosen as the origin of the body-fixed frame B.

13.2.2 Control task definition

For our case study, we define the output as y = (pB,
IRB, s, pf , f, ra) and the

corresponding time-derivatives to be assigned by the outer loop as

a =
[
v̇>B ω̇>B s̈> v̇>f f> r>a

]>
.

The tasks pB, IRB (base frame position and orientation) and s (joints configura-
tion) represent the full aerial manipulator configuration, and can be used to cover
several real world objectives, from simple changes of the overall position, to more
complex coordinated maneuvers in cluttered environment. The task pf ∈ R6−nc

and its time-derivative vf represent the end-effector positions and velocities in the
unconstrained directions of motion. The role of vf and f is to specify the hybrid
force-motion behavior of the aerial manipulator perform, when in contact. Finally,
the term ra is a propeller regularization task which is defined as a function of the
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propeller forces and such that ra = 0 when all the forces are the same. The regu-
larization term is designed as follows:

ra = Draω
2
P ,

where Dra ∈ Rnp−1×np is a matrix whose elements are 1 along the main diagonal
and−1 right above the main diagonal, and all other elements are equal to zero. The
goal of this task is to balance the propeller forces in order to avoid energetically
unfavorable solutions where some propellers deliver almost zero thrust and others
are close to saturation.4 Notice that the virtual input associated to the tasks f and ra
are the variable themselves (zero-order time-derivative) being such tasks algebraic
functions of the input.

13.2.3 Inner-loop (QP-based optimization)

Let us consider the extended input u′ = [u> f>]> ∈ Rn+np+nc in which the
contact wrench is added to the real control inputs u. Such input extension avoids
the explicit inversion of Jc and the related singularity issues that may arise in some
configuration. Inverting the dynamics (13.5a) and the time derivative of (13.4) one
can express a as a linear function of u′:

a = H(q)u′ + hbias(q, ν), (13.8)

where H(q) ∈ Rm×(n+np+nc) and hbias(q, ν) ∈ Rm contain all the terms that do
not depend on u′. More specifically, the matrixH(q) and the bias vector hbias(q, ν)
are given by:

H(q) =


M−1B M−1J>c
JfM

−1B JfM
−1J>c

0(nc×np) 1(nc×nc)
Dra 0(np−1×nc)

 ,

hbias(q, ν) =


M−1(J>f ff − h)

JfM
−1(J>f ff − h) + J̇fν

0
0

 .
To ensure the satisfaction of the contact constraint the equation (13.5b) is added to
the optimization problem (13.7) as a constraint.

4This task is particularly important in the case that the number of propellers and their arrangement
is redundant for the execution of the remaining tasks. as, e.g., in the case of an underactuated floating
base with six or more propellers all pointing in the same direction.
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For the considered interaction-based scenario, the inner-loop control problem
(13.7) is then formulated as

minimize
u′

(a− a?)>Wa(a− a?) (13.9a)

subject to: ul ≤ u ≤ uu (13.9b)

Aff ≤ bf (13.9c)

Mν̇ + h = Bu+ J>c f + J>f ff (13.9d)

Jcν̇ + J̇cν = 0 (13.9e)

The constraint (13.9b) takes into account the bounds on the control inputs, such
as saturations in the joint torques and propeller velocities, while (13.9c) ensures
the respect of contact stability conditions such as friction cone (approximated with
linear inequalities) and positivity of the normal force. Constraints (13.9e)-(13.9d)
describe the dynamics of the aerial manipulator in contact with the environment.

Observing (13.9), it is easy to verify that is an instance of a Quadratic Program-
ming problem. In fact, the cost function and constraints are a quadratic and linear
functions of the optimization variable u′, respectively. The QP problem allows for
a fast and efficient solution that provides online the control inputs u?, such that
u′? = [u?> f?>]> is solution of (13.9).

13.2.4 Outer-loop (desired dynamics)

Given a desired output trajectory yd(t) the task virtual inputs a? are chosen as:

a? =



v̇dB −Kb
D(vB − vdB)−Kb

P (pB − pdB)

ω̇dB −Kb
Dω(ωB − ωdB)−Kb

PωeRω

s̈d −Ks
D(ṡ− ṡd)−Ks

P (s− sd)
v̇df −K

f
D(vf − vdf )−Kf

P (pf − pdf )

fd −Kc
P (fm − fd)−Kc

I

∫ t

0
(fm − fd)dt

0


(13.10)

where the K∗ are symmetric and positive definite matrices and the rotation error
eRω ∈ R3 is given by eRω = 1

2(IR>B
IRdB − IRd>B IRB)∨. Direct feedback from

FT sensors measurements is used in the force control task for computing the force
error fm − fd, with fm being the measured contact force.
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13.3 Results

13.3.1 Experimental setup

The control framework presented in Sec. 13.2 is tested on the Open Tilted Hexaro-
tor (OTHex) [Staub et al., 2018], equipped with a three degrees of freedom serial
manipulator as described in Chapter 2, Section 2.3. The manipulator’s reference
velocities for the velocity control loop are computed by numerically integrating the
commanded joints acceleration s̈?, that are obtained inverting the system’s dynam-
ics (13.5) when u′ = u′?.

All experiments are performed in an indoor arena using the Motion Capture
(MoCap) system. The Control algorithm is implemented in Matlab-Simulink and
runs on an external PC at a frequency of 250 Hz. The inner-loop optimization prob-
lem in (13.9) is resolved run-time by means of qpOASES solver. As it often occurs
in real world applications, the hard QP equality constraints are softened by moving
(13.9e) into the set of virtual inputs (13.10). This modification helps to reduce the
discontinuities in the control input when the contact constraints are activated/de-
activated. Contact constraints are then heavily weighted by properly designing
matrix Wa, to enforce the achievement of the corresponding task in (13.10). We
performed three different experiments and a simulation, that will be all detailed
in the next paragraphs. The QP weights used for the different tasks during each
experiment are listed in Table 13.1.

Weights for the selected tasks during experiments
pB

IRB s pf f ra
Push with dist. 1 1 0.1 0 2 1e-5
Push and slide 0.1 1.5 0.025 2.5 1 1e-5
Push away 2 2 0.05 0 0 1e-5
Simulation 1 0.01 0.01 0 1 1e-5

Table 13.1 Weights of the selected tasks for the QP cost function, during the three experi-
ments and in simulation.

13.3.2 Pushing with disturbances

During this experiment, the robot’s end-effector gets in contact with a rigid surface.
The robot is then required to push against the surface with a normal force of 5 N.
After few seconds, a virtual force disturbance of 3.5 N is applied at the OTHex base
link. The disturbance persists for 5 seconds, and it is removed after. The purpose
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Fig. 13.2 Normal force at the end-effector when the robot is in contact. With FT sen-
sors feedback (top plot), the measured force remains close to the desired value. With no
feedback (bottom plot), the force drifts of ±1 N.
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Fig. 13.3 Propellers commanded angular velocities and base rotation error during pushing
with disturbance. when the disturbance is applied, the propellers saturate. The robot error
along the pitch direction increases to keep small the error of higher priority tasks, such as
the contact force one.
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of the experiment is to understand the benefit of adding direct force feedback from
the force/torque sensor when tracking a reference force in presence of external
disturbances. To this purpose, we compared two different scenario: in the ’no FT’
case, the reference output force from (13.10) is computed as f = fd, thus not
adding any feedback from the measured contact forces. In the ’with FT’ case, the
reference output force is computed including feedback terms as in (13.10).

Figure 13.2 describes the behavior of the normal force during the push with
disturbance experiment for the two different cases. In particular, the plot shows
the measured (fmz ) and commanded (f?z ) normal forces during the interaction task.
The dashed black line is the desired normal force. The red region denotes the
period of time during which the end-effector is in contact with the surface, and the
blue region is the time period when the disturbance is applied.

If feedback from force/torque sensors is used in the control law (top plot of
Figure 13.2), the commanded vertical force (blue line) increases to 6N when the
disturbance is applied. This due to the presence of force feedback, that attempts
at compensating for the external disturbance. In fact, as a consequence of the new
commanded force, the measured force fmz (red line) remains close to 5N after a
short transient phase. When no force feedback is present instead, as in the bottom
plot of Figure 13.2, the commanded force does not change magnitude and the error
between measured and desired force increases up to 1 N. We recall that in this
second case the force/torque sensor information is only used as ground-truth, but
is not actively employed in the control algorithm.

The top plot of Figure 13.3 shows the frequency of the propellers commanded
angular velocities ω?P during the experiment with FT sensor feedback. When the
external force is applied, three propellers reach saturation, which is represented in
the figure by the dotted horizontal lines. Therefore, the solution a = a? cannot
be achieved anymore, and the QP penalizes tasks with lower priority, such as the
OTHex orientation, in the attempt of maintaining a small error on the higher pri-
ority task. This effect is visible in the bottom plot of Figure 13.3, where the error
along the pitch angle of the OTHex increases up to 7◦ during the saturation phase.

13.3.3 Push and slide

In this experiment, the robot pushes against the surface with a normal force of
2.5 N, while sliding along the surface following a reference end-effector trajectory.
We made use of FT sensors feedback for improving the tracking of the normal
force, and the FT sensor information is also used for compensating the viscous
friction forces acting on the surface while sliding.

The top part of Figure 13.4 compares the measured and the desired end-effector
trajectory along the contact surface. Despite some noise due to vibrations and
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Fig. 13.4 End-effector measured and reference trajectory on the contact surface (top plot)
and measured and reference normal force (bottom plot). The robot achieves good tracking
performances while keep pushing with the required force.
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Fig. 13.5 Joints position error during push and slide task. The low-priority task is penalized
to allow the achievement of higher priority tasks.

compliance of the arm, the tracking error always remains small (< 1 cm along the
y direction and < 0.5 cm along the x direction). The bottom part of Figure 13.4
shows the desired and measured normal contact force during sliding. The robot is
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Fig. 13.6 Phases of the pushing away with contact experiment. a) approaching, b) making
contact, c) pushing, d) resting.

capable of pushing with the required normal force during the whole task.
As it is possible to see in Table 13.1, during this experiment the number of

active tasks is greater than the number of independent inputs. As for the previous
experiment, tasks with lower priority are penalized in order to achieve tasks with
higher priority. In fact, Figure 13.5 shows that the joints position error increases
during the sliding task. The reference joints position is a fixed posture sd which is
not related to the end-effector references.

13.3.4 Pushing away

In this experiment the robot performs an aggressive maneuver while hovering. In
particular, the OTHex is required to move horizontally of 35 cm in 0.5 seconds.
The robot performs the fast movement in two scenario: while hovering with no
contact with the environment, and while hovering in contact with a planar surface.
In the second case, the contact is also exploited to perform the task. Figure 13.6
describes the experiment in the scenario when the robot is in contact. Figure 13.7
points out how the contact is exploited for performing the fast motion: a high
normal force is requested by the controller in order to ”push away” the robot from
the contact. The peak force is achieved by means of the manipulator: in particular,
by commanding a high acceleration on the second arm joint (red line), which is
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Fig. 13.7 Joint 2 acceleration (left plot) and normal force (right plot) required by the con-
troller during push away task. When in contact, the robot exploits the contact to achieve a
faster base acceleration.
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Fig. 13.8 Position error along the direction of the fast motion during push away task. Ex-
ploiting the contact reduces the peak error and allows faster convergence.

absent in the scenario in which the robot is not in contact (blue line). The blue area
in the plot indicates the time at which the robot performs the fast movement. At
half of the time, the contact constraint equations (13.9e)–(13.9c) are removed from
the QP to allow the robot to move forward. Figure 13.8 is the position tracking
error along the direction of the fast movement. Exploiting the contact allowed to
reduce by 6cm the peak error and the robot stabilizes on the desired position in
a shorter time. Furthermore, Figure 13.9 shows that exploiting the contact also
helped in reducing the amount of saturation in the propellers angular velocities.
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Fig. 13.9 Propellers angular velocities during push away task. Exploiting the contact
helped in limiting propellers saturation.

13.3.5 Force control with underactuation

To verify if the proposed control framework can be effectively applied also for con-
trolling underactuated aerial systems, we performed a force control task in simu-
lation with an underactuated hexarotor equipped with a three degrees of freedom
manipulator. We control the simulated robot with same Matlab-Simulink environ-
ment used for the experiments, while dynamics integration is performed by Gazebo
simulator. A virtual force/torque sensor is simulated inside Gazebo and mounted
on the robot’s end-effector.

The task is to achieve a desired normal force of 5 N while pushing against
a rigid surface. The top plot in Figure 13.10 shows that the robot is capable of
achieving the required force despite the underactuation. The bottom plot depicts
the propellers angular velocities. While achieving the force task, propellers still re-
main far from saturation. Figure 13.11 depicts instead the error on the base rotation
task. Differently from the fully actuated case of Figure 13.3, where the rotation er-
ror only increased in presence of external disturbances and propellers saturation,
because of underactuation the robot anyways needs to tilt of 10◦ along the pitch
direction in order to be able to execute the force task.
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Fig. 13.10 Normal force during contact (top plot) and propellers velocities (bottom plot) in
simulation. The robot can successfully achieve force control despite the underactuation.
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Fig. 13.11 Base rotation error while performing force control task in simulation. Because
of underactuation, the robot needs to tilt in order to achieve the required contact force.
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Chapter 14

Momentum Control of a Flying
Humanoid Robot

Aerial manipulators combine manipulation with aerial locomotion, but they often
lack of terrestrial locomotion abilities. Not being able to walk or balance may limit
the efficiency of these robots in cluttered environments and in presence of adverse
climatic events such as strong wind. On the other hand, humanoid robots have
terrestrial locomotion and manipulation capabilites, but despite the advancements
in humanoid robot control, achieving robot bipedal locomotion on rough terrains is
still an open problem. A jet-powered humanoid robot is a platform conceived for
addressing the above mentioned limitations. Such robot combines manipulation,
terrestrial and aerial locomotion in a single robotic platform, and it can potentially
operate in any condition in a large number of scenarios.

This Chapter takes on the challenge of controlling a jet-powered flying hu-
manoid robot. Following the results achieved both with humanoid robots (Chapters
6–12) and with aerial manipulators (Chapter 13), we designed a momentum-based
control framework that can handle both robot balancing and flying, and can also
deal with transition maneuvers such as take off and landing. Asymptotic stability
of the closed loop system during flight is demonstrated by means of Lyapunov anal-
ysis, and verified numerically during balancing. Experiments are carried out on a
simulated jet-powered, joypad-controlled iCub performing balancing and flying in
a disaster-like scenario.

14.1 Recalls on System Dynamics

We assume that the robot moves at relatively small velocities. This assumption
renders the aerodynamic forces negligible when compared to gravity, and drag
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Fig. 14.1 The jet-powered iCub.

effects are but seldom taken into account. The equations of motion of the robot can
be derived by applying Euler-Poincaré formalism:

Mν̇ + h = Bτ + αJ>f +

np∑
i=1

J>ti fti , (14.1)

where both feet are considered in contact (i.e. f ∈ R12) and α ∈ R is a boolean
variable which is equal to 1 when the robot is balancing and 0 if the robot is flying.
fti ∈ R3 is the force applied on the robot by the i − th jet. In particular, fti =
I li(q)wti , where I li ∈ R3 is the thrust direction, and wti ∈ R the thrust magnitude.
The thrust directions move accordingly with the robot’s joints, while we assume
that each thrust intensity can be regulated by controlling its rate of change ẇti .
The jacobian Jti(q) ∈ R3×n+6 is the map between the system’s velocity ν and the
linear velocity Ivti of the i − th thrust application point. By defining the vector
of thrust magnitudes wt := [wt1 , ...,wtnp ]>, we can compactly rewrite J>t wt :=∑np

i=1 J
>
ti
I liwti . In what follows, we assume that the robot is powered by np = 4

jets, two of them located on the robot arms and two of them mounted on a jet-pack
attached to the iCub shoulders. The robot jets configuration is depicted in Fig. 14.1.
Furthermore, we assume that a desired thrust forces magnitude can be achieved by
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directly controlling the rate of change ẇt. In the control design proposed in this
thesis, the jets dynamics is neglected, i.e. u1 := ẇt. Without loss of generality
but to facilitate the control design proposed next, the formulation of the system
dynamics in this Chapter is presented in its general form as in Eq. (3.1).

14.1.1 Momentum dynamics

The rate of change of the robot centroidal momentum equals the summation of all
the external forces and moments acting on the system, that in the case study are the
thrust forces, the contact wrenches (if present) and the gravity force:

L̇ = At(q)wt + αAc(q)f −mge3 (14.2)

where we define:

At(q) =
[
S̄(r1)I l1, ..., S̄(rnp)

I lnp
]
∈ R6×np ,

Ac(q) =

[
S̄(rL),

[
03

13

]
, S̄(rR),

[
03

13

]]
∈ R6×12,

ri = Ipi − Ipc, ∀i ∈ (1, ..., np),

rL(R) = IpL(R) − Ipc,

S̄(ri) =

[
13

S(ri)

]
,

with Ipc ∈ R3 the center of mass position, IpL(R) ∈ R3 the contact location on
the left (right) foot and Ipi ∈ R3 the i-th thrust application point.

14.2 Control Design

Our goal is to design a control algorithm for stabilizing the momentum dynamics
along a reference trajectory Ld(t). The advantage on choosing the momentum
as control output w.r.t., for example, the acceleration of a generic frame v̇k =
v̇k(q, ν, τ,wt, f) associated to one of the robot links, resides in its independence
from the joint torques τ , that clearly identifies the key role of the thrust forces
regulation in the stabilization of the underactuated part of system (14.1). Now,
define the momentum error L̃ = L−Ld. At the equilibrium configuration (L̃, ˙̃L) =
(0, 0) the effect of the thrust and contact forces must oppose the gravity plus the
term L̇d(t), i.e.:

0 = At(q)wt + αAc(q)f −mge3 − L̇d(t). (14.3)
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The equivalence (14.3) may be achieved by assuming that wt and f can be chosen
at will, and later obtain wt and f by means of the real control inputs ẇt and τ .
However, two limitations arise during the flight phase:

1. while flying, the virtual input for controlling the momentum dynamics is
reduced to the thrust magnitude only, whose dimension is np = 4. Thus, the
output (14.3) becomes underactuated;

2. the angular momentum of a rigid multi-body system is given by G[I]Lω =
G[I]I(q) Iωo where G[I]I(q) ∈ R3×3 is the total robot’s inertia and Iωo ∈ R3

is the average angular velocity [Orin et al., 2013]. In general Iωo is not
associated with the derivative of a rotation matrix IRo somehow representing
the robot orientation in space. This is an important limitation in the control of
the flight phase: to control the robot orientation while flying is fundamental,
in particular when performing critical maneuvers such as landing.

To overcome the first limitation, reminiscent of the vectored-thrust paradigm [Hua
et al., 2013], we use the robot joints to align the thrust force f ′t := At(q)wt to the
gravity and the desired momentum rate of change. To this purpose, the momentum
acceleration (or center of mass jerk) L̈ can be proven to be linear w.r.t. the joints
velocities ṡ, and these velocities can be used to influence the thrusts orientation.
Therefore we make the following assumption:

Assumption 2 the joint velocities ṡ := u2 can be chosen at will and then con-
sidered as control inputs, as well as the thrust and contact wrench rate of change
ẇt := u1, ḟ := u3.

The second limitation is resolved by applying additional constraints on the angular
momentum and by designing an orientation controller based on these constraints.

14.2.1 Control of the angular momentum

A key point for the angular momentum control is to observe that the locked angular
velocity Iωo can be expressed as a linear combination of the joint velocities and
the angular velocity of one of the robot’s links [Traversaro et al., 2017]. In our
control design we choose as link the pelvis, which is also the heaviest link of the
robot. Without loss of generality, from now on we refer to this link as the base link.
Then, one has:

Iωo = IωB + Jsω ṡ, (14.4)

where IωB is the base angular velocity in the inertial frame and Jsω ∈ R3×n relates
joints velocity and locked angular velocity. Assumption 2 implies that the joints
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velocity can be chosen at will. Because of (14.4), one may choose them to in-
stantly influence the robot angular momentum. More specifically, we perform the
following change of coordinates: G[B]Lω := BRI

G[I]Lω. The angular momentum
in these body coordinates is related to the joint velocities as follows:

G[B]Lω = G[B]IBωB + J̄sω ṡ, (14.5)

where G[B]I = BRI
G[I]IIRB is the total inertia matrix in the new coordinates, BωB

the angular velocity in base coordinates and J̄sω = BRI
G[I]I(q)Jsω(q). The main

advantage of writing the angular momentum in this new reference frame resides in
the property that the total inertia matrix only depends on the joints configuration,
i.e. G[B]I = G[B]I(s). The idea is now to use the joint velocities to impose a
constraint on the angular momentum of the form: G[B]Lω = G[B]L∗ω.

Constraint on the angular momentum

While the robot is flying or balancing, the position of most of the joints only has
small and smooth changes with respect to the initial robot configuration. This is
true in particular for the joints associated to the links that mostly contributes to the
robot’s total inertia, such as the robot chest, pelvis and upper legs. It is possible
to verify numerically that for the case study the total inertia rate of change always
remains G[B]İ ≈ 03. Therefore, we choose

G[B]L∗ω = G[B]I0BωB, (14.6)

with G[B]I0 = G[B]I(t = 0). The constraint is in accordance with the actual robot
behavior during the considered tasks, thus increasing its probabilities to remain
feasible, i.e., matrix J̄sω always remains full rank. Note that as long as constraint
(14.6) holds, the base angular velocity coincides with the average angular veloc-
ity. The angular momentum is then forced to coincide at each instant to that of
a single rigid body, with inertia G[B]I0 and the angular velocity of the base link.
Consequently, the robot overall orientation is associated to the orientation of the
base link IRB. Provided that J̄sω remains full rank, any joint movement that is in
the null space of J̄sω does not violate the angular momentum constraint, therefore
the robot can still control the thrusts orientation by moving its joints. A control
design that exploits the angular momentum constraint as in (14.6) is stated next.

Control of robot orientation

After imposing the constraint (14.6), we select the angular momentum acceleration
G[B]L̈ω = G[B]I0Bω̈B as control variable to stabilize the angular momentum and the
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base link orientation towards desired values. In particular, we are given with the
following Lemma.

Lemma 8 Consider the following system:

IṘB = IRBS(BωB) (14.7a)
G[B]L̇ω = G[B]I0Bω̇B (14.7b)
G[B]L̈ω = G[B]L̈∗ω, (14.7c)

and assume that the angular momentum acceleration G[B]L̈∗ω ∈ R3 can be chosen
at will. Apply the following control law to system (14.7):

G[B]L̈∗ω = G[B]L̈dω − (13 + c0
G[B]I−1

0 )G[B] ˙̃Lω + (14.8)

− c1
G[B]I−1

0
G[B]L̃ω − ˙skv − coG[B]I−1

0 skv,

where we defined: the rotation error skv := 1
2(Rd>IRB − IR>BRd)∨, the angular

momentum error G[B]L̃ω := G[B]Lω − G[B]Ldω, and the user-defined control gains
c0, c1 ∈ R+. Then, the equilibrium point

(G[B]L̇ω,
G[B]Lω,

IRB) = (G[B]L̇dω(t), G[B]Ldω(t), Rd(t))

is locally asymptotically stable.

The proof is given in Appendix F. We are then left to relate G[B]L̈∗ω with the control
variables ẇt, ṡ and ḟ .

Angular momentum acceleration

The momentum acceleration in centroidal coordinates is given by the time differ-
entiation of (14.2):

G[I]L̈ = Atu1 + Λs(q, f,wt)u2 + αAcu3 + ΛB(q, f,wt)vB, (14.9)

where the control variables u1 = ẇt, u2 = ṡ and u3 = ḟ all appear linearly.
Matrices Λs and ΛB are obtained by rearranging the time derivatives of At and Ac,
see Appendix F for the details. Now, let us split the momentum acceleration into
linear and angular part:

G[I]L̈l = Atlu1 + Λslu2 + αAclu3 + ΛBlvB (14.10a)
G[I]L̈ω = Atωu1 + Λsωu2 + αAcωu3 + ΛBωvB (14.10b)

where we properly partitioned At = [A>tl , A
>
tω ]>, Ac = [A>cl , A

>
cω ]>, Λs =

[Λ>sl , Λ>sω ]> and ΛB = [Λ>Bl , Λ>Bω ]>. Recall now that the orientation control Eq.
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14.8 considers the momentum in body coordinates. The angular momentum accel-
eration in body coordinates is related to the centroidal angular momentum by:

G[B]L̈ω = BR̈I
G[I]Lω + 2 BṘI

G[I]L̇ω + BRI
G[I]L̈ω = (14.11)

= σ + BRI
G[I]L̈ω.

Because of the angular momentum constraint 14.6, it can be verified that the bias
term σ does not depend on the control variables, i.e. σ = σ(q, f,wt, ωB). This
implies that the following equations:

G[B]L̈ω = σ + BRI(Atωu1 + Λsωu2 + αAcωu3 + ΛBωvB) (14.12)

can be feedback-linearized through a proper choice of the control terms u :=
[u>1 , u

>
2 , u

>
3 ]>. We rewrite Eq. 14.12 as:

G[B]L̈ω = Hωu+ hω, (14.13)

hω := σ + BRIΛBωvB,

Hω := BRI
[
Atω , Λsω , αAcω

]
.

Thus, the angular momentum control is achieved from 14.13 by choosing G[B]L̈ω =
G[B]L̈∗ω, provided that matrix Hω always remains full rank.

14.2.2 Control of the linear momentum

The control of the linear momentum G[I]Ll is designed similarly to the one pre-
sented in [Pucci et al., 2018] and in Chapter 12 for the momentum-jerk control
framework. More specifically, let us define the state variable:

ξ̃ := Atlwt + αAclf + F,

F := −mge3 − L̇dl +K l
DL̃l +K l

P I(t)l

with K l
P ,K

l
D ∈ R3×3 two symmetric and positive definite matrices. The variable

I(t)l represents the integral of the linear momentum error L̃l. Then, consider the
following system of equations:

İl = L̃l (14.14a)
˙̃Ll = ξ̃ −K l

DL̃l −K l
P Il (14.14b)

˙̃
ξ = Atlu1 + Λslu2 + αAclu3 + ΛBlvB − L̈

d
l +K l

D
˙̃Ll +K l

P L̃l.(14.14c)

It can be proven that there are conditions for the existence of a smooth control
input u = [u>1 , u

>
2 , u

>
3 ]> such that the closed loop equilibrium point (Il, L̃l, ξ̃) =
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(0, 0, 0) of system (14.14) is globally asymptotically stable [Pucci et al., 2018]. In
particular, recall that the centroidal momentum is linear versus the system velocity
ν, i.e. G[I]L = JG(q)ν = JBGvB + JsGṡ. The matrix JG = [JBG, J

s
G] is the

centroidal momentum matrix [Orin et al., 2013]. Then, define:

hl := (ΛBl + K̃JBlG )vB + (K l
D + 13) ˙̃Ll +K l

P Il − L̈dl − K̃Ldl
Hl :=

[
Atl , Λsl + K̃JslG , αAcl

]
K̃ := K l

P +K l
D +K−1

O

with KO ∈ R3×3 a symmetric and positive definite matrix and the partition J lG :=
[JBlG , J

sl
G ] ∈ R3×n+6 corresponds to the first three rows of JG. If there exist a

control input u such that:

Hlu+ hl = 0, (14.15)

then the closed loop equilibrium point (Il, L̃l, ξ̃) = (0, 0, 0) is globally asymptoti-
cally stable. More specifically, as long as rank(Hl) = 6, a solution to Eq. (14.15)
always exists [Pucci et al., 2018].

14.2.3 Quadratic programming formulation

The linear and angular momentum tasks (14.13)–(14.15) can be framed as a QP
optimization problem. The advantage of QP formulation is twofold: first, addi-
tional tasks of lower priority can be added to the cost function to resolve eventual
actuation redundancy. Secondly, it is possible to account for software and hardware
constraints in the control input definition. The QP problem is formulated as:

u∗ = argmin
u

(λω|Hωu+ hω − G[B]L̈∗ω|2 + λl|Hlu+ hl|2 +

λs|u2 − ṡ∗|2) (14.16a)

s.t.

αJν = 0, (14.16b)
G[B]Lω = G[B]I0BωB, (14.16c)

l1b (wt) < u1 < u1
b(wt), (14.16d)

l2b (s) < u2 < u2
b(s), (14.16e)

l3b (t) < u3 < u3
b(t). (14.16f)

The parameters λω, λl, λs ∈ R+ are positive weighting constants. The low priority
task u2 = ṡ∗ exploits the actuation redundancy to keep the robot joints close to a
desired robot posture:

ṡ∗ := −Ks
P (s− sd)
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where Ks
P ∈ Rn×n is a symmetric and positive definite matrix and sd ∈ Rn a

reference position for the joints configuration. The equality constraint (14.16b)
accounts for the feet fixed assumption while the robot is balancing. The angular
momentum constraint (14.16c) allows to perform orientation control while flying.

Formulation of the input boundaries

The upper and lower bounds of the control variables are included in the QP for-
mulation with (14.16d)–(14.16e)–(14.16f). These boundaries have been expressed
following a novel formulation, whose advantage is twofold:

• it allows to take into account also the boundaries of the integrals of u1 and
u2, namely the thrust magnitude wt and the joints position s;

• it allows semi-automatic take off and landing by proper regulation of the feet
vertical forces rate of change.

The expressions of the boundaries of u1 and u2 are given by:

l1b = tanh(ε1(wt − wmin
t ))ẇmin

t

u1
b = tanh(ε1(wmax

t − wt))ẇmax
t

l2b = tanh(ε2(s− smin))ṡmin

u2
b = tanh(ε2(smax − s))ṡmax,

with ε1,2 positive constants. This formulation of the input boundaries allows to
also take into account in the QP the saturation of the thrust magnitude and of the
joint angles. The proof is in Appendix F. This is a considerable advantage as
including joints and thrusts limits is fundamental to enforce the reliability of the
control algorithm on real applications.

The boundaries on the contact wrench rate of change u3 are exploited for per-
forming semi-automatic take off and landing. The procedure is simple: select the
upper and lower bounds corresponding to the feet vertical forces, i.e. l3zb , u

3z
b ∈ R2.

During take off, a trigger (e.g. a button pressed by the user or the entrance in a new
state of a state machine) renders the upper bound u3z

b < 0. The modified boundary
constrains the QP to find balancing solutions that implies the vertical forces rate of
change to be negative, thus reducing (up to zero) the feet forces and consequently
increasing the thrust magnitude to compensate gravity. Similarly, during the land-
ing phase a trigger renders the lower bound l3zb > 0. Vertical forces then increase
up to half of the gravity force, while the thrust magnitude is reduced to zero.
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Remark: algebraic loop during the balancing phase

A long but straightforward analysis on all the terms composing the cost function
(14.16a) shows that they depend non-linearly on the base linear and angular ve-
locity vB and on the contact wrenches f . During the balancing phase both these
quantities are a function of the joints velocities ṡ because of the feet fixed assump-
tion Jν = 0, thus there is an algebraic loop. Note that the loop is instead absent
during the flying phase.

Let us observe however that both in simulation and on the real iCub the con-
tact forces and the base velocity are directly measured by FT sensors, by an on
board IMU and external cameras. Therefore, we may try to ignore the algebraic
loop during the balancing phase and directly use these measurements in the control
algorithm. Closed-loop system stability is then verified numerically in simulation.
On the real robot, unavoidable delays in sensing technology and network commu-
nication may be sufficient to resolve the algebraic loop during the balancing phase.

14.3 Joint Torque Control

The solution to the optimization problem (14.16) is given by the triple [u∗1, u
∗
2, u

∗
3].

The thrusts intensities rate of change ẇ∗t = u∗1 can be directly commanded to the
jet turbines, whose dynamics –for the purpose of this thesis – is neglected. To
achieve the requested joint velocities ṡ∗ = u∗2 and contact forces rate of change
ḟ∗ = u∗3, we resort to the robot joint torques. More specifically, let us design
another minimization procedure:

(τ∗, f∗) = argmin
(τ,f)

(λτ |s̈− s̈∗|2 + αλf |f − Iu∗3 |
2) (14.17a)

s.t.

α(Jν̇ + J̇ν) = 0, (14.17b)

αCff ≤ αbf , (14.17c)

lτb < τ < uτb . (14.17d)

The cost function (14.17a) is composed of two tasks: one achieves desired joints
accelerations and the other desired contact wrenches. The joints acceleration are
obtained by partitioning the system dynamics Eq. (14.1):

s̈ = B>M−1(J>f + J>t wt − h+Bτ).

Then, reference joints acceleration s̈∗ are chosen to perform high gain control and
stabilize ṡ = u∗2:

s̈∗ = −Ks
P (ṡ− u∗2)−Ks

I

∫ t

0
(ṡ− u∗2)dt.
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The force task attempts at selecting contact wrenches such that f∗ = Iu∗3 , where we
define Iu∗3 =

∫ t
0 u
∗
3dt. The parameters λτ and λf are positive weighting constants.

The equality constraints (14.17b) highlight the dependency between contact
wrenches and joint torques, i.e. f = f(τ). The remaining inequalities (14.17c)–
(14.17d) account for contact stability constraints and joint torques saturation.

Let us observe that the dimension of the control variables during balancing
[u∗2, u

∗
3] ∈ Rn+12 is greater than the number of torques τ ∈ Rn. Thus, the opti-

mization problem (14.17) does not have an exact solution, and therefore it finds the
closest solution in the least square sense that also respects the constraints.

14.4 Simulation Results

Fig. 14.2 iRonCub flying in a disaster-like scenario.

14.4.1 Simulation environment

The controller is implemented in Simulink and tested in Gazebo simulator. The
controller frequency is 100 Hz. All changes in linear and angular momentum ref-
erences, as well as take off and landing, are triggered by means of a joypad that
communicates with Simulink through YARP network. The simulation environment
is depicted in Fig. 14.2 and it is composed of several destroyed buildings endowed
with physical properties so that the robot can interact with them.
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Fig. 14.3 A typical flight sequence. From left to right, top to bottom: balancing; taking off;
hovering; flying; approaching; landed.

14.4.2 Flying simulation with joypad

We perform multiple take off, landing, balancing and flying tests in simulation with
joypad control. The joypad control allows to perform a wide number of maneuvers
during flight, without the necessity to design a proper planner and a complex state
machine to manage take off and landing. Fig. 14.3 shows a typical sequence of
movements of the robot while flying and landing on the roof of a building.

Range of motion of the flying robot

Figures 14.4–14.5 show the center of mass position and the base link orientation
while flying, compared to their reference values. Observe that reference variations
are not provided one at a time, but the robot can move along several directions
at the same time. The areas depicted in red correspond to the balancing phases,
including take off and landing.
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Fig. 14.4 Center of mass measured and desired position during flight simulation.

Fig. 14.5 Measured and desired base orientation during flight simulation.
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Fig. 14.6 Center of mass position error during flight simulation.

Fig. 14.7 Base orientation error during flight simulation.
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From the pictures it is possible to understand the range of motion of the flying
robot: during our tests, the center of mass position varies considerably in all direc-
tions, with a variation around 5 m along the y direction and a variation around 10 m
along x and z directions. The base orientation reference instead has been limited
by purpose in the pitch and roll angles. In absence of a proper planner, the bounds
of pitch and roll are necessary to avoid that the user provides unfesible references.
In fact, perfect decoupling of robot position and orientation is not always possi-
ble due to actuation limits and joints boudaries. The orientation limit references
have been estimated experimentally, and are ±2.5◦ for the roll and [−30◦, 0◦] for
the pitch angle. The base yaw instead can vary with no limits. Despite the re-
duced base orientation motion, our simulations demonstrate that the robot can still
perform complex maneuvers during flight.

Trajectory tracking errors

Position and orientation tracking errors during the flight simulation are depicted
in Figures 14.6–14.7. Both the base orientation and the center of mass position
errors remain sufficienty small to allow the robot to perform all tasks smoothly. In
particular, the center of mass error remains smaller than 5 cm, excluding the error
along the z direction (10 cm) during balancing after landing. The high error during
this phase is due to the way the controller handles the landing maneuver: in order
to activate landing, the robot needs to push against the contact surface and over-
come a force threshold. A non-zero initial feet wrench when landing facilitates the
transition from flying to balancing. The pushing is obtained by providing a refer-
ence for the CoM height which is lower (by some centimeters) than the minimum
CoM height the robot can achieve when balancing with straight legs. Therefore the
robot in landing configuration cannot properly track the reference CoM along the
z direction, and this justifies the high error along z direction during balancing.

The orientation error always remains smaller than about 6◦. Note that gain tun-
ing of the robot orientation is particularly challenging, as the control couples the
errors of the three angles. Despite this limitation, the orientation tracking perfor-
mance is sufficient to allow the robot to fly and perform maneuvers while flying
smoothly. Figure 14.8 shows the norm of the joint position error, which correspond
to the task of lower priority. The joint position error norm remains bounded during
the whole flight, showing that the QP formulation (14.16) also allows to stabilize
the zero dynamics of the system.
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Fig. 14.8 Joint position error norm during flight simulation.

Fig. 14.9 Desired joint torques at robot torso during flight simulation.
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Fig. 14.10 Desired joint torques at robot arms during flight simulation.

Fig. 14.11 Desired joint torques at robot legs during flight simulation.
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Joint torques and thrust forces

The joint torques required by the controller during the entire simulation are de-
picted in Figures 14.9 (torso), 14.10 (arms) and 14.11 (legs). On the iCub robot,
torque saturation is about 34Nm. It can be easily verified that the controller pro-
vides relatively smooth torques that always remain far from saturation.

Figure 14.12 represents instead the measured jets thrust forces during flight.
The simulated jet turbines are the JetCat P220 on the jetpack and JetCat P100 at
the hands. The maximum thrust provided by the P220 and the P100 is 220 N and
100 N, respectively. The analysis of the measured thrust pointed out that the hands
turbines are often operating around 90% of their power, while the jetpack turbines
seldom overcome 50%. A possible explanation may be that the jetpack thrusts,
which are located behind the robot center of mass, generate a moment that tends to
rotate the robot along its pitch. The high thrust magnitude provided by the hands
turbines is then required to compensate for this rotation. In fact, one may observe
that the hands thrust is reduced considerably when the base pitch angle is rotated
(seconds 15− 30 in the figures).

Fig. 14.12 Measured jets thrust magnitude during flight simulation.
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Epilogue

This three years Ph.D project focused on improving the state-of-the art of in-
stantaneous momentum-based and optimization-based controllers for floating base
robots. The final achievement is the design of controllers with proven stability and
robustness properties, that can be implemented on different robotic platforms and
employed for solving a large variety of tasks. The proposed control frameworks
have been tested both in simulation and on real robots, namely, the humanoid robot
iCub, the aerial manipulator OTHex and the robot iRonCub.

Yet, some of the problems stated in Chapter 5 still remain open. There are
also issues that have been partially addressed, but effective implementation on the
real robot is still challenging. In what follows, every treated topic in the thesis is
recalled together with a discussion on the achieved results and the open issues that
still need to be addressed in future works.

Part II

In Chapter 7 we presented numerical evidence that a classical stack-of-task ap-
proach to momentum controllers may lead to an instability of the zero dynamics.
To ensure stability, we demonstrated that it is necessary to close the loop with ori-
entation terms at the momentum level. We designed a modification of state-of-the-
art momentum based control strategies that ensure asymptotic stability, which was
shown by performing Lyapunov analysis on the linearization of the closed loop
system around the equilibrium point. Simulation and experimental tests validate
the presented analysis.

A critical point needed to prove the stability of the constrained dynamical sys-
tem is to define the minimum set of coordinates identifying its evolution. This can
be straightforward in case of balancing on one foot, but the extension to multiple
contacts is not trivial and must be considered carefully.

Chapter 8 proposed a gain tuning procedure for momentum-based controllers.
The objective is the achievement of a desired local dynamics for the robot joints.
Constraints on symmetry and positive definiteness of the tuned gain matrices are
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enforced thanks to a tracker for symmetric positive definite matrices. Simulation
results show the effectiveness of the gain tuning procedure for both the robot bal-
ancing on one foot and two feet.

Further improvements on the gain tuning procedure may be developed in future
works. The gains optimization presented in this Chapter can be applied to different
equilibrium points along a joint reference trajectory, and may be an efficient tuning
strategy in case of humanoid walking. Online implementations of the presented
algorithm on the real humanoid robot is still being investigated.

Robot balancing in highly dynamic environments is the topic addressed in
Chapter 9. In particular, the case study is iCub balancing on a seesaw board. The
seesaw equations of motion and the contact constraints equations are obtained fol-
lowing a general procedure, that can be reused in case the robot is in contact with a
different object. The momentum-based control algorithm is redesigned taking into
account the seesaw dynamics, and two different controllers are proposed.

Only simulation results are presented. However, preliminary tests on the real
robot iCub have been performed, depicting some limitations of our control ap-
proach. For example, the presence of modeling errors and network delays can
strongly affect the controllers’ performances. Future work might be focused on
reducing the modeling and estimation errors on the real platform.

In Chapter 10 we proposed a framework for extending a momentum based
controllers developed for humanoid robots with stiff actuators to the case of series
elastic actuators. The key point is to consider motor velocities as a fictitious con-
trol input of the robot’s dynamics. Then, fast convergence of the motor velocities
to the desired values is obtained through high gain control of motors dynamics.
Compared to other strategies, our control framework is robust against the feedfor-
ward terms usually needed by pure feedback linearization techniques, and allows
us to easily extend the momentum based controllers developed for rigid joints to
the elastic joint case.

In this Chapter, only simulation results are presented because series elastic
actuators developed in [Parmiggiani et al., 2012, Tisi et al., 2016] are currently
not installed on the real iCub. Experimental validation may be performed on other
humanoid robots endowed with Series Elastic Actuators.

Classical algorithms for whole-body torque control of humanoid robots com-
pensate for the effect of the joints viscous and Coulomb friction. Chapter 11
proposed instead a torque control framework that allows to exploit the inherent
stabilizing nature of the joints friction. We first developed a control algorithm for
fixed base robots that exploits friction for improving the robot joints tracking, and
that can also ensure better robustness of the controlled system w.r.t. noisy velocity
measurements. Then, we extended our formulation to the control of a floating base
robot. In particular, the joints friction was exploited to improve the tracking of a
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desired momentum trajectory. Experimental results on iCub show the effectiveness
of the proposed approach.

Future work may focus on analyzing if other dynamical effects normally ne-
glected or compensated can be included in the control algorithm to improve its per-
formances. Furthermore, a stronger theoretical justification of the control frame-
work when applied to floating base systems may be required.

Chapter 12 addressed some common limitations of force and torque con-
trollers for floating base systems based on Quadratic Programming. More specif-
ically, we removed inequality constraints from the optimization problem by de-
signing an invertible, one-to-one mapping that parametrises the contact wrenches
into a new set of unconstrained variables. This parametrization guarantees that
the output wrenches always satisfy the contact stability constraints. Based on this
mapping we designed a general jerk control optimization framework for floating
base systems. We then analyzed a specific use case of the jerk controller, namely
a momentum-based jerk control architecture for balancing a 23 DoFs humanoid
robot. The controller has been validated both in simulation and on the real iCub,
and compared with a classical momentum-based controller. Sensitivity to errors
in the momentum rate of change estimation is identified as a drawback of the ap-
proach, as it may affect stability and convergence of the closed loop dynamics.
A solution for increasing robustness of the controller w.r.t. biases on momentum
estimation is proposed.

A limitation is that the proposed jerk control architecture does not take into
account joints position and torque limits. A future work may involve the integration
of these limits in the control framework. Further development will be done in order
to extend the jerk controller to the humanoid walking task.

Part III

In Chapter 13 we considered the challenging problem of precise position and
force control of an aerial manipulator. The proposed method takes inspiration from
whole-body control methods applied to humanoid robots. In particular, our control
method is based on a multi-task optimization problem, solved via quadratic pro-
gramming. This allows to consider different control objectives (e.g., interaction
force, position of the end-effector, full pose of the robot, etc.) and hard constraints
that should be respected to ensure the stability of the system and the feasibility of
the problem solution. The precision of the method during interaction is enhanced
by a direct force-feedback exploiting a FT sensor integrated at the manipulator
end-effector. We performed experimental and simulation tests based on fully- and
under-actuated aerial platforms respectively. The corresponding results show the
great flexibility of the method and the improvement in the force-tracking thanks to
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the explicit force-feedback.
In the experiments, only the point contact scenario has been considered. In

future work we shall also consider other kind of interactions, and consequently
design control algorithms that will include full contact wrench feedback. Further-
more, other challenging tasks will be subject of study, such as manipulation and
grasping, and multi-contact interaction. Further experiments will also be carried
on with underactuated platforms.

Chapter 14 proposes a momentum jerk control for the stabilization of a jet-
powered flying humanoid robot. The control algorithm can guarantee global track-
ing of a desired CoM position and local asymptotic stabilization of a reference
attitude trajectory while flying. Also, the controller can handle take off and land-
ing maneuvers. Numerical validation shows that stability is retained also when the
robot is balancing on rigid contacts. Simulation results are obtained in Gazebo
with a joypad-controlled iRonCub.

Nevertheless, unmodeled phenomena such as high temperature effects, high
frequency vibrations, ground effect, and the jets’ own dynamics may impair the
effectiveness of real robot control. Future work will investigate these issues in
order to lead to the implementation of the control algorithm on the real iRonCub.
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Appendix A

Proof of Lemma 2

Recall that in view of Lemma 1, the mass matrix M is block diagonal. The joint
space dynamics is given by the last n rows of Eq. (3.4):

Mss̈ = J>s f − hs + τ. (A.1)

Moreover, we can rewrite the term JM−1(h− J>f∗) in the control torques equa-
tions Eq. (6.6) as follows:

JM−1(h− J>f∗) = JBM
−1
B (hB − J>B f∗) + Λ(hs − J>s f∗).

In view of NΛ = 1n − Λ†Λ and the choice of τ0 as in (6.7), the control torques
(6.6) can be simplified as:

τ = hs − J>s f∗ + Λ†(JBM
−1
B (hB − J>B f∗)− J̇ν) +NΛu0, (A.2)

with u0 = Mss̈
d − Ks

D(ṡ − ṡd) − Ks
P (s − sd). Substituting Eq. (A.2) into Eq.

(A.1), and assuming that at every instant f = f∗, gives:

Mss̈ = Λ†(JBM
−1
B (hB − J>B f∗)− J̇ν) +NΛu0. (A.3)

The only term which contains the wrenches f∗ in Eq. (A.3) is multiplied by J>B .
Since f∗ = f1 + NBf0, and by definition J>BNB = 06nc , we have that J>B f

∗ =
J>B f1. Hence, vector f0 does not influence the joint space dynamics Eq. (A.3).
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Appendix B

Proof of Lemma 3

The proof is composed of two steps. First, we linearize the constrained closed
loop dynamics around the equilibrium point (sd, 0). Then, by means of Lyapunov
analysis, we show that the equilibrium point is asymptotically stable.

B.1 Linearization

Consider that Assumption 1 holds, and that we apply the control laws (6.4)–(6.6)–
(6.7) with the gains as (7.3)–(7.4). The closed loop joint space dynamics of sys-
tem (3.4) constrained by (3.7) is given by the following equation:

Mss̈+ hs − J>s f = τ (B.1)

Now, rewrite the joint torques in (6.6) as follows: τ = Λ+(Λ(hs − J>s f) +
JBM

−1
B (hB − J>B f)− J̇ν) +NΛτ0. Therefore, Eq. (B.1) can be simplified into:

s̈ = M−1
s (Λ+(JBM

−1
B (hB − J>B f)− J̇ν)−NΛu0) (B.2)

where u0 = Ks
P (s−sd)+Ks

Dṡ, while hB = CBνB+CBsṡ+mge3, andCB ∈ R6×6,
CBs ∈ R6×n, CsB ∈ Rn×6, Cs ∈ Rn×n are obtained from the following partition
of the Coriolis matrix:

C =

[
CB CBs
CsB Cs

]
Substituting (6.4) into (B.2) and grouping together the terms that are linear with
respect of joint velocity yield:

s̈ = −M−1
s

[
Λ†(JBM

−1
B L̇∗ + Ψṡ) +NΛu0

]
(B.3)
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where Ψ = J̇s − JBM−1
B CBs + (JBM

−1
B CB − J̇B)J−1

B Js. Define the state x as
x :=

[
x>1 x>2

]>
=
[
s> − sd> ṡ>

]>
. Since Ld ≡ 0, the linearized dynamical

system about the equilibrium point (sd, 0) is given by

ẋ =

[
∂sẋ1 ∂ṡẋ1

∂sẋ2 ∂ṡẋ2

]
x =

[
0n×n 1n
A1 A2

]
x (B.4)

To find the matrices A1, A2 ∈ Rn×n, one has to evaluate the following partial
derivatives

∂y s̈ = −
6∑
i=1

∂y(M
−1
s Λ†JBM

−1
B ei)e

>
i L̇
∗ −M−1

s NΛ∂yu0

−
n∑
i=1

∂y(M
−1
s NΛei)e

>
i u0 −M−1

s Λ†JBM
−1
B ∂yL̇

∗

with y = {s, ṡ}. Note that L̇∗ = 0 and u0 = 0 when evaluated at s = sd and
ṡ = 0. We thus have to compute only the partial derivatives of L̇∗ and u0. The
latter is trivially given by ∂su0 = K

s
PNΛMs and ∂ṡu0 = K

s
DNΛMs. The former

can be calculated via Eq. (7.6). In light of the above we obtain the expressions of
the matrices in (B.4):

A1(sd) = −M−1
s Λ†JBM

−1
B KIMBJ

−1
B Js −M−1

s NΛK
s
PNΛMs

A2(sd) = −M−1
s Λ†JBM

−1
B KPMBJ

−1
B Js −M−1

s NΛK
s
DNΛMs.

B.2 Proof of Asymptotic Stability

Consider now the following Lyapunov candidate:

V (x)=
1

2

[
x>1 M

>
s Q1Msx1+x>2 M

>
s Q2Msx2

]
where Ms = Ms(s

d), and

Q1 := Λ>J−>B M>BKIMBJ
−1
B Λ +NΛK

s
PNΛ

Q2 := Λ>J−>B M>BMBJ
−1
B Λ +NΛ

calculated at x1 = 0, x2 = 0. V is a properly defined Lyapunov candidate, in fact
V = 0 ⇐⇒ x = 0 and is positive definite otherwise. Indeed, Q1 can be rewritten
in the following way:

Q1 =
[
Λ> NΛ

] [J−>B M>BKIMBJ
−1
B 0

0 K
s
P

] [
Λ
NΛ

]
.
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and, because Λ and NΛ are orthogonal Q1 is positive definite. The same reasoning
can be applied to Q2. We can now consider the time derivative of V :

V̇ = x>1 M
>
s Q1Msx2 + x>2 M

>
s Q2Msẋ2

= −x>2 M>s (Λ>J−>B M>BKPMBJ
−1
B Λ

+NΛK
s
DNΛ)Msx2 ≤ 0.

The stability of the equilibrium point x = 0 associated with the linear system
(B.4) thus follows. To prove the asymptotic stability of the equilibrium point
x = 0, which implies its asymptotic stability when associated with the nonlin-
ear system (B.3), we have to resort to LaSalle’s invariance principle. Let us de-
fine the invariant set S := {x : V̇ (x) = 0} that implies S = {(x1, 0)}. It is
easy to verify that the only trajectory starting in S and remains in S is given by
x1 = 0 thus proving LaSalle’s principle. As a consequence, the equilibrium point
x = 0⇒ (s, ṡ) = (sd, 0) is asymptotically stable.
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Appendix C

Proof of Lemma 4–5

C.1 Proof of Lemma 4

Given two rectangular matricesA,B, recall the following properties: rank (AB) ≤
min(rank (A), rank (B)) and rank (B ⊗A) = rank (A) rank (B), where rank ( · )
denotes the rank of a matrix. We apply the above properties to evaluate the rank
of the matrices C1, C2, C3, C4 in Eq. (8.1a). It is straightforward to verify that:
rank(C1) ≤ 6, rank(C2) ≤ 6, rank(C3) ≤ n − 6nc, rank(C4) ≤ n − 6nc. It is
now possible to evaluate the rank of matrix

Ψ =
[[
C>2 ⊗ C1

] [
C>4 ⊗ C3

]]
∈ Rn

2×(n2+36),

i.e.

rank(Ψ) ≤ rank(C>2 ⊗ C1) + rank(C>4 ⊗ C3) ≤ 36 + (n− 6nc)
2.

The condition for Ψ to be full row rank is rank(Ψ) = n2. This condition may be
verified if 36 + (n − 6nc)

2 = n2. Recall that n, nc must be positive integers, and
that n > 6nc. Assume that n = 6nc + k, with k ∈ N. Then, one can verify that
36 + (n − 6nc)

2 < n2 yields 36(n2
c − 1) + 12knc > 0, which is always satisfied

for any nc, k ∈ N. As a consequence, rank(Ψ) < n2.

C.2 Proof of Lemma 5

Using the properties of Frobenius matrix norms, one has that |K̃|2 = |K∗−X|2 =
tr ((K∗ −X)>(K∗ −X)), where tr( · ) denotes the trace operator. Consider now
the candidate Lyapunov function

V = |K̃|2 = tr ((K∗ −X(O,D))>(K∗ −X(O,D))) (C.1)
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Observe that V is always positive, and V = 0 iif K̃ = 0. Then, to prove the three
statements in Lemma 5, it suffices to show that V̇ ≤ 0. To do this, recall that O is
an orthogonal matrix, i.e. OO> = 1. Observe that Eq. (C.1) can be rewritten as:

V = tr (K∗K∗> − 2K∗>O> exp(D)O + exp(2D)) (C.2)

where we used the properties tr(K∗>O> exp(D)O) = tr(O> exp(D)OK∗) and
tr(O> exp(2D)O) = tr(OO> exp(2D)). To compute the time derivative of V ,
recall that Ȯ = OS(v), with S(v) a skew-symmetric matrix, and Ḋ = U . Then,
V̇ becomes:

V̇ = 2 tr(B1 exp(D)U) + 2 tr(B2S(v)),

where we defined B2 = O> exp(D)OK∗> − K∗>O> exp(D)O, while B1 =
exp(D)−OK∗O>. A way to ensure a negative V̇ is to impose:

tr(B1 exp(D)U) ≤ 0 (C.3a)

tr(B2S(v)) ≤ 0. (C.3b)

Now, note that the term (C.3a) can be rewritten as
∑n

i=1 e
>
i B1 exp(D)Uei. Since

the product exp(D)U is diagonal, then:

n∑
i=1

e>i B1 exp(D)Uei =

n∑
i=1

e>i B1ei exp(di)ui,

where we indicate with exp(di)ui the i-th element along the diagonal of exp(D)U .
The trace can then be rewritten as

∑n
i=1 e

>
i B1ei exp(di)ui =

∑n
i=1 b1i exp(di)ui

where b1i is the i-th element along the diagonal of B1. A possible choice of ui that
ensures tr(B1 exp(D)U) ≤ 0 is:

ui = −kUi exp(−di)b1i kUi > 0. (C.4)

Since ui is the i-th element along the diagonal of U , Eq. (C.4) implies that U =
−KU exp(−D)diag(B1) with KU a diagonal matrix of positive constants.

Now, recall that the matrix B2 can be decomposed as follows:

B2 =
(B2+B>2 )

2 + S(ω) (C.5)

where ω =
(

(B2−B>2 )
2

)∨
. Recall also that the trace of a product between a sym-

metric and a skew-symmetric matrix is zero. Then, tr
(

(B2+B>2 )
2 S(v)

)
= 0. We

are now left to evaluate tr(S(ω)S(v)). The trace of a matrix product can also be
written as tr(X>Y ) = vec(X)> vec(Y ), where vec( · ) is the vectorization op-
erator. Then tr(S(ω)S(v)) = − tr(S(ω)>S(v)) = − vec((S(ω))> vec(S(v)).
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Note that vec(S(x)) = Tx ∀x, where the matrix T satisfies T>T
2 = 1 due to the

skew-symmetry of S( · ). Hence,

tr(S(ω)>S(v)) = −ω>T>Tv = −2ω>v

and this suggests that a possible choice of v is v = KvS(ω)∨ = Kv

(
(B2−B>2 )

2

)∨
.
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Appendix D

Modeling of Seesaw Dynamics
and Constraints

D.1 Seesaw Dynamics in Frame S

Let us define with S[I] a reference frame whose origin is at the seesaw center of
mass, and with the orientation of the inertial frame I. The rate of change of seesaw
momentum, when projected in this frame, is given by:

S[I]L̇S = −mSge3 − J̄>R f + J̄>S fS (D.1)

where the matrices J̄R and J̄S are defined in the next subsection D.2. Note that
the mapping between frame S[I] and the seesaw frame S is given by the relative
rotation between the inertial frame and the seesaw frame, i.e. IRS . Therefore, the
projection of the seesaw momentum S[I]LS into the seesaw frame S is given by:

S[I]LS = IR̄S
SLS =

[IRS 03

03
IRS

]
SLS . (D.2)

By differentiating Eq. (D.2), one has:

S[I]L̇S = I ˙̄RS
SLS +I R̄S

SL̇S . (D.3)

Recall that SLS = MS
SνS , and that the derivative of a rotation matrix is given

by: IṘS = IRSS(SωS), being SωS the angular velocity of the seesaw projected
in the seesaw frame. Also, in the seesaw frame the mass matrix MS is constant.
Therefore, one has:

S[I]L̇S = IR̄S(S̄(SωS)MS
SνS +MS

S ν̇S). (D.4)
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with S̄(SωS) a proper block diagonal matrix. Finally, by substituting Eq. (D.4)
into (D.1), and multiplying both sides by IR̄−1

S =I R̄>S , one is left with Eq. (9.1),
where we define:

JR = J̄R
IR̄S

JS = J̄S
IR̄S

hS = S̄(SωS)MS
SνS +I R̄>SmSge3

D.2 Derivation of Matrices JR and JS
Recall the vector of feet linear and angular velocities expressed in the inertial
frame:

Ivfeet =


IvLfoot
IωLfoot
IvRfoot
IωRfoot

 .
The constraint of having the feet always attached to the seesaw implies that IωLfoot =
IωRfoot = IωS . Also, one has:

IvLfoot = IvS − S(IpSL)IωS
IvRfoot = IvS − S(IpSR)IωS

where IpSL, IpSR represent the distance between the seesaw CoM and the left and
right foot, respectively. Then,

Ivfeet =


13 −S(IpSL)
03 13

13 −S(IpSR)
03 13

 IνS = J̄R
IνS

Analogously, the constraint of only rolling implies that the linear velocity at the
contact point P between the seesaw and the ground is given by: IvP = IvS −
S(IpSP )IωS = 0, thus implying IvS = S(IpSP )IωS . The variable IpSP repre-
sents the distance between the seesaw CoM and the contact point P . Also, con-
straining the rotation along y and z axis implies the second and third component of
the seesaw angular velocity are given by: e>2

IωS = e>3
IωS = 0. Then, one has: 13 −S(IpSP )

01,3 e>2
01,3 e>3

 IνS = J̄S
IνS = 0

The matrices JS and JR are then obtained from J̄S and J̄R as described in the
previous Section.
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D.3 Total Momentum Rate of Change

The total linear and angular momentum of the system is obtained as a combination
of the robot and seesaw momentum:

TLT = TX
∗
G[I]
G[I]L+ TX

∗
S[I]
S[I]LS . (D.5)

For not burdening the notation, from now on we drop the superscripts denoting
the frames with respect to which LT , LS and L are expressed. The transformation
matrices in the space of wrenches TX∗G[I] and TX∗S[I] are of the following form:

TX
∗
x =

[
13 03

S(Ipx − IpT ) 13

]
where Ipx = Ipc for the robot momentum and Ipx = IpS for the seesaw momen-
tum. Then, the derivative of Eq. (D.5) is given by:

L̇T = T Ẋ
∗
G[I]L+ T Ẋ

∗
S[I]LS + TX

∗
G[I]L̇+ TX

∗
S[I]L̇S .

Recall that the system’s center of mass position is related to the robot and seesaw
center of mass positions as follows: IpT = mIpc+mS

IpS
m+mS

. Also, recall the property
S(x)x = 0. Then, it is straightforward to verify that T Ẋ

∗
G[I]L + T Ẋ

∗
S[I]LS = 0,

and therefore the rate of change of system’s momentum remains:

L̇T = TX
∗
G[I]L̇+ TX

∗
S[I]L̇S . (D.6)

By substituting now Eq. (6.1) and (D.1) into Eq. (D.6), one has:

L̇T = TX
∗
G[I](J

>
B f −mge3) + (D.7)

TX
∗
S[I](−mSge3 − J̄>R f + J̄>S fS).

The transformations matrices J>B and J̄>R map the wrenches from the contact lo-
cations to the seesaw and robot center of mass, hence they are of the form: J>B =[
G[I]X

∗
Lfoot

G[I]X
∗
Rfoot

]
and J̄>R =

[
S[I]X

∗
Lfoot

S[I]X
∗
Rfoot

]
. Thus (D.6) can

be further simplified by removing f . Furthermore, one can verify that S(IpS −
IpT )mSge3 +S(Ipc−IpT )mge3 = 0. This result is consistent with the definition
of L̇T as the summation of all external wrenches, in this case the contact forces fS
and the gravity wrench. By substituting fS into Eq. (D.6) by means of (9.7), we
finally obtain Eq. (9.9), where we defined:

J>T = TX
∗
S[I]J̄

>
S

AT = Γ−1JSM
−1
S J>R

fbias = Γ−1(JSM
−1
S hS − J̇SνS)− (mS +m)ge3.
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Appendix E

Proof of Lemma 6–7

E.1 Proof of Lemma 6

Proof of 1): when fk = φ(ξk), the constraint on the positivity of the vertical force
Eq. (3.8a) is given by:

fz = eξ3 + fminz > 0,

which is satisfied for all finite ξ3 provided that fminz ≥ 0. We substitute the re-
maining stability constraints Eq. (3.8b)–(3.8e) with the parametrizations (12.4):√

µc2
tanh2(ξ1) f2

z

1 + tanh2(ξ2)
+ µc2

tanh2(ξ2) f2
z

1 + tanh2(ξ1)
< µcfz, (E.1a)

yminc <
(δy tanh(ξ4) + δy0) fz

fz
< ymaxc , (E.1b)

xminc <
(δx tanh(ξ5) + δx0) fz

fz
< xmaxc , (E.1c)

|µz tanh(ξ6) fz
fz

| < µz. (E.1d)

the vertical force fz is greater than zero and can be simplified from system (E.1),
leading to the following set of inequalities:√

tanh2(ξ1)

1 + tanh2(ξ2)
+

tanh2(ξ2)

1 + tanh2(ξ1)
< 1, (E.2a)

yminc < δy tanh(ξ4) + δy0 < ymaxc , (E.2b)

xminc < δx tanh(ξ5) + δx0 < xmaxc , (E.2c)

| tanh(ξ6)| < 1, (E.2d)
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where also the coefficients µc and µz have been collected and simplified from Eq.
(E.1a) and (E.1d), respectively. It is now straightforward to verify that constraint
(E.2d) is verified for all finite ξ6. Direct calculations on Eq. (E.2b)–(E.2c) lead to
the following expressions:

yminc <
ymaxc (1 + tanh(ξ4)) + yminc (1− tanh(ξ4))

2
< ymaxc

xminc <
xmaxc (1 + tanh(ξ5)) + xminc (1− tanh(ξ5))

2
< xmaxc

which is always satisfied for all finite ξ4, ξ5. Concerning the remaining constraint
Eq. (E.2a), the argument of the square root can be rearranged as follows:

tanh2(ξ1)(1 + tanh2(ξ1)) + tanh2(ξ2)(1 + tanh2(ξ2))

tanh2(ξ1) + tanh2(ξ2) + tanh2(ξ1) tanh2(ξ2) + 1

which is always lower than 1 for all finite ξ1, ξ2.
Proof of 2): assume we are given with a feasible wrench fk. It is straightforward
to compute the inverse mapping of the vertical force and moments parametrization:

ξ3 = ln

(
fz − fminz

)
ξ4 = atanh

(
Mx − δy0fz

δyfz

)
ξ5 = atanh

(
My − δx0fz

δxfz

)
ξ6 = atanh

(
Mz

µzfz

)
.

Since the above equations are composed of one-to-one correspondences (hyper-
bolic tangent, logarithm), the solution [ξ3, ξ4, ξ5, ξ6]> is unique.

For what concerns the tangential forces fx and fy, let us recall the expressions
for the parametrization of fx and fy:

fx = µc
tanh(ξ1) fz√
1 + tanh2(ξ2)

(E.3a)

fy = µc
tanh(ξ2) fz√
1 + tanh2(ξ1)

. (E.3b)

An easy way to compute the inverse mapping is to raise to the square Eq. (E.3),
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which gives the following expressions:

f2
x = µc

2 tanh2(ξ1) f2
z

1 + tanh2(ξ2)
(E.4a)

f2
y = µc

2 tanh2(ξ2) f2
z

1 + tanh2(ξ1)
. (E.4b)

In the resulting equations, the square hyperbolic tangents tanh2(ξ1), tanh2(ξ2)
appear linearly. Therefore they can be computed through matrix inversion:[

tanh2(ξ1)
tanh2(ξ2)

]
=

[
µc

2f2
z −f2

x

−f2
y µc

2f2
z

]−1 [
f2
x

f2
y

]
. (E.5)

Resolving Eq. (E.5) w.r.t. ξ1, ξ2 gives two possible solutions, namely ξ1(2) =

±atanh(
√

tanh2(ξ1(2))). However, only one of the two solutions satisfies the
parametrization Eq. (E.3): in fact, the terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (E.3)
fz, µc and the square root

√
1 + tanh2(ξ1(2)) are always positive. Therefore the

sign of ξ1 (ξ2) must correspond to the sign of fx (fy), leading to the solution:

ξ1 = sign(fx)atanh(

√
tanh2(ξ1))

ξ2 = sign(fy)atanh(

√
tanh2(ξ2)).

Remark 5 It is possible to verify that if fx and fy belong to K, then the matrix
inversion in Eq. (E.5) can always be performed. In fact, singularities arise when

det(

[
µc

2f2
z −f2

x

−f2
y µc

2f2
z

]
) = µ4

cf
4
z − f2

xf
2
y = 0. Substituting Eq. (E.4) in the ex-

pression of the determinant allows to verify that the condition µ4
cf

4
z = f2

xf
2
y never

occurs for any ξ1, ξ2.

Proof of 3): let Φk ∈ R6×6 denote the gradient of fk = φ(ξk). Φk is then a matrix
of the following shape:

Φk =



F11 F12 F13 0 0 0
F21 F22 F23 0 0 0
0 0 F33 0 0 0
0 0 F43 F44 0 0
0 0 F53 0 F55 0
0 0 F63 0 0 F66

 .
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Applying the Laplace’s formula for the calculation of the determinant of Φk gives:

det(Φk) = F66F55F44F33det
[
F11 F12

F21 F22

]
where one has:

F11 =
µc(1− tanh2(ξ1))(eξ3 + fminz )√

1 + tanh2(ξ2)
,

F12 =
µc tanh(ξ1)(eξ3 + fminz )

(1 + tanh2(ξ2))
3
2

(tanh3(ξ2)− tanh(ξ2)),

F21 =
µc tanh(ξ2)(eξ3 + fminz )

(1 + tanh2(ξ1))
3
2

(tanh3(ξ1)− tanh(ξ1)),

F22 =
µc(1− tanh2(ξ2))(eξ3 + fminz )√

1 + tanh2(ξ1)
,

F33 = eξ3 ,

F44 = δy(1− tanh2(ξ4))(eξ3 + fminz ),

F55 = δx(1− tanh2(ξ5))(eξ3 + fminz ),

F66 = µz(1− tanh2(ξ6))(eξ3 + fminz ).

It can be easily verified that F33, F44, F55 and F66 are always different from zero

for any finite ξ3, ξ4, ξ5, ξ6. We are then left to evaluate the determinant of
[
F11 F12

F21 F22

]
,

which is F11F22 − F12F21. After noting that the product F11F22 is contained in
the expression of F12F21, one is left with the following expression:

det
[
F11 F12

F21 F22

]
= µ2

c(e
ξ3 + fminz )2 ·

(1− tanh2(ξ1))(1− tanh2(ξ2))√
(1 + tanh2(ξ1))(1 + tanh2(ξ2))

·

1 + tanh2(ξ1) + tanh2(ξ2)

(1 + tanh2(ξ1))(1 + tanh2(ξ2))

which is non-zero for any finite ξ1, ξ2, ξ3. As a conseguence, matrix Φk is invertible
for any finite ξk.
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E.2 Proof of Lemma 7

Stability: consider the following Lyapunov function candidate:

V (I, L̃, ζ) :=
1

2
I>KP I +

1

2
L̃>L̃+

1

2
ζ>KOζ.

Note that V = 0 ⇐⇒ (I, L̃, ζ)> = (0, 0, 0)>. Compute the Lyapunov function
derivative V̇ :

V̇ = I>KP L̃+ L̃> ˙̃L+ ζ>KO ζ̇

= I>KP L̃+ L̃>(ζ −KP I −KDL̃) + ζ>KO ζ̇

= −L̃>KDL̃+ ζ>Ko(ζ̇ +K−1
O L̃)

It is clear that V̇ ≤ 0 when ζ̇ + K−1
O L̃ = −ζ. We substitute ζ̇ with the left-hand

side of Eq. (12.13c) and ζ with its definition:

Ȧf +AΦξ̇ − L̈d +KD
˙̃L+KP L̃+K−1

O L̃ (E.6)

= −Af +mge3 + L̇d −KDL̃−KP I,

and after a rearrangement Eq. (E.6) leads to the definition of the control input ξ̇∗

as in Eq. (12.14), which gives V̇ = −L̃>KDL̃ − ζ>KOζ ≤ 0. This implies
the stability of the equilibrium point and the boundedness of system’s trajectories.
Furthermore, as long as Eq. (E.6) holds, the closed loop dynamics is given by
ζ̇ = −ζ−K−1

O L̃, and Eq. (12.13a)–(12.13b). The system is therefore autonomous,

and the convergence of L̃, ζ and ˙̃L, ζ̇ to zero can be proved by resorting to the
LaSalle’s theorem. Convergence to zero of I can be proven by computing Eq.
(12.13b) at steady state.

Note that the possibility of achieving ξ̇ = ξ̇∗ and, by consequence, the sound-
ness of the stability analysis, depends on the rank of matrix Φ. In Appendix E.1,
it has been proved that the matrix Φ is always invertible for any finite ξ. This
consideration leads to the conclusion that if ξ always remains locally (or globally)
bounded, the equilibrium point (I, L̃, ζ)> = (0, 0, 0)> can be proven to be locally
(globally) asymptotically stable.
Computation of ξ̇0: we rewrite Eq. (12.16) as:

τ∗ = Θf∗ + θ (E.7a)

Θ := − Λ†JM−1J> (E.7b)

θ := Λ†[JM−1h− J̇ν] +NΛτ0. (E.7c)
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Then, consider the following Lyapunov function:

V =
1

2
τ∗>τ∗

V̇ = τ∗>τ̇∗ = τ∗>(Θ̇f + ΘΦξ̇∗ + θ̇),

and substitute the expression of ξ̇∗ with the right-hand side of Eq. (12.14) into the
Lyapunov function derivative V̇ , which leads to:

V̇ = τ∗>(Θ̇f + ΘΦξ̇∗1 + ΘΦNAΦξ̇
∗
0 + θ̇), (E.8)

where ξ̇1 = (AΦ)† [L̈d − (KD + 16) ˙̃L− (KD +K−1
O +KP )L̃−KP I − Ȧf ]. A

solution for minimizing the norm of joint torques is to impose:

Θ̇f + ΘΦξ̇∗1 + ΘΦNAΦξ̇
∗
0 + θ̇ = −Kττ

∗, (E.9)

with Kτ a symmetric and positive definite matrix. When the equivalence (E.9) is
satisfied, the Lyapunov derivative Eq. (E.8) becomes V̇ = −τ∗>Kττ

∗ ≤ 0 and the
input joint torques converge to zero. However, this is not the case as the rank of the
matrix (ΘΦNAΦ) that multiplies the free variable ξ̇0 is lower than the dimension
of the joint torques vector τ∗ ∈ Rn. Nevertheless, we compute the closest solution
to Eq. (E.9), that leads to the following expression of ξ̇∗0 :

ξ̇∗0 = −(ΘΦNAΦ)†(Θ̇f + ΘΦξ̇∗1 + θ̇ +Kττ
∗).
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Appendix F

iRonCub Flight Control

F.1 Proof of Lemma 8

For the sake of clarity we omit the subscripts and superscripts and we define R =
IRB, L̃ω = G[B]L̃ω, ω = BωB, I−1

0 = G[B]I−1
0 . Then, consider the following

Lyapunov function candidate:

V = V1 + V2 + V3, (F.1)

V1 =
c0 + c1

2
tr(13 −Rd>R),

V2 =
c0 + c1

2
L̃>ω I

−1
0 L̃ω,

V3 =
1

2
| ˙̃Lω + L̃ω + skv|2.

It is possible to verify that (F.1) is a valid Lyapunov function candidate. The term
V1 is always positive, and it is zero iif R = Rd (see also [Olfati-Saber, 2001, Sec
5.11.6]). Recall I−1

0 is symmetric and positive definite. Then, V2 is always positive
and V2 = 0 iif L̃ω = 0. The last term V3 is always positive and it has several
solutions such that V3 = 0, but the only one that guarantees also V1 and V2 to be
zero is R = Rd, L̃ω = 0, ˙̃Lω = 0 (in particular, recall that skv(R = Rd) = 0).
Therefore one has V ≥ 0, V = 0 iif R = Rd, L̃ω = 0, ˙̃Lω = 0. The time
derivative of V is given by:

V̇ = V̇1 + V̇2 + V̇3, (F.2)

V̇1 = (c0 + c1) L̃>ω I
−1
0 skv,

V̇2 = (c0 + c1) L̃>ω I
−1
0

˙̃Lω,

V̇3 = ( ˙̃Lω + L̃ω + skv)>( ¨̃Lω + ˙̃Lω + ˙skv).
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The derivatives V̇2 and V̇3 are straightforward to compute, while the derivative
V̇1 can be obtained by recalling that d(tr(13−Rd>R))

dt = 2ω̃>skv(R,Rd) with ω̃ =
ω − ωd (see also [Olfati-Saber, 2001, Sec 5.11.6]). Also, if Eq. (14.6) holds, then
ω̃ = I−1

0 L̃ω, which in turns leads to (F.2). Direct substitution of L̈ω from Eq.
(14.8) into V̇ gives, after long but straightforward calculations:

V̇ = − c1L̃
>
ω I
−1
0 L̃ω + (F.3)

− c0( ˙̃L>ω I
−1
0

˙̃Lω + skv>I−1
0 skv + 2 ˙̃L>ω I

−1
0 skv)

= − c1L̃
>
ω I
−1
0 L̃ω − c0( ˙̃Lω + skv)>I−1

0 ( ˙̃Lω + skv)

Being I−1
0 symmetric and positive definite, one has V̇ ≤ 0. In particular:

1. V̇ ≤ 0 implies that L̃ and ˙̃L are bounded, being V a non-increasing function
(R is bounded by definition);

2. V̈ is bounded because of 1) and because of the choice of ¨̃L as in (14.8);

3. following the Barbalat’s Lemma, V̈ bounded implies that V̇ → 0;

4. V̇ → 0 implies L̃→ 0 and ( ˙̃L+ skv)→ 0;

5. being ¨̃L bounded, then ˙̃L→ 0;

6. finally, because of 4) and 5) one has that also skv → 0 and this implies the
local convergence of R→ Rd as detailed in [Olfati-Saber, 2001].

F.2 Computation of Λs and ΛB

The momentum acceleration is calculated as:

L̈ = Atẇt +Acḟ + Ȧtwt + Ȧcf, (F.4)

with the time derivatives Ȧt and Ȧc given by:

Ȧt =
[

˙̄S(ṙ1)I l1, ... ,
˙̄S(ṙnp)

I lnp

]
+
[
S̄(r1)I l̇1, ... , S̄(rnp)

I l̇np
]
,

Ȧc =

[
˙̄S(ṙL),

[
03

03

]
, ˙̄S(ṙR),

[
03

03

]]
,

˙̄S(ṙi) :=

[
03

S(ṙi)

]
, i = {1, ... np; R; L}.
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Recall that the i-th thrust reference frame Ti is chosen with its z axis pointing in the
direction of the thrust. Then, the thrust direction is the last column of the rotation
matrix IRTi , i.e. I li = IRTie3. Its derivative is computed as: I l̇i = IṘTie3 =
S(ωti)

I li, with ωti the angular velocity of the i-th thrust reference frame. Then,
apply the property S(y)x = −S(x)y to the products ˙̄S(ṙi)

I li and S̄(ri)
I l̇i:

Ȧt =
[

˙̄S(ṙ1)I l1, ... ,
˙̄S(ṙnp)

I lnp

]
+
[
S̄(r1)I l̇1, ... , S̄(rnp)

I l̇np
]

=

= −
[
S̃1

[
ṙ1

ω1

]
, ... , S̃np

[
ṙnp
ωnp

]]
,

S̃i :=

(
03 S(I li)

S(I li) S(ri)S(I li)

)
.

Define the Jacobian JT mapping the system velocity ν into the velocities Ω :=[
ṙ>1 , ω

>
1 , ..., ṙ

>
np , ω

>
np

]> ∈ R6np . Then, rearranging the term Ȧtwt that appears in
the momentum acceleration equations (F.4) gives:

Ȧtwt = −
[
wt1S̃1 ... ,wtnp S̃np

]
JT ν = Λtν.

Analogously, we apply the property S(y)x = −S(x)y to the term Ȧcf :

Ȧcf = −
[

03 03

S(f lL) S(f lR)

]
Jfν = Λfν.

where f lL, f
l
R ∈ R3 are the feet forces and the Jacobian Jf maps the system velocity

ν into the velocities
[
ṙL, ṙR

]
. From Λt and Λf we can finally obtain the expression

of Λs and ΛB as they appear in Eq. (14.9):

Λ := Λt + αΛf ,

ΛB := Λ

(
16

0n×6

)
,

Λs := Λ

(
06×n
1n

)
.

F.3 QP Input Boundaries

Assume we are trying to solve the following optimization problem:

ẋ(t)∗ = argmin
ẋ
|Aẋ+ b|2 (F.5a)

s.t.

lẋb ≤ ẋ ≤ uẋb , (F.5b)
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where lẋb and uẋb are the lower and upper bounds of the variable ẋ. Furthermore,
the integral given by x(t) =

∫ t
0 ẋ(t)dt is also bounded, and the boundaries are:

lxb ≤ x(t) ≤ uxb

We would like to include the boundaries of x inside the QP problem (F.5), so that
both the limits on ẋ and x are respected. We can state our requirements as follows:

• if lxb ≤ x(t) ≤ uxb , the current value of x is respecting its limits. Therefore its
derivative ẋ can be any value, provided that it respects the derivative bounds
lẋb ≤ ẋ(t) ≤ uẋb ;

• if x(t) = lxb , the variable x reached the lower bound. The derivative ẋ can
be either 0 or positive, but it cannot be negative (thus asking x to further
decrease). The bounds of ẋ need to be modified as 0 ≤ ẋ(t) ≤ uẋb ;

• the same approach can be used when x(t) = uxb by setting lẋb ≤ ẋ(t) ≤ 0;

Furthermore, assume that x instantly overcomes the limits. This may occur on a
real application because of unmodeled phenomena or disturbances that bring the
variable x outside the limits. In this case, we must avoid ẋ to keep increasing (or
decreasing) thus bringing x far from the upper (lower) limit. Instead, ẋ must be
strictly negative (positive) when x overcomes the upper (lower) limit, in order to
force x to decrease (increase) and bringing it back in between the boundaries. All
these requirements can be formulated analytically thanks to the properties of the
hyperbolic tangent:

tanh(εb(x− lxb ))lẋb ≤ ẋ(t) ≤ tanh(εu(uxb − x))uẋb ,

where εb, εu are positive scalars defining the sharpness of the hyperbolic tangent.
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